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COACHING DEVELOPM'ENT - cross-country training
J. D. SPOTT.SWOOD (Chairman of the BGA Instructors' Committee',

1. The BGA's coaching scheme, which has been in existence since 1963, has hitherto directed most of its efforts
toward instructor training, particularly the initial training
of .assistant instructors, though the past two years has seen
some shift of emphasis with the introduction of 'task weeks
and a ·course for new CFIs.
2. Despite these minor changes there has be,en a growing
feeling within the Instructors' Committee that some new
approach was needed if the standard of instruction within
BGA clubs was to keep pace with the development of
modern sailplanes. Too ma,ny launches are needed to r,each
Bronze and Silver C standard; there were still too many
instructors with very limited cross-country experience and
very few, indeed, who are competent to leach pilots to fly
fast enough to get around a 300km triangle. To examine
these problems I therefore invited a nudeus of the Instructors' Committee to form a study group and to examine
the likely introductional and coaching needs of the BOA
for t.lle next five years. The group consisted of myself, V. C.
Carr, J. S. Williamson, C. C. Rollings, W. G. Scull and B. J.
Spreckley.
3. The group has not yet completed its findings or formally reported to the BOA Ex.ecutive Committee, but it ,is
already -clear that there is very liule formal advanced

parafil
a new concept in
launching ropes
• strong
• light
• non-corroding
• flexi ble and easily
handled
Ask fo'r detailsol this advanced material

19-21 KENTS Hill ROAD • B,ENFlEET • ESSEX' SS7 5PN
Telephone: South Benfleet (03-745) 52711 /2
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training carried out by c~,"bs in this country and we feel that
the Instructors' Committee and the National Coaches need
to devote far more attention to this form of training. This
could be done in two ways; firstly by continuing with the
recently introduced and highly successful task week concept where selected instructors and Silver C standard pilots
take part in daily task flying having receiv,ed instruction in
weather interpretalion, task setting and prepa,ration for
flight. The task is flown independently by some pilots and
by others using John Jeffries' "follow my leader" technique.

Great benefit

f~om

advanced courses

We also believe that great benefit would accrue from
running advanced courses. - principally for instructors but
also including some solo pilots. For these courses to be
effective we would need 10 hav,e a high-performance
two-seat glider and plans are afoot to acquire one. In an
aircraft of this type we would hope to demonstrate thermal
cross-country speed flying techniques, navigation and
instrument flying. In the winter it could be used for wave
flying and wave cross-country.
4. This exlra training could not, of course, be carried oul
without penalty. Though we would plan to enlist the aid of
our best cross-country pilots for the advanced cOurses and
as task week instructors, inevitably the National Coaches
would also be closely involved with a consequent reduction
in the time available to them for basic instructor training.
We plan to minimise this difficulty by encouraging CFIs
and senior club instructors, to spend more time in the air
and on the ground with potential instructors, thus ensuring
a higher initial standard on entry to the Assfstant Instructor
Course. There would, nevertheless, need to be some
reduction, perhaps as much as 20%, in the number of places
available on the Assistant Instructor Courses. In this event
priority for places would clearly have to go to the clubs with
a more unfavourable ratio of instructors/members. Clubs
would also have to look very careful!ly at the reasons for the
very high wastage of instructors - in the order of about
12-15% per year at the present lime.
5. John Jeffries and the London Gliding Club are the first
to have successfully tack-led 'the advanced training problem.
John has been running a series of courses throughout the
past two summers with considerable success. He was kind
enough to brief the Instructors' Committee on the format of
his courses and produced notes for our benefit. It may be
that other clubs and CFls might wish to foJlow John's
example and it is for this reason and to stimulate discussion
in advanced training, that his notes follow this very short
article.
6. I hope you will react to our assessment of the need for
advanced training, either through ,the medium of this
magazine, or by writing direct to me care of the BOA.

y
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OBJECTIVE
1. The purpose of these notes is to:
a. Indicate failings in earlier methods of trying to teach
cross-country soaring.
b. Explain the method under which soaring courses are
currently run.
c. Highlight some problems and pitfalls encountered in
running soaring courses under methods in b.
It should be clearly borne in mind when reading this that
the current method of conducting soaring courses at
Dunstable is not necessarily the best or only way of
achieving the ultimate objective. It is, however; the way it is
?one a~d doubtless the passage of time and further experIence Will refine the methods and expose further pitfalls.

COli
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(6) ~upils tend l? concentrate too much on pure
handling and centrl1~g problen:s. and have inadequate
spare. mental capacI.ty for ralsmg queries on cloud
selectIon, etc. InterestIngly on this method even vociferous and articulate pupils initiate very few queries without
verbal prodding.
b. Instructor doing all flying and instruction. Pupil
takes mainly passive role.
~I~ . The pupil feels cheated of the practice flying and,
Initially at lea~t, grudges his money being spent apparently to the Instructor's benefit.
(~) B:cause o~ this. his ra.te of absorption of instructIOnal InformatIOn IS partially blocked, especially as
flight time becomes more protracted.
(3) Following from (2) boredom can set in after a
perio.d. of a ~uple of hours or so, especially in scratchy
conditions, With a near zero conscious learning rate.
(4) Because of the apparent ease with which the instructor centres, climbs, finds lift etc, much of the
nuan~es of so~ring touch are lost on the pupil even with a
good l~st~uctlOnal commentary.
(5) AirSickness to a greater or lesser degree is common
and destroys learning and enjoyment.
(6) Physical discomfort has the same effect as (5) and is
much more noticeable when the pupil'S role is passive.
c. It would certainly be wrong and unfortunate if the
i~pr~ion were given that the value of soaring instruction 10 two-seaters was all negative. Some of the more
important advantages are:
(I) Disc.ussi?n of various points is possible.
(2) NaVigation can be positively taught - and navigational ability checked.
(3) Glider blind flying can only be taught satisfactorily
by this method.
(4) Field selection and assessment can be constantly
monitored and taught.
(5) Unessential but desirable pre-solo manoeuvres can
be taught, eg side-slipping, "porpoising" etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS WHICH HAVE NOT
WORKED SATISFACTORILY
2. Initially the most logical method of teaching crosscountry soaring might be thought to be in a two-seater. This
has been tried in both high-performance (Calif) and
medium-performance (K-13) machines. Neither way has
proved to be more than partially successful for the following
adverse reasons.
3. On two-seaters the instructor pupil ratio is I: l. This is
expensive. Because of its uncertain nature, the use of a
training two-seater for cross-country virtually excludes in
advance its use for any other purpose. The cost to the pupil
of any worthwhile instruction is likely to be prohibitively
high (ex 200km triangle in poor conditions in K-I3,
weekend August 1976, Dunstable, cost to pupil £32).
Where two-seaters are used with:
a. Pupil Flying, Instructor Instructing.
(I) Thermal soaring and/or flying ineptitude of pupil
makes next thermal selection and general soaring tactics
very difficult and frustrating.
(2) Inept~tude as in (I) frequently results in getting out
of phase with good thermals, thus reducing instructional
value.
(3) Pupil concentration on and partial disorientation
during the thermailing makes meaningful pointing out
of cloud strucLures, growth etc very difficult.
(4) Pupils tend to rely on instruction to verbally assist in
centring techniques and thus lose "feel" value from
thermalling.
INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD WHICH HAS WORKED
(5) Pupils tend to rely on instruction for soaring SATISFACTORILY
information, technical decisions and general overall 4. ~hilst obviously not perfect the following method of
responsibility for success or failure of soaring venture, teachmg cross-c?untry soarmg works reasonably well,
thus diminishing assessment, judgment and decision- prod.uces results ID terms of improved pilot soaring ability
making value ofthe fligh t to them in these areas.
and IS the method currently adopted at the London GC.
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a. Equipment. A "Lead" glider. This is normally a
two-seater flown by an instructor.
b. Follow Gliders ("Followers"). These are s,ingleseaters of a comparable performance to that of the
two-seater. In the case of inexperienced pilots (pre-Silver
C) two "followers" is optimum. With experienced pilots
three "followers" are acceptable but this is the
maximum.
c. Basic Flying Method. The lead glider wilh instructor
flying and pupil being taught leads the single-seaters with
pupils therein. Close thermalling and line-astern ghding
is adopted.
5. This system gets over many of lhe disadvantages of the
two-seater only system, the main advantages and disadvantages being as follows:
a. Advantages.
(I) Instructor to pu pil ratio is improved from 1:3 to 1:4.
(2) A pupil has the instructional advantages of one or
more flights in a two-seater but because he knows it will
be his turn tomorrow, in a single-seater, he accepts and
benefits from the experience mOre readily.
(3) Pupils do not feel cheated of practica. flying.
(4) Pupils have plenty of basic bandl,ing experience
(sharpelled in accuracy by "formation;' ftying).
(5) Pupi:ls have a surprising amount of decision taking
at some stage of flight - ultimate decisions or the prospect
thereof (eglanding out) are the pupil's.
(6) Interestingly the recognition of soaring targets (eg
particular clouds) more easily recognised, is frequently
faster and the absorption rate of such information
appar.ently better than in two-seaters.
(7) Pupils, particularly inexpert or inexperienced ones,
feellhey are largely responsible for the success or failure
of the flights and quickly gain confidence.
{S) The pract,ical demonstration of the performance
capability of their gliders again quickly gives. confidence
to a pupil (as well as surprise).
(9) Perbaps most important of all. the combined
capability of the pupil and his glider to achieve
worthwhile flights (long distance ftights are particularly
good for this), transforms a pupil's soar·iog Ilorizons.
b. Disadvantages.
(I) Regulated by the flying abilily of the poorest pupil.
(2) No "in Ilig·ht" soaring explanatioll.
(3) Successful flights can breed over-confidence in
pupils who over-estimate their true ability - particularly
pupils in the older age brackets.
(4) Successful ftigllts resulting in "formation" landings
absolve the pupi'l from making crucial decisions when
field landings take place.

NOTES AND COMMENTS ON SOARING COURSE AS
CURRENTLY RUN
6. These notes, whilst by no means exhaustive, are on
points which should be borne in mind if running courses of
Ihis type and are based on experience of the London GC's
soaring courses.
7. Objective. Important as soaring theory may be, there is
no substitute for practical experience of the art in all its
'aspects. This particularly applies to less experienced pupils
whose primary objective is to be able to complete tasks per
se rather than to complete them at speed.
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8. So the primary practical objectiv1es on the soaring
courses is to get in the maximum possible amount ofsoaring
time of a cross-country nature regardless of how poor the
conditions may be that present themselves.
9. To achieve lhis objective, a constant state of immediate
flying readiness is maintained until either a Right has started
or any possibility of soaring is e!liminated. This means that
hope should not be abandoned on the grounds of, for
example, lateness. Many successful cross-country flights in
,exoess of 50km have taken place at 18.00hrs.
10. When it is not possible to soar but is possible to fly, the
opportunity is taken to fly ,final glides to other sites, glide
outs from a tow, hill soaring on unfamiiJiar hil'ls, dual tows,
etc. Anything, in fact, which will be of positive practical
bellefitto cross-country flying.
11. When tne above "soaring at all (reasonable) costs"
attitude is taken., i,t is amazing how very few days are not
cross-coulltryable on the course system currently adopted,
even with quite inexperienced and often fairly inept pupilS.

Can't have a "nine to five" attitude
12. The Instructor. It is essential that the instructor is a
really good soaring pilot and it is equally important that this
fact is recognised by his pupils if the necessary rapport is to
be established and if he is to instil confidence and gain the
necessary respect (soaring-wise). Because of the inherent
uncertainty of this type of instruction and the necessity for
an imaginative and flexible approach to it, the instructor
must be dedicated to achieving successful results and
cannot have a "nine to five" attitude. For this type of work,
soaring rather than instructional ability is the most
important.
13. The Pupils.
a. As cross-country work is involved, pupils must be
above Bronze C standard and in practice around 20hrs
solo flying seems to be an absolute minimum
req uiremen t.
b. It is essen tial for the pu pils to be grouped into'
courses by ability levels. Wide disparity of ability will
result in courses being a failure.
c. This means that the instructor rather than the pupil
has to fix the course dates and pick the pupils on each and
pre-suppose a fairly close pre-course knowledge of the
pupil by the instructor.
d. Courses should be divided into pre- and post-Silver
C as the psychological approach, as well as standards of
pilots in each case, tend to be quite different.
e. Pre-Silver C courses are best run in early and late
summer for r,easons of crops and because pupils do not
need (and frequently cannot cope with) the stress involved in long flights.
f. Post-Silver C wurses are best. run midsummer to
beller utilise the longer stlar,ing day. Also the crop scene
is less worrying to m.ore experienced pilots.
g. Pupils fmm clubs not the host club should be treated
with eXltreme caution and unless very well known they
should be asked to use their own solo glider. Standards
still vary widely, club to club, but far worse is the lack of
background knowledge of the particular pupil. They

I
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the theory of soaring and.cross-country flying should ideally
be given in whole or in part before the course week
(preferably evenings when it is non-soarable!).
17. A full course of lectures covers:
a. Psychological attitudes to soaring.
b. Pre-flight organisation and preparation. This IS
issued as a broadsheet before the course.
c. Met forecasts and interpretation.
d. Post-fiight procedure. (With particular emphasis to
the course.)
e. Pol~lTs. Speeds to fly. Modification to theory.
f. 'Method of selecting tasks to suit conditions.
g. Soaring sources: Hill lift. Thermal (including cold
fronts). Wave. Combinatio'n of sources.
h. Navigation and airspace.
I.
Radio procedure and TP photography.
j. Blind flying.
k. Objectives of soaring course, procedure and
discipline.
I. Soaring. Open discussion.
It is rare in practice for all these subjects to be covered on a
course since adequate lecture and discussion time is of the
order of 18 to 20hrs.
18:. There is great merit in going for large tasks where
there is even a reasonable chance of sllccess. Such tasks
15. Tugs and Trailers. The initial in flight rendezvous is a have tremendous morale boosting value as well as technical
difficult phase. If more than one tug is available much time value. However, fatigue and stress symp,toms should be
wasting and frustration before setting off will be saved. carefully monitored.
Aerotow retrieves should be used whenever possible as a 19. Disciplined and In Flight Procedure. Because of the
we.ek of road retrieving is exhausting and tends to inhibit relative inexperience of pupil pilots, the fairly close proxtaskssel. For aerotow retrieves a tug with at least reasonable imity to one another in flight and the fact that such close
field take-off performance is needed. As much time and proXcimity fiying may be an entirely new experience to them,
money can be saved with dual low retrieves, a tug capable of there is a greater potential hazard than in normal club
operations. For this reason really strict discipline must be
this is weB worth while.
16. Pre-Course Preparation. The following represents the maintained in all aspects and very careful unambiguous
ideal. Given even mediocre weather, there is very little time procedural briefings g,iven.
a. Launching Order. The lead aircrafit always goes.first
available for lecturing during a course. Even when there is,
and usually casts off at the earliest opportunity in a
before or after flights, pupils' rate of assimilation is very
thermal. The followers are launched as rapidly as
poor, either because of pre-flight stress, excitement and
possible, preferably in the same thermal as the leader.
anticipation or because of post-flight fatigue. (The latter
Priority ofsoaring course launches should be established
also applies to the instructor.) For these reasons, lectures on
should be required to produce a letter of approval to go
on such a course from their own CFI.
14. Aircraft and Equipment.
a. It is highly desirable that gliders are reasonably
evenly matched. As neady all two-seaters available in the
UK are in the I:26 to [:34 bracket it t:OllOWS that solo
gliders will range from about K-8 standard to K-6E
standard. With glass gliders it is better to use a singleseater glass "lead" aircraft.
b. Where a significant disparity of performance exists,
it is better that the lead aiwraft is the lower.
c. Instrumentation need not be elaborate but in addition to a normal basic panel a good accurate glider
compass (preferably Cook type) is highly desirable.
d. Blind flying instruments are not necessary.
e. Parachutes are essential. Much ftying, especially in
thermals, is close and the relative inexperience of pilots
makes this more hazardous than in, say., comps.
f. Barographs are desirable for flight analysis and for
purely pupil satisfaction.
g. Radio is almost essential. Although it can be done
without, its occasional use saves untold irritation,
materially influences success and gives pupils confidence
in the more critical stages of tasks.

15 Meter Glass Fibre ftapped A I C
Wing looding
Best glide ongle
Min. sink
Empty weight
Woter Ballast
Wing area

6.5 to 9 Ibs per sq ft,
1 in 42 at 64 kts,
1,1 kts between 35 to 40 kts
510 Ibs,
200 Ibs,
108 sq ft,

+

••
4° flap.

The 00200 has coupled flops and ailerons like the Kestrel with powerful
top surface airbrokes and landing flap selected position,

DO 100 15 meter Standard Class AIC
Winglooding
Best glIde angle
Min, sink
Empty weight
Water Ballast
Wing area

5,6 to 7.75 Ibs per sq ft,
1 in 39,2 at 60 kt.,
1.09 kt. at 38 kt.,
500 Ibs.
220 Ibs.
I '8 •• sq ft,

Sole U.K. Agent ...

ONE DG200 OPTION LEFT FOR SPRING '78

AUSTIN AVIATION
for 'PClre. Clnd .epalrs contact Donca.ter Sailplane••

Racing Version DG 100 Demonstrato. based at Booker.
'elephone 'ed LlIsted, High Wycombe 881714.

122 MAIN STREET . STILlINGTON . Hr YORK
Telephone Easingwold 810255
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JOHN HULME
BOTTISHAM
CAMBRIDGE
Telephone Cambridge 811323

1978 model

• Available for early 1978 delivery

•
•
•
•

Efficient conventional brakes combined with flying flaps
lightest in current production
Proven contest winning performance
Superb handling and performance

•
•
•
•

Contest sealed for ultimate performance
Factory trailer available
Approx. 300 Pik 20 sailplanes already flying
Fly the demonstrator

SOLE U.K. AGENT fOR:

Ball series of Electric Variometers, proven and accurate
3t" or 2t"

meter size, built in total energy or venturi, diaphram
capillary leak or altitude derivative, minimum power consumption
some models as low as 1 milliamp.
NO LARGE CAPACITY BOTTLES NECESSARY - all self-contained.
Full servicing and acceS$orystocks available.
WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL INFORMATION.

Cs ·of A, REPAIRS IN ALL MATERIALS, TRAILE'RS, SPARES,
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
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Thus in the final glide to a field landing considerable
and course launches take place consecutively. The last
responsibility is placed on the leader to find a suitable
follower launched talc'es a high launch to the level of the
field, with alternatives, in sufficient time to allow the
other gliders of3000ft. whichever is the lower. Followers
followers to make a safe, controlled approach without
are instructed to concentrate on their own centring. to get
the undue build up of stress.
as high as posstble (clear air) and not to take the initiative
(2) To a goal. For the type of cross-country soaring
of finding the other gliders unless instructed to do so.
taught on courses there is little poin.t in deliberately
b. Rendezvous. The lead aircraft watches launching
contrived marginal final glides and since the leader
procedures of foUowers. If the first follower does not
release in the same thermal as the reader. the leader joins
cannot see the followers on such a glide, these can be
positively dangerous should followers drop below the
the foUower's thermal if the follower appears to be fully
glide path. It is a sufficient lesson to fly the glide path with
established ,in it. When a safe soaring height is achieved
a constant height margin (say IOOOft).
by the leader and the first follo,wer, both join the second
follower if he is in a differ,ent thermal. If the second
foUower is in the same thermal, the leader and first
follower wait at cloudbase (brakes open as necessary) or
at the illversion until ,the second foUower either catl;hes
at a
up or ceases to climb. In the latter ease, both the leader
andfiFst follower descend to the level of the second
g. Landing out. For convenience all fields selected for
follower (with airbrake) and all then press off on task
landings are potentially aerotowable. This means specific
route.
field selection must be made at a reasonable height. The
No apology is made for expanding the explanation of
stress level caused by an anticipated landing by pupils
launching Order and Rendezvous above as this is an
should always be borne in mind. In order to allow a
extremely critical stage of the flight. If not done properly,
settling down period for pupils landing, it has been found
followers lose leaders, relights result, an enormous amount
best to fly the last IOOOft of the glide at about Min sink
oHime is lost and frustration can reach unacceptable levels.
notwithstanding that this is technically insufficient.
The use of dual tows and/or more than one tug for
h. Thermalling Procedure.
launching largely removes the problems associated with
(I)
Circling. From glides the lead aircraft is always the
starts.
first to enter a thermal. The mode of entry is normal,
c. Therma'lling - High Mode. When thermalling at a
usually a pull up and climbing turn. To avoid excessive
satisfactorily hig,h level, followers use the same centre as
vertical changes of direction thermals are normally
the leader and, assuming a reasonable pupil competence
entered at Max glide (MacCready ring setting). For
match, height differences are not usually great.
safety reasons positioning relative to the core is arranged
d. Thennalling - Low Mode. When thermals or general
as far as possible so that initial turns are a constant
areas of lift .are con'tacted low down (below I 500ft) each
direction (LH). This is changed approximately half way
glider searches independently for a core within that
through the flight to RH but thereafter kept constant.
general area. Once it is. obvious that one machine is doing
Relative positioning is arranged so that each glider pilot
better than the others, then all centre about that core.
can see some part of all other pilots' heads during
e. Leaving Thermals. When the leader wishes to leave a
circling. The lead aircraft centres up on the lift. Followers
thermal, if the followers are at the same level (within
use the same centre. Turning inside other gliders or
approximately 200ft vertically) he rocks his wings during
recentring is not permitted except by the leader. At
the last thermalling turn (if no radio is used) and heads
cloud base gliders waiting for other gliders fly at a
off purposefully. If radio is used. a terse comment
constant speed (50km) keeping properly clear of cloud
without ~utl radio procedure is given (eg pressing off).
with airbrake. Normally all gliders get to more or less the
Close proximity. voice attenuation and agreed procedure
same level of the lowest follower whilst in the thermal
are sufficient to establish source of message. If there is a
before setting off.
significant dtfference in height in the thermal (more than
(2) Straight Line Flying. When flying iB lines of lift a
200ft) between the ileader (assuming him to be on top)
strict line astern position behind the leader is adopted
and the lowest follower, the leader spirals down with
with reasonable separation (200yds or more). Pull ups in
airbrake to the height of the lowes,t follower and sets off
lift well below cloud base are done more or less techon a COurse at a slightly lower height than that of the
nically correctly but rather less sharply. Near cloud base
follower. If the leader is the lowest glider he sets off with
pull ups are not executed to avoid pupils
visual or radio, warning at any time. Care should be taken
inadvertently going into cloud. The reverse of techby the leader on leaving the thermals to ensure that he is
nically correct procedure is found to be safest, ie
so placed that he can be seen by at least two followers (if
slowing down in weaker lift and speeding up in stronger.
there are more than two) at the time he straightens out.
If catching up with the leader (within IOOyds) a follower
Failure to do so may result in followers (frequently
does a left hand circle and then continues on. track.
disorientated relative to intended track) losing the leader
and setting off in a diameaicaUy opposed heading.
DIFFICULTIES, HAZARDS AND FAILURES
20.a. Stragglers. Whilst ever effort should be made to
f. Final Glides.
(I) To an un'known ,field landing. Pupils are instructed
assess and know pupils' thermalling capability before the
to continue fonowing the leader even at low levels
course, in practice this is sometimes not possible, or
provided the leader is in a more or less straight glide.
wrong assessment is made. This may result in a soaring

Field selection made

reasonable height
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course pupil getting outclimbed inthermals. The pUptls'
thermalling fault can usually be observed quite easily
from above and is almost aLways One of ,the following:
(I) Underbanking.
(2) Under-ruddering.
(3) Not applying sufficient back pressure (rdative to
straight and level) in the turn.

Pilots left behind should be rescued
The fault is usually quite consistent and can be picked up
at the first debriefing. However, within limits, pupils who
get left behind in thermals should be rescued. (The
reasons are not always basic flying faults.) The technique
is for ,the leader to do a tight Iturn down the thermal with
full airbrake to finish up on the opposite side of ,the circle
and slightly lower than the follower. The leader then
settles down and recentres the follower following. It is
inadvisable to allow the vertical separation between the
leader and the lowest follower to get more than 2000ft, as
it may be found that the follower has dropped below the
"tail" of the thermal and the option to seek and find
another must be left open. It will often be found in
rescuing stragglers that the leader gets out of phase with
thermal activity. Under these circumstances it is best to
continue to climb in untypical weak lift or zero sink until
other followers drop to the same level, rather than try to
continue on track with a major height differential
between the leader and the higher follower. An individual follower who persistently gets left behind should
be given instructions either to land if a conspicuous
suitable place is in range of him, or given a positive easily
identifiable fix and instructed to return towards base on
his own. Unless he is sure of an attainable alternative
source of lift, a leader should not try to rescue a straggler
from a low level, below say about 1200ft, but instead
instruct him to land.
b. Rendezvousing. Much of the success or failure of
soaring flights depends on this critical operation, so every
effort in terms of briefing, launching arrangements and
towing equipment should be employed to ensure success.
Failure of this operation will result in considerable loss of
time and may result in a total failure to start at all,
~speciaUy in poor conditions. If because of relights to
followers, it looks as if the start will be unduty delayed
(say by more than Jthrs) ,the re-lighting follower should
be abandoned and the flight continued without him. This
contingency should be covered at briefing.
c. Cloudbase. Getting involved with poor vtsibility or
poor light at cloudbase is the major cause of permanent
loss of visual contact. Therefore, great care should be
exercised to avoid getting into or too near the condensation level.
d. Visual Contact. Radio is no substitute for visual
contact. Once the latter is lost failure is liable to result;
particularly when leaving thermals the leader should be
quite sure that he is fully visible to the nearest follower.
e. Experimenters. The objective of these courses is to
show how to do successful cross-country flying. But some
pilots on
them (usually in the middle-age
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bracket) tend to make diversions and decisions uni·
laterally in an attempt to display superior skill. They
should be ruthlessly abandoned. They inevitably fail and
can destroy the whole soaring exercise very quickly.
f.. Stubble fires. Because of the very poor visibility in
many of these, especially under overcast or poor l,ig,ht,
great care should be taken in them. For inexperienced
pilots the violence and streng,th of the lin is a traumatic
experience. As it is easier looking down than up the
smoke column, it has been found best for the lead glider
to speed up over the last mile toward the fire, thus
ensuring he is wet! es~ablished and wen up before the first
follower reaches it.
21. Navigation. The concentration requited of followers
and the need for them Ita keep constant visual contact with
the leader and each other makes it very diifficult for
followers lto navigate in the true sense of the word. The
problem is mitigated by:
a. A very thorough pre-fl.ight navigational briefing.
This consists of a systematic word picture of the route,
describjng the most easily identifiable and conspicuQus
landmarks and a description of the general visual
appearance of key features (eg lakes and reservoirs show
up well looking into sun, badly looking downsun, etc).
b. A detailed description of key navigational features
on the boundaries of any critical airspace boundaries
close to task tracks.
c. A careful scrutiny of the way in which followers have
marked up their maps, calculated headings, etc.
d. An occasional "in flight" navigational fix from the
leader of a key and easily recognisable fea ture previously
described at briefing.
22. Retrieving.
a. By Aerotow. Whenever possible aerotow retrieves
are used as this saves time, trouble and above all, reduces
cumulative fatigue levels. Where smooth surfaces and
fields of adequate size are landed in, retrieving is by dual
tow. It has been found quite adequate for a thorough
briefing to be given to the high tow (short rope) pilot even
if he has not previously experienced a dual tow. But. the
rear pilot (long rope) definitely requires one or two dual
tows in the low tow position before being allowed to
tackle it solo. The instructor (if lead glider) ,always
supervises the first dual tow out if there are two. Otherwise the instructor always goes (rear position) on the dual
tow leaving the remaining solo tow to a pupil. Where
dual tows are not possible, individual tows are done to
the nearest suitable airfield and dual tows undertaken
from there unless the total retrieve distance is less than
about 20 miles.
b. Road' Retrieves. The necessity for these is surprisingly
smaU but for fatigue reasons the instructor (unless
requiring one himself) never gets ,involved. Responsibility for retrieves is teft with pupils on courses to sort
out between themselves. So far every pupil has returned
to the site by air, but this eventuality dearly wants
covering. Serviceable trai'lers and a club retrieve vehicle
are available on site.
23. Costs. The discussion of costs is somewhat academic as
the circumstances between one course and another and one
club and another are obviously different Suffice it to say'
that the soaring courses held at Dunstable do not pay for

themselves taken in isolation and it is di,fficult to see how
such courses could be directly profilable with due regard to
the limits imposed by what the market will bear. The
indirect benefits and hidden savings, however, are thought
to justify the subsidy necessary to support each course.
These benefits can be briefly summarised as:
a. Increased utilisation of ,equipment on course, in
particular equipment which would otherwise be idle.
b. Improvement in soaring standards resulting in better
utilisation by members off courses (post-course).
c. Increased member interest and enthusiasm for gliding resulting in less post-solo wastage.
d. A general re-awakening of interest, activity and
enjoyment engendered by soaring courses resulting in
increased general member participation in their club.
e. Improved cross-country standards with, hopefully,
lower accident levels.
24. ,Post Course Supervision. Whilst on balance the
advantages to be gained from cross-country soaring courses
outweigh the disadvantages, the following post-solo problems have occurred and want watching. Interestingly most
of these problems have occurred in pilots who have taken
up the sport somewhat late in :Iife (mainly in the over 40 age
bracket):
a. Over-confidence resulting in lack of appreciation of

a pupil's own unaided capability as compared with his
performance on course.
b. Over-ambition. A desire to try solo tasks unsuited to
pilot ability or weather conditions. Failures result in
disappointment and disillusionmeqt.
e. Na¥igational ineptitude. This is rather difficult to
pick up on this type of course and has resulted in quite
good soaring pilots getting lost on solo cross-country
flights.
d. A press-on attitude untempered by prudence, experience or in some cases, adequate pilot ability.
25. Whilst the above described and noted cross-country
courses have limitations and' have displayed pitfalls and
inadequacies, they are undoubtedly extremely popular with
pi,lots below competitive standard. The detailed reasons for
this are less important than tbe fact of it. It has been found
at Dunstable that to virtuaUy all pilots, many of previously
indifferen,t standards. the courses have completely transformed their attitude to the sport and instantly altered their
horizons and aspirations.
26. Perhaps most important of all, these courses seem to
have restored the element of excitement, enjoyment and fun
to many underconfident. previously largely unassisted
post-solo pilots who undoubtedly felt that such emotions
were confined to competttion pilots and pundits.

NO IT'S NOT QUITE A CONVENTIONAL GLIDERl

PhoIO: Kl/l1lomport.

There are some interesttng developments in the hang gliding world. This latest glass-fibre design, which looks a million
miles away from the highly coloured kites derived from Dr Francis Rogallo's concept, even has a cockpit and canopy.
It is the Aviafiber Canard-2Ft and comes from Switzerland where it was test flown in September. But it doesn't sound
as though the design is intended for only the hang gliding enthusiasts. While it meets the Swiss government's
regulations for' hang gliders. provided it is limited to foot launching, there are plans to gain certification for other
take-off methods next summer with mention of a motorised version. Could this design become the link between the two
sports? It has external airfoil-type ailerons for bank and yaw control, the speed is governed by the pilot sliding back and
forth on a 32in track-guided board and there is a retractable frout skid for landing. The main wing is in four sections
with two centresections and two split airfoil outer sections.
Technical data:
Span (m)
Wing area (01 2)

13.5
13

Max wingloading (kg/m l )
Aspect ratio. main wi.ng
Empty weight (kg)

112.5
20

43

Pay load (kg)
Wing section. Wortmann FX63-137
Best LID at 57km/h

120
31
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INSTRUCTORS' TASK WEEK
BRIAN SPRECKLEY, National Coach

InslmctoFs with experience ranging from Gold C and
several thousand kilometres to Bronze C and no kilometres,
met at Lasham this summer for the first task week held for
instructors. Despite the enormous, disparity of experience,
the aims of all tbe pilots appeared to be the same; to learn
more about cross-country flying and soaring and to fly
cross-country as much as possible.
But why hold a task week specifically for instructors?
If you fly at one of the larger gliding dubs you may not
be aware of the problems facing instructors in some of the
smaUer clubs. Many have reached a level within their own
club which it is difficult to rise above, due in part to the lack
of any fellow pilots significantly better who can pass on
experiences and advice to assist the progress of those below"
This of course runs right through the club structure and any
progress after solo becomes slow and the majority will
never achieve their Cull potential as soaring pilots. This
results in a high wastage rate around Bronze C, creating in
turn a pressure on the instructors to train more and mor,e
people UP. to this level, thus having less, time to devote to
their own solo flying. The situation is well known to many
instructors as the "ab-initio treadmill".

centring, final gliding and airspace r,estrictions were complemented by group projects on task setting, turning point
selection, Met interpretation and other subjects.
The 23 gliders were split into three groups, each including a two-seater flown by a very experienced pilot. Most
instructors had the opportunity to fly cross-country with
one of the pundits in a two-seater. On one day John Jeffries
successfully demonstrated his method of training by taking
the K-13 round a 160km triangle followed by a K-6cR
and a Pirat.
Each morning three different instuctors were responsible
for the Met interpretation and task setting. This gave each
of them some experience of these tasks by the end of the
week.
Despite low .cloudbases and strong winds we achieved a
total of 1870km. For 16 of the instructors it was the first
time they had completed a close circuit flight. Peter Oresham from Ringmer surprised himselfby flying 49kmsinto a
20kt wind with a 2500ft cloud base - not a bad
achievement for someone without a Silver distance. Chris
EUis from the Mynd in hiis Oly 460 put up the most
consistent performance of the week, proving you don't
need a glass glider to complete tasks.
We found that ,the Blanik and K-13 performance are
A chance to improve away
very limited for teaching cross-country flying unless there is
Cl high cloudbase.
from club pressures
Our thanks to John Sangster, Mike Carlton and Peter
Bonehall1 for the loan of their two-seaters. Thanks also to
For the instructors from such clubs (of which there are everyone who helped make our first task week a success,
many) the task week offers a chance' to improve, to learn particularly Lasham for putting up with the lengthened
and to tryout the various techniques away from the launch queue and for providing superb facilitlies. Next year
pressures of his own club, tike the apparent disgrace of there will be 'two - one at Lasham and one at Dunstable" so
book now - last year's people will probably come again.
landing out ten miles down the road.
The instructors from the large clubs face a different
problem. Here there may be lots of pundits, many of whOm
SALEI
are not instructors, and the instructors wishing to improve
finds himself in a difficult situation. He cannot possibly "We'd like six cu over the club site at 1:1am ,today and three
compete with these pundits and is inhibited in his attempts lenniesover the valley tomorrow p'lease."
to fly cross-countFy. His achievements do not seem significant alongside theirs and as a result be flies less and less.
The longer he has been instructing without flying crosscountry the greater the problem.
For these and other instructors who are determined to
become good cross-country pilots, the task week offered
them a chance to fly with better pilots, to learn and to
discuss the problems facing them in their clubs in raising
the standard of soaring in particular and the level of
experience in general.
The intention of (he task week was to assist individual
improvement in cross-country ftying techniques, (0 study
some of the ways of teaching the techniques to inexperienced club pilots and to show each instructor how to run a
successfullask week within his own club.
The talks given by John Williamson, Chris Rollings and The. phofogroph was senf ill by Bernord Smyfh, Bristol & G/oucesler>hire GC, who
John EUis covering topics such as inter-thermal technique, explains tnor the Brisfof f,'rm distribute wafer 'heater> named after various clouds,

CLOUD

----------,
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ONE MAN'$ WEEK
CRISPIN MASTERMAN gives his impressions of an instructors' course

I suppose that all of us at some stage in our gliding careers
consider whether we want to become instructors, at the best
from allruistic desires to benefit the sport, at the worst from
ignoble motives of revenge. For me, however, i,t came as a
surprise when I was presented with the opportunity, baving
given the matter v~ry litHe thought. I had a vague idea that
instructors were made, not born, but it all seemed to have
happened before I took up glidin.g or by some mysterious
process about which [ knew virtually nothing. I also
assumed that I had too little experience and that to even
apply with less than one Diamond was to risk derision and
refusal. Should you be as misinformed as I was, I hope that
this briefaccount ofone man's week on the BOA course will
help you to make the decision if or when the choice comes
your way.

Passenger carrying experience
on club gliders a help
The procedure is simple enough. You need your CFl's
recommendation that you are suitable material (but don't
ask me how you go about getting that) after which you
apply to join one of the BOA's advertised seven day courses
which tour the larger dubs throughout the country during
the season. The courses run from Saturday to Friday, cost
£30 plus flying charges and, of course, are conducted by the
Senior Nationall Coach or his deputy. If you .x>mplete the
course satisfactorlty you can start instructing at your own
club, subject to your eFl's acceptance check, but are
expected to r,eturn for a weekend course after two to four
months of actual instructing to discuss some further matters
that are best lefit until you have some practical experience
under your seatbeh. The qualifications for the course are
now, in practice, higher than the official minima of35 hours
and a Bronze C and you are expected to have a Silver C and
at least 1S hours PI, preferably with experience of several
types and several sites It is particularly helpf"l if you have
some prior experience of passenger carrying on your oWn
club gliders.
Course No. Umpteen gathered at hooker on July 30,
1977, at the start of the week of unusually good weather.
There were seven of us, a larger number than usual. Of the
seven, only one had less than 100 hours on gliders but he
(and three othefS) had PPLs. Lots had been drawn at high
command and the loser, detailed to teach us to teach, was
Brian Spreckley. We started off as we meant to go on - with
a tal}(. I can tell you that the course involved far more
talking than flying, but then that's instructing isn't it? The
pattern of the first day was a talk about our objectives for
the week which were threefold: to improve our flying, to
learn the basics of inslructing and to imbue us with greater
airmanship. We went on to an introduction to the. Falke

before a short flight to look at the local landmarks and
acclimatise to the aircraft.
After lunch we had a de-briefing on what we had done
and a lengtby briefing on checks and effects of controls
before going out for a second flight to try those out. We
were, I think, already learning to fly more accurately and to
think more about wha.t we were doing as well as learning to
deliver the patter in an economical and easily digested form.
Neither of
flights that day exceeded 16 minutes, but it
was amazing how much could be concentrated in such a
short time. Suddenly, instead ofjust acting instinctively I was
having to think about what I was doing and realising that I
would have to fly more precisely than before to provide
convincing demonstrations to a pupil.
The second day started with a de-briefing on the previous
afternoon's exploits and continued with a briefing on
demonstrating medium turns and the effect of aileron drag.
In the air we alternated between being the pupil seeing how
to do it and the instructor showing how to do it, although
telling Brian to "follow me through on the controls" seemed
a shade artificial at first. In the afternoon we discussed
trimming and then flew a short exercise. If that sounds very
little to fill in the time between getting the Falke out before
9am and unfolding its wings and finishing the day at 7pm or
later, you could be right, except that the briefings were of
necessity very detailed and left time for discussion. The time
when we were not flying individually was useC,ully spent
viewing the slide/tape lectures provided by the BGA (if one
was conscientious) or pacing up and down committing the
next exercise to memory (if one was nervous).
The third day was given over to stalling, not just the
recognition of a stall and the recovery action, but.learning to
demonstrate the effects of elevator and rudder at the stall in
ways most conducive to reminding pupils to avoid potential
disasters in the circuit. This was also Monday (and there.
fore, by definition, soarable) and there were club aircraft
lying unused, so several of us took the opportunity of trying
out new types, the favourite being the Astir. The following
day saw the Falke much used (or bruised) as We followed a
detailed briefingon circuit planning by a half hour each of
cir(uils. Not onl·y did we ta'lk ourselves round our own
circuits but we talked one another round as well from the
ground; what was actually said as one of our number
disappeared behind some trees on base leg would hardly be
printable. In the afternoon Rex Pilcher gave us an impromptu but very useful talk on airspace problems and we
finished up with a briefing on approach planning. Again,
some of us had a chance to fly the club gliders, although
conditions were weak.
Thursday was spent on spinning and aerotowing, using
the K-13 for these purposes and flying from the back seat
(an eventful 25 minutes) and we atso talk.ed about launcb
failures. On Friday, since we were ahead of schedule due to

my
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the good weather, Chris Rollings was asked to brief us on
teaching thermal soaring and the subsequent discucssion
took us off, not unnaturally, into speed flying. Verdun Luck
later discussed field landings, but not until we had flown our
final trip which was a fault-finding exercise in which we had
to identify and correct our simulated pupil's faults. Most of
us had the experience of having to take over the controls
from Brian, in the guise of a pre-solo pilot. as he approached
his landing at a variety of spectacular angles.
Friday was again spent -talking, analysing some aerodynamic problems we had been given to consider as a group,
learning aboiJt aifcraft structures as a guide to thorough Dls
and discussing how to brief pupils ;to land an aircraft
properly. Perhaps most productive of all was a discussion
about the role of the instructor in the gliding movement as a
whole to dispel, ifit were still necessary, any lingering belief
that an instructor is just there to .teach the "nuts and bolts"
of flying. And there the course ended. All of us agreed we
had learned a lot, all enjoyed it and all. I think. found our
gliding horizons subtly extended. I recdved my baptism
that same afternoon, taking someone up in a K-13 for his
first flight and making a convert. I could not resist. when he
happened to ask me how long I'd been instructing. looking
at my watch and replying "About 25 minutes."

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
('sofA
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.,
HOLM FIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS

Ten trainee glider boys, launching off the line
One got his climb too steep, then there wer~ nine
Nine pundit glider boys racing through the gate
One over pulled his 9 then there were eight
Eight happy glider boys flying close to heaven
One lost his oxygen then there were seven
Seven stunting glider boys, looping just for kicks
One left it for too late and then there were six
Six weary glider boys, struggling to arrive
One flew in for too slow and then there were five
Five eager glider boys, climbing in the core
One forgot his rigging pins ... and then there were four'
Four keen eyed glider boys, CB Sit CB ...
One forgot his brakes were out ... and then there were three
Three clever glider boys, trying something new
One got it "not quite right" ... and then there were two
Two lonely glider boys, flying in the sun
NEITHER kept 0 sharp look out ... and then there were none1
With apologies ... DOUG CARTER
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The DG-2oo (From details supplied by Glaser-Dirks)
With the DG-2oo the Glaser-Dirks family of three 15m
glass-fibre gliders is now complete. The original aim was to
produce a 15m glider nearly as good as the Kestrel 17. The
results so far obtained show that the 00-200 can climb
faster than the DG-IOO and as fast as the Kestrel n. The
best gl~de angle is the same as that of the Kestrel but as the
speed mcreases to between 70 and lookts the Kestrel has a
small advantage. However, above l08kts the DG-200
begins to get better than the Kestrel.
To obtain realistic results during the flight tests, all three
gliders were loaded to a cockpit load of 2oo1bs. no water
ballast was carried. When the Kestrel and the DG-2oo were
ballasted to maximum the latter was so much better at the
high speed end that simple comparison tests were not
possible. With full ballast the DG-200 can be thermalled at
45° bank at 49kts, and be only slightly worse in the climb
than a Standard Class glider without ballast.

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE
and

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE
TRY THE SPECIALISTS

phone. call or write

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"Security House"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREfiT.
BIRMINGHAM B56NY
Telephone 021-692 1245 (10 lines)
a Century of SERVICE

Part of the design specification was that the DG-200
should have the same handling characteristics so admired in
the DG-100. This has been achieved wi th an increase in roll
rate to three seconds for a 45° bank reversal. The full
deftection of ailerons with the flaps set at + go can be
balanced by the rudder so that no noticeable slip is incurred
even at this very fast rate of roll. The ailerons are still
effective even at + go with the wing fully stalled and the stall
itselfis quite innocuous. To spin the glider the C ofG has to
be aft and the glider forced to do the manoeuv.re. Becaus~ of
the long fuselage and large rudder. recovery IS effected m a
! turn.
The DG-2oo retains the parallelogram control column
linkage to give high speed fligh1t free from pilot induced
oscillations. When landing the flaps can be selected to + 12°
and the increased size Schempp-Hirth brakes control the
approach to surprisingly steep angles. An approach speed
of 54kts with no ballast gives an approach angle of I in 3·6.
It is possible to fly the glider onto the ground and use the
powerful wheel brake to further shorten the landing run.
The DG-2oo is easy and safe to handle and is suitable for
pilots without previous glass-fibre experience though it
would be unlikely they could realise its full potential. The
Wortmann flapped section FX61-K 170 is not thinned at the
tips. thus contributing to the safe handling. The flaps move
approx t of the angular movement of the ailerons and boost
their effect by about 40%, this allows the chord of the
ailerons to be small as designed by Wortmann and still not
lose their effectiveness. Additionally, with full ballast the
wings can weigh over 500lbs and require powerful ailerons
to effect control. The ailerons move with the speed flap
setting to give opt,imum profile at all speeds.
Operation of the flaps is easy and the lever is in an easily
accessible position. Trim is by a spring trimmer. The
fuselage and tailplane are, except for a flap lever on the
DO-200. similar to that of the 00-100. The canopy is now
hinged with an adjustable headrest. The controls run in
Teflon sleeves and no external hinges or push-pull rods are
used. The flap connection is automatic and ball connectors
are used for the other controls.
Construction is conventional and light enough to rig etc.
ie the wing weighs only ten stone and wives can handle the
wing tips without·difficulty.

*
Technical data DG-200
Span (m)
Wing area (m 2)
Aspect ratio
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)

15
10
22.5
31-45
235

AUW (kg)
450
Water ballast (kg)
110
Best glide at Il0km/h
1:42.5
Min sink at 72km/h (m/sec) 0.56
270
Max speed (km/h)
Stall speed (km/h)
62
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THE RULE MAKERS

DAVEWATT

Dave, a member of the Airways Fiying Club at Booker, has about 1000hrs on
gliders with similar experience on tugs and motor gliders. He has a Std Libetre,
with an ASW-20 due soon, is 0 competition pilot, nos on instructor's rating on
motor gliders and is 0 fully rated gliding instructor.

Congratulations to Geoffrey Haworth on his long overdue
and well written article "Instructors - A Worm's Eye View"
(S&G February 1977, p9). It was this essential piece of
reading matter for all instructors which prompted me to
write this article. If he can have a go at instructors when he
isn't one, I feel justified in having a go at CFIs, their
deputies and the like.
In the past few years (since I started gliding) I have
become more and more annoyed at the extent to which
gliding, in anything other than an "ultra-conventional"
manner, is ~estricted. Although we may be a long way from
it, I can seethe day at some clubs when there won't be
anything yo.u can do with a glider which won't be either
prohibited or compulsory.
This rather jaundiced view is directly attributable to that
stolid band of self-appointed fuddy-duddies - The Rule
Makers. You name it and they have made a rule to stop you
doing it - no circling below 800ft; no aerobatics below
I500ft; 00 towing gliders (not even your own) without
someone on the nose; circuits shall be flown in this manner;
final turns shall be completed by that height ... etc.
All jolly good stuff, making gliding clubs safe and better?
I wonder if the foUowing examples will change a few
people's minds?

Accurate and controlled, not dangerous
One evening last year a private-owner finished a crosscountry flight in the normal manner. He then pulled up into
a steep climb, did a tight turn over the bus, dived past the
trailers at ground level and flew round the base leg and
finals, never above 100ft. No one watching could have said
his flying was anything other than accurate and controlled.
It wasn't dangerous, it didn't inconvenience anyone and to
the majority of those present it was a fine display of skilled
flying.
Unfortunately at so many clubs such flying would have
been dismissed (and probably prohibited) as flashy and
flamboyant - which it certainly was: but what is wrong with
flying in ~his manner? It requires a high level of confidence,
it attracts criticism, but above all it is good fun (that's why
we glide - remember?). I am personally all for it provided it
is done in a safe and competent manner.
The most common reason given for restricting such flying
is: "It may be all right for you but we must prohibit it in
case someone less experienced tries it and has an accident."
That is, without doubt, the kind of mentality I find the
most nauseating and one which is rife at so many clubs.
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Was Olga Korbut (the Russian gymnast) preven,ted from
watching complex and potentially dangerous feats on the
parallel bars when she first started ·training? Are skijumpers prevented from practising their sport for fear of
causing thousands of aspiring Alpine children from cascading over mountain cliffs like lemmings? So what makes
gliding different?
I believe it is perfectly valid to say: "That is all right for
him but not for you ... at least not until you have reached
that standard."
Have you ever watched a number of gliders finishing a
task at the Regionals and noticed the poor general standard
of organising a circuit after a low fast finish? This is
certainly not due to the pilots being inept, but more likely
because they have been pr,evented from becoming
proficient at finishing by club rules which dismiss this vital
part of competition flying as "beat ups". At best you can
meet the absurd situation where only pilots who have done
proper finishes are allowed to practise them.
Recently I was amazed to hear that an experienced
Nationals' pilot was grounded for circling at very low level
in the circuit. Now while I'm prepared to admit that that
was probably not the whole story, it is a fact that the
indiscriminate application of such rules as "no circling
below 800ft" to people for whom these rules were clearly
not designed to help, is an 'ever present threat to "aggmfree" gliding. Circling at low level in a circuit is not in itself
dangerous. Agreed, given certain circumstances such as
other circuit traffic, etc, it can be, but how is one expected to
become proficient at climbing away from low level if
unable to practice? By reading books or by pretending that
one is at 400ft?
When you announce to a whole club "no circling below
800ft" are you really expressing a gesture of no confidence
or are you condemning your best competition pilots with an
unlikeiy inability to soar below 800ft? Or is it that you want
a loop hole through which to escape in the event of mishap
or accident?
Handy things .these rules. If you invent a few you will
have nO l'fouble in justifying yourself ... "It wasn't my
fault, 'he was breaking a rule." They save you having to bear
that nasty burden called responsibility and having to say: "I
trained this pilot and supervised his flying and somewhere I
went wrong." Mind you these rules can also get in the way,
can't they? Such as when you decide to finish off the day's
flying with some low level aerobatiCS, a beat-up and a
landing at the hangar mouth?
Take the other side of the coin. There are characters in
every club who I wouldn't want to see circling as low as .
800ft. What do you do about that? Do you make a different
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rule for them? If so why not mal(,e a different rule for very
competent pilots? Say 500-400 or 300ft ... hardly seems
worth it really, why not do some,thing about getting them to
assess their own ability and exercise sensible airmanship? If
you think your club members are incapable of exercising
airmanship, then I suggest you do make a rule (it's one of
the few which actually works), namely: "No Flying".
I visited a ridge site recently, and, one morning when the
wind was right, 1 thought I would try th.e ridge. Now hill
soaring at Min sink is to me OK for the first 15 minutes. It's
OK for try,ing to contact wave, it's OK for training and
durations, etc. However, flying along the top of the hill low
and fast, with a chandelle at the end 01 each beat, is
different, it is exhilerating and highly enjoyable. So when a
well established member of this club indicated that there
was a local rule that said "no fl ying below 200ft of the top of
the hill" I have to confess that I wasn't too subtle about
what I thought of the rule.
"You may think it's silly," he said, "but I can tell you we
have had accidents on that ridge."

A strange notion rules prevent accidents
There it is again, this strange notion (quite unsupP(lrted
by statistics) that by making rules you will prevent accidents. If this were the case, the clubs with the most rules
would have the best safety records - I believe there is
evidence to the contrary. (Actually that partkular story had
a happy ending: when I spoke to the eFl, who I SIlOUld
have contacted first, his answer was like a breath of fresh
air. "Fly" he said "within the terms of good airmanship ...
that's all." I hope I didn't let him down.)
Another rule is tugs shall make left hand circuits, gliders
right hand circuits. This sort of arrangement is commonly
used at clubs and as a recommendation makes good sense.
But if it is made a rule and people get torn off a- strip
whenever they break it, what happens when a glider pilot
gets caught out and finds himself at 400ft on the tug side?
He attempts to cross back onto his side (for fear of breaking
the rule) and in doing so, runs out of height, ideas and all
but crashes his glider when a circuit on the tug's side would
have been uneventful. Unlikely? It actually happened and
who was at fault? The glider pilot for fearing to break the
rule or the rule maker?
The message, to my simple way of thinking, is clear; if
you have a rule for everything, don't expect people to
exercise too much in the way of airmanship. Or, put
differently., if you can encourage people to think out each
different situation and exercise sensible a,irmanship, you
can do without most, if not aU, the rules.
I have a simpte test I apply when visiting another club. I
ask myself "If the world's. best aerobatic glider pilot came
(unannounced) and gave a display before landirtg, would
the attitude be "what a superb display, let's go and see who
it is" or "just wait until I get to that bloke, I'm going to
ground him for breaking club rules!"
The character who amuses me most is the one who comes
running up to stop you doing something because it's
dangerous. "Dangerous to whom?" I ask. "To you, of

course," he indignantly replies. Just who are the selfless
bastions of the raw to take it upon themselves to stop you
from harming yourself or your own glider? Probably less
qualified than you to judge what is or isn't dangerous. Why
shouldn't a private-owner operate his glider in any manner
he sees fit, provided he doesn't endanger anyone else?
At some places you can't even tow yom own glider
without someone walking in front of the wing. No, I really
can't understand them. After all if it's the bad example they
are pushing, what better opportunity to emphasise the
peril~ (If not having someone on the nose by being able to
point oul to all assembled ab-inilios a private glider that has
just run into the back ofa private car?
I would be interested in other people's opinions as to the
manner in which rules are applied or, indeed, the value of
them in the first place. Am I a "one-off" or are there others
who are fed up with the strutting little men who obviously
feel they are failing in their job if they don't place some
form of restriction on you, or give you a rocket for breaking
some grotesque little rule whenever you land in their
territory?
(One club actually wanted to give the world record
holder of the 750km triangle across-coulli(i'Y check: is it any
wonder that his wonderful show of flexibility ,caused him
not to bother with them and he hasn't been back since?)
So please, live and let live with the minimum of interference and when you next see someone enjoying himself,
don't take it as a personal attack on your au,thority. Just ask
yourself if he is really doing any harm and if the answer is
no, then leave him alone.

GLIDING
AND SOARING
w. G. Scull

The challenge of gliding, the thrill of the first
$.0 10 flight. the element of excitement and
\hidden fears, are all captured in this book by
the National Coach for the British Gliding
Association.
He gives detai'led and easy-to-understand
instructions on: geH'ing started; team effort
involved in getting the glider airborne;
developing skills as a pilot; flying across
country.
£3.20
1
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Pelham Pictorial Sports Instruction Series

Pelham Books
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VICKERS-SLINGSBY

Offers you the widest choice in -

INSTRUMENTS

Boom microphone (Swan neckJ. Electromagnetic microphone, 200 ohm impedance, high
output, suitable for TMl> and most U.K. radios. £28

Hamilton Vertical Card
Compass, Eddy Current damping,
magnetic compass with gyro type
face presentation. Fast reading and
almost dead beat. Panel mounting in
2t" dia. hole or with bracket for
other mounting. £ 175.71.

Pye Cambridge Boot Mounting
Base Radio Sets 129.9, 130.1, 130.4
MHz.£121

t

bRAF Turn and Slips.
Designed for 24 volt operation but
in such good condition that they
operate happily at 12 volts.
Available converted to 'Glider
rote of turn'. From £30~£55.
Vega Oxygen System. Designed specifically for
Vega but suitable for mos~ sailplanes. System consists
of:- 610 litre bottle, constant Row regulator with
gauge and onloff top. Flow rotes of 2 and 4 litresl
minute available; lightweight face mask and 2 metres
high pressure copper pipe. Complete system £ 109.

Sperry A 1 Artificial Horizon with Inverter. Package
Deal', ligh"tweight, 3-k" dia. fully aerobatic horizon complete with
low current consumption (1.2A at 12 volts) Battery miser Inverter
and Amphenol plug. £ 157.15.

Luft Compass - stick
on canopy compass, liquid
filled, large, easy to read
directions. £9.11.

rr

New lightweight
parachutes available
in two styles:Conventional, 24 ft.
U.SA canopy suitable
for older type gl iders
£ 166.75,; Ultra sfim
pock, 24 ft. U.s.A.
canopy. T01011 pock
weight only 13t Ibs.
Available also with 28 ft.
canopy for heavier
pilots. £181.75
Mdlfi$h Stondard
ex U.S. Army bod<
pocks. £ 128.,46.

Write for free price list, or complete stores catalogue - SOp, refunded with orders.
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Kirkbymoorside, York.

Tel: 0751-31751 Telex 57911
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Space Age 152882
---y ,...--==----.r--~

The Romanian
152882, all metal, high performance,
spacious cockpit comfort for
tandem
sailplane
offers
,
training and
advanced
•
soaring.

T tailplane
folds down
for easy trailer
stowage.

Spacious cockpit with
excellent view for student
and instructor.

Light, easy to operate
controls, all ball bearing.

Wing tip wheels fer operation from

runway or grass.

Large top and bottom surface airbrakes, with flaps
give good landing characteristics.

Available ex stock at £9311 +

VICKERS...SLINGSBY

V.A.T. Write for details to:-

Kirkbymoorside, York.

Tel: 0751-31751 Telex 57911
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IT SHOULD NEVEiR H,AVE HAIPPENED
RANDLE LUNT

I read Rhoda's story (It could have been worse, S&O
December 1976, p247) with interest and wondered if my
tale would be of educational interest-but what to eaU it?
"It could have been worse-2" or perhaps "It shouldn't
happen to a dog" or just "It should never have
happened" .
Preferring, as I do, to glide in companiable enjoyment
rather than in solitary selfishness, and being also aged and
a busy surgeon apt to be needed quickly at times, I appreciated the extra security of flying with one of the club
instructors as a rule. As a result I have more than 550
flights in my logbook but only some 20 solos. However, in
the last five there were two of over 50 minutes and one of
70 minutes, so with retirement reached and the first day of
club week before me, I decided to "polish off Bronze e"
and review the situation.
It was a wonderful day, a flight of well over the hour
was a distinct possibility and as no one was likely to want
to fly my Bocian afterwards I proposed to "hangar-fly" it.
This fairly simple manoeuvre at our "field" involves a
fairly long roll downhill on the main runway with, until
recently, a run out onto rough grass in the odd event of
overshoot. However, the new owner has placed a very
sturdy barbed wire stock-proof fence at right angles to the
runway and overshoot is clearly to be avoided. The duty
instructor drew attention to this and I dismissed his
fears-I had, after all, done this landing many times
before and knew the aiming point well.

Like a.feather or a
dry autumn lea:f
_-.10

__

I took-off happily, left the tug at l700ft in a nice
thermal, was soon at 3500ft and moved away to avoid the
airway. The Bocian is a very different bird when flown
solo, you are reminded of a feather or a dry autumn leaf,
but even solo she is best flown fastish between 40 and 50kt.
I flew uprwind to an area east of the field where several
gliders were circling and entered what was apparently a
huge mass of rising air. The lightly loaded Bocian seemed
capable of out climbing some of the single-seaters although
penetration was lacking.
My hour well past, I tried to come down but found it far
from easy! Three-quarters open airbrakes and a spiral div~
eventually found me at high key for touch down at the runway intersection-safe target for a "hangar flight". The
wind had dropped altogether and I turned onto finals in
complete confidence, half airbrakes and 50kt and landed a
satisfactory roundout where desired. The wheel purred
smoothly down the centre of the tarmac strip some four
feet wide that is the "bull's eye" and I felt very pleased. If
1 had then fully opened my brakes according to normal
practice I should have continued the normal landing
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but-ahem!-was I really going to get near enough to the
hangar?
"The boys won't be too happy wi:th a 300 yard retrieve,
even downhill, with the winch blocked until theycQme".
So now, oblivious of my self taught lessons of 30 minutes
earlier, I closed the brakes to '/ 8 to lengthen the run. The
Bocian took-off and we were three feel in the air when I
decided to depress the nose for a new landing! There was a
springy little thud from the wheel and we were six feet up
and to keep flying r closed the brakes fully while I again
approached the earth. This time there was a real bounce
and we reached 12-15f1. The land still seemed to be rushing by at undiminished speed and the winch and wire fence
were looking considerably nearer!
A spurt of impatience at my incompetence commented
that !'this was turning into a __ funny landing" which
had better be restarted-nose down and brakes out. Before
I could stop myself my hand had obeyed and with quite
incredible suddenness the Bocian dropped in a
pancake-ker-ash! I was impressed by the way we continued to slide and snake along the runway, my efforts
with the rudder and ailerons being quite useless, the wingtip dropped and we stopped at 90° to the line of the runway. I was more impressed still by the distinct sound of
bone breaking and the sharp pain I felt from my back
through to the front of my chest.
"You incredible nit" I said "you've broken your back"
and sheepishly moved my toes which, thank goodness,
responded nicely-"It could have been worse".
It was quite painful to raise the canopy, but I did so and
gave the overhead self-hand shake used by the water skier
to show that he is not unconscious after a fall-quite
unnecessarily as it turned out as the boys at the launch
point, very pleased with approach glide, were only
acquainted with disaster by the bang and cloud of dust. I
was out of sight down the long incline, whilst the winch
and the fearsome fence were still some 200 yards away.
A car came rushing up fwm the launch point and the
chaps bundled out. "Cor, look at that rudder!" "The tail
skid's broken!" "The front skid too!" "Cor, you have
bent this plane Randle"! - " Blast the plane, I've broken
my bloody back."
I must say I was grateful for the efficiency with which
everything was organised and for Andrew who stayed and
talked easily whilst we awaited the ambulance which came
with commendable speed. "Now Sir," said the cheerful
ambulance man "hurt yourself have you?" "I've broken
my back" I said. "Oh, I think you must let us decide that,
Sir." he said indulgently and aggravation escaped
me-"Well, I'm an accident surgeon and I don't."
Fortunately, getting out of the cockpit was easier than I
had expected. I could lift up on the edges of the cockpit as
if getting out of a bath and get my legs out without bending
my back further, which is, of course, the great thing to
avoid if a back injury is suspected. However, I was very
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glad to lie flat on the stretcher and eventually to lie flat in
hospi,tal.
My thanks to my kind club mates who tactfully broke
the news to my wife that I might be late for dinner and who
cleared up and stowed away the Bodan later on.
PIa they called it. Not a condition I had indulged in
before in the vertical plane and the worst Hme of the best
year ever to find out. 'It shouldn't happen to a dog!
I was much consoled to watch the dub technical officer
experience the same di fficulties as he landed after test flying the Bocian in identical conditions-but he was more
patient and skilful and all went well.

The cOildusi9ns
My three points are, I suppose, almost too elementary to
dare emphasis.e?
I) Don't alter your landing technique for a paltry few
hundred yards on the retrieve. Let the retrievers suffer!
2) Keep the brakes fully open on landing until all flying
speed has gone.
3) Never let the stick go forward again after
roundout-unless you want to stuff the front skid into the
ground as a brake.
We are both flying again now, but it should never have
happened.

THE UNIVERSITY TARDIS

.

Last year when several car-less members of the Cambridge
University GC found their cross-country flying ambitions
frustrated by the lack of road-retrieve facilities, it was not
difficult to find support for the idea of a retrieving syndicate. Some bright spark suggested buying an old London
taxi, and our enthusiasm for this idea was fanned by the
manager of a local taxi firm who is also a member of the
club. Eventually a ten year-old FX4 was run to earth in
Clacton-on-Sea, and a hilarious expedition there left us
with a taxi and its former Qwner with £200.
The taxi was immediately christened "The Tardis"
(Taxi for Retrieving Distant Sailplanes) and has been kept
in a garage near the clubhouse. By the middle of the
soaring se.ason it had some 15 owners, most of whom fly
dub aircraft, so there was nQ chance of 15 rdrieves being
required simultaneously. With enormous difficulty we persuaded an insurance company to give us cover-insurance
companies do not like taxis or undergraduate drivers, let
alone both together! Of course some mechanical work was
inevitable, but even our nightmares on the night before the
MOT Test ,came to nothing. However, the'Law takes a
lively interest in it. One day I was driving near the airfield
when a police car overtook me with light flashing.
"Is this your vehicle,. Sir?" the dr,iver asked me.
"Well, sort of . . . " was the only reply that seemed
appropriate. He was on the lookout for stolen taxis and
thought he had found one until he heard what we used it
for. Then his scepticism evaporated-he had been an

STEPHEN BRODRICK

instructor at another club until recently. We parted good
friends with him promising to come and join the CUGC
(and possibly the syndicate).
So far the retrieving partnership has worked remarkably
well-no members have wanted retrieves simultaneously
and it has always been easy to get someone to stand by for
a possible retrieve. The spacious interior makes it good for
long retrieves, and we plan to fit a radio soon. Of course its
use is not limited to towing gliders; a seat has been installed
in the front luggage compartment, making it possible for
people to be carried to the airfield-it now seats eight! On
one occasion someone was being dropped off at a railway
station when several would-be passengers queuing in a taxi
rank tried to get in, not believing that the Tardis had
retired from talking fares. On numerous occasions it has
been h:liled, especially whenever it goes "home" ,tQ
London, and once some Japanese tourists posed beside it
for photographs. HQ'wever, the spectade of a London taxi
towing a glider trailer did not amuse the NCO Oil duty at a
certa,in RAF station. He refused to believe that a glider had
even landed on the base, let alone that we had come to take
i,t away!
The Tardis is also fairly economical, doing around 30
miles to a gallon of diesel fuel. Several readers may have
seen it at Aboyne Ilast September, making ,the rQund of
Scottish castles and whisky distilleries on non-flying days.
On one evening several of its owners piled in and drove to
Aberdeen ... to see "Confessions of a Taxi Driver."
TIGHT SPIN ... lames M, Hei.lhman

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359
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ABOUT FLAPS

FAC
RICHARD H. JOHNSON

Just how much is a modern 15m sailplane's sink rate polar affected by
various flap settings? That was a good question. To obtain these flight test
data it was necessary to measure complete polars for the PIK-20 sailplane
with I'he,f1aps in each offive separale settings. The costs of the subsequent 13
high tows needed to obtain these data almost led to my expulsion from the
sponsoring research group! The number of,f1ight test data points needed to
define polars for five separate flap settings is almoslequalto that required 10
measure ,five separate sailplalles. because. ,indeed the sa'ilplane's lift and
drag characteristics can change significantly with flap setting changes.
Previous Dallas Gliding Associlllion polars of flapped sailplanes were
published as "optimum" flap sellings, and were based principally on flight
handbook recommended flap set,tings cembined with limited non-optimllm test measurements. If a pilot ISlo fully understand whal he is doing
in flight. he needs to know just how changes in flap setting will affect his
sailplane's sink rate at various airspeeds (polan). 11 is appreciated that not
everybody will be flying a PIK-20; ltowever. much of the following P'IK-20
results are believed to be almost equally applicable to any modern ISm
sailplane. be ,it Nugget. Mosquito, Mini-Nimbus. Zuni. V,ega or an
ASW-20.
Before making sink rate measu,rements, it is necessary to know just how
much the sailplane's airspeed system is lying: sO a whole flight is dedicated
to an airspeed calibration. These lest data are shown in Fig I and they show
the PIK-20o airspeed system to be essentially IlOoesl.
Next. ilhe high tows are made in smooth air to measure the sailplane's
sink rates when fly,ing steadily at given a,irspeeds and flap settings. This
takes ve,ry many tows 'and considerab'le time: Bob Gibbons ran these data
through the computer to reduce all the sink rate data to standard

atmosphere. sea level air densit)'. Fig 2 to 6 show the final data points
plotted for + 8°, -4- 4°,0", _4° and _8° ftap set.1ings.
The +8°flap data in Fig 2 indicates a maximum LID of about 34 at 49kt.
and a minimum sink of about 'I33ftl min at 42kt. The sailplane's handbook
does not state which flap selling is recommended for thermalling. but + 8"
is the one I have genera'lIy used in the past.
The + 4° ftap is shown in Fig l A maximum L:!D of about 37 at 49kt.
and a minimum sink of about 128ft/min al 45kt is indicated. This flap
setting could reasonably be used in rough ,thermals.
Fig 4 shows the 0" Rap setting data measurements. Here the maximum
'LID reaches about 38 at. 52kt, but ,the minimum sink increases slightly. to
about l32fl/min at 49kt. Normally this neutra'! ftap selling is used to
achieve both maximum glide distances when ftying in smooth air and
minimum sink rates.
Next. the _4° ftap selling data are shown in Fig 5, and here some surprises
are indicated. The LID mall is still about 38 at 53kt. out for some
unobvious reason the minimum sink decreases to about 1122f1/min atOkt.
More than the initially planned test measurements were made to
investigate this surprising~y good performance with the -4" ftap setting. In
addition. 11 devoted one fun da.y of thermal soaring ,10 the _4" setting and
found that the PIK climbed surprisingly well with this abnormal selling.
The nose rides a little high and the 'level ftight stalHng speed increases 3.5kt
over that for +8" flap. but conlwl is good and the sink rate appears 10 be
somewhat less.
The _8° flap data are shown in Fig 6. Again some surprise as the liD
mall continues to show about 38 to 53kt. The minimum sink does increase
to about 135ft/min at 49kt. which is more as expected.

PIK 208 Airspeed system calibration
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Sailplane & Gliding

OVERSEAS AGENTS

The magoz,ine con be obtained from most Gliding OIubs
in dt. Britain, alternati,vely send £4.90 postage 1~c1uded
,for on annual subscription to Ihe British Gliding AsSOCiation, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, 'Leicester.
Single copies, including postage BOp.

SOUTH AfRICA:
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg,
Transvaal.

Price £2.00, £2.40 Including post.
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all pilots can read-but the BEST PILOTS read

Red leather-cloth binders to loke 12 issues of the mogozlne are
available

1

CANADA:
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 621.
St. Laurent, P.Q. Canada, H4L4V9

HOLLAND:
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £4.90' or 'US$9.50 but Inter,national Money
Orders prefe"ed, direct to the Ilritish Gliding Association.
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What do you now do with all these data points and curves? A deaJer
picture of the results can be obtained by plotting all the faired curves on
onc plot, leaving out the too numerous data points. This has been done in
Fig 7, and here th4' eptiruum lIap settings versus airspeed are more obvious.
This plol Indicalrs lhe oplimum flap selling 10 be -4· when flying anywhere
belween 39 and 85kl. Above 8Skt use _8°. Speeds above 8Skt are seldom
optimum when lIying without waterballast, except for start gate runs.
Actually, the 0". +<10. and + 8° lIap settings appear to have little value,
except for IowJ:ring stall speed, Which is beneficia:l in smallthermals. The
reason for the unexpectedly good performance at low airspeeds with the _4°
ftap selling is uncertain, butlikefy it Is due to a beneficial reduction in lIow
separation somewhere on the wing or fuselage. If I could get a few more
high tows ...
In the USA we sensibly permit ISm lIapped sailplanes to fly in the ISm
Restricted Class (unllapped), provided the lIaps are either locked or
equipped with • suitable timer to prove that they were not used for more
than five minutes during a contest lIight (a take-off and landing). How does
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the performance of the locked nap sailplane compare to that of a modern
unflapped sailplane, and would such a compet'ition be fair? The answers
are shown in the final Fig 8 cOmparison plot.
Here the recently measured ASW-I!J polar(38: I a,t 5Okt') is compared to
those of the NK.20a with 0" and ·4°ilap settings, With the PIK flaps set to
0°. the ASW-19 is clearly betler below SOkt and above 82kt. Between these
speeds the rrK has five to IOft/min less sink. Just a small advantage. With
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the PtK flaps selto .4°, the PIK and ASW ·19 show very similar polars at all
speed's. with perchaps a slight advantage \0 the PIK·20. It, should be
understood that the ASW·19 tested here was in factory delivered condition.
w.j(l'l few seals and about .004" wing waviness; whereas, the PIK-20' was
eJl.lensively sealed and its wings smoothed 10 .002" waviness. An "as
delivered" PIK-20 with flaps 'hed at _4° likely has almost identical
performance 10 that oCa factory delivered ASW-19,
In summary, is there anything very magical about flaps? A lowered
landing speed. yes, but no increase in liD maJl., The flaps do generally
increase both lift and drag when set to + de,flections. and conversely.
decrease \'loth somewhal al high speeds when set 10· deflections, The only
significant effects of the /fops, (11 feast wirh PIK-20o, are a reduction ill
slalling speedwilh ... /fop and a reduclion.in drag 01 high airspeedr wilh -/fop.
For some ,reason the manufaclUrers of the currenl new ,ISm flapped
sailplanes cannot bring lhemselve's to claim less than 41 to 43 LlO maJl.,
values, 'and they allude 10 some mysterious effect oftheir flaps on their
sailplane's performances. This appears to be purebrochuremanship and
unwarranled optimism, and i't is highly unlikely that suc'h high LID values
will be measured in valid tesling. A claimed glide tatio should, be equal to
thal which the claimer is willing to be, towed out .over an ocean on a calm
clear early mOllling, and still eJl.pecl to land back dry on the beach.
'Increases in glide ratio'can easily be achieved with more wing span, but are
very difficuh to gain lhrough further aerodynamic refinemenl of these
limited span sailplanes.
Wi.th a br,eak-lhrougli in airfoil design, or possibly an unconventional
low drag flying wing design, yes. over 40: I may well be possible. U nlilthen
we will keep On testillg new designs. but we will probably run out of tow
funds before we actually f1)easure a 40: I 15m bird,
• Johnson. R. H.• "A High' Test Evaluation of the ASW·J9'· Soaring Magazine,
August 1977.

Con-ecHon: George Burton would like to point out that he was in fourth
positi.on overall on the ninlh day of the French National Championships
(reported in the October issue of S&G, p20?, by Dickie Feakes) and not
tenth, having previously won two days outright.

VARIOMETER
SYSTEMS

The outs'tanding,ly successfu I Sai Iplane
variometer system.
The only Complete system from Variometers
to advanced accessories.
Proven competition successes.
Available in Standard (80mm) case or miniature
(57mm) case.
All system components, Variometers, Audios,
Speed Directors and Integrators fully compatible,
retrofittable and interchangeable,

STOCKED IN U.K. BY SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LTD., LASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON, HANTS GU345SR. TEL: HERRIARD 359
CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INC
365 OLD MARLBORO RD. CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS 01742 USA
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For that virgin-airspace feeling get a
beach, a 'mountain ...

AND A LOT OF ROPE
BOB RODWElL
Given enough mpe you can always ha,ng youfself - bUI given even more
you can dramatically expand your gliding horizons and perhaps find more
reason for staying alive. This is my firm conclusion having gone on an
autumn walkaboul with our old syndicate Diy, an aSthmatic Triumph 2000
Mk 2 and 50001 of lightweight P3'fafil. At least, il lVa~ 50001 until vandalised
down to 430m by a Co Londonderry hotelief who is demonstrably mad but
that's another, rather his'h, story.
We were already firmly convinced that about eighty quids-worth of
Paralil and fittings was the besl gliding investment we've made to date and
we'd already proved its usefulness on Benone Strand on Ulster's north coast
where, for a handful of peppercoms, our dub has been licensed by the
Crown to operate for more than 40 years. BUI it was only on the Dublin
GC's autumn wave safari to the Irish south-west that our reel of rope really
came into its own and saved the day - Of fathef, half the week.
I'd gone down alone ~ all28lJ single-handed OIy-dragging miles - to join
the Dubliners alFarranfore for, hopefully, a repetition oflast year's fleeting
but splendid wave cascading off Macgillicuddy's Reeks. Unfortunately,
gremlins went too and took up lodgings in the DOe's Rallye Minerva tug.
On the Tuesday morning we trailed out to Inch Beach, IS miles away
which is unlike drearily comformist beaches that Hln along the shore. Inch
sticks out, end on, like a dl1lmpy digit into the waters of Dinglc Bay and
blo<:ks the seaward approaches to Castlemaine. Up with three glid'ers in
quick succession behind the Triumph for a 'total ofeighl hours soaring ur to
3500ft along tile Slieve Mish mountains before low cloud and squaBs ffOm
the south-west pul an early end to the day. But the best was yet to come.

A rewarding but eramped prospecting trip
It followed anotliter day's airfield-based flying with a temporarily cured
tug and two days of torrential gales which put the gremlins - tlitis time
wearing wet-suits - back into the Rallye's mags again. On fridayevening,
with north-westerlies and clear skies forecast for Ihe nexI day, 'the OS maps
came out. Dan Begley and I pored over the north coast of ,the very
mountainous'Oingle peninsula, picking out several likely looking.st,retches
of coastline with mountains up to 3000ft behind. NexI morning, six of us
sardined ourselves into a minute Datsun for a rewarding if insufferably
cramped proSpecti'lg trip.
Il was at the third beach that we fOund our Shangri-la and there never
was any other spol once we saw Fermoyle Strand, 40 miles out from the
airfield. A lengthy sIJelch of wide, ·firm sancl, backed by the convoluted
Benoskee and Stradbally mountainS. Between them and the 'beaCh, was a
little 450ft hill, immediately next to the st.ancl, ,on which one could envisage
soaring for a remarkably lowlow-poinl before starting any height climb.
Three miles distant, Peyond the end orlhe beach Brandon Mountam soared
to 3123CI, running off righl 10 Brandon Poirnt, with Aothing but the open
Atlantic beyond. On the rigliH, lhe surfline ano BrandoD Bay, The wind was
blowing obliquely across tme beach, onto 'parallel spurs running down from
the main mountain ridge towards the shore.
A mad, muscle-screwing driwe back to E'arranfore to trail the aircraft out.
It was my Triumph and my rope, Goddammit, SO I1 took the first launch
when we were ready. well into the afternoon. I made 1200ft on the tow,
joined the slopes ,of Benoskee at 1100ft, soaredl up into a very steep sided,
narrow valley between the spurs, Iturned over a subsidiary peak, flew the
main ridge, turned into a tight, vertically-walled bowl which cupped a high,
sinister, corrie lake - and beat lhe Hell out of ,it when I sampled the
turbulence wilhin.
In short order, I passed the summits ofboth Stradbally and Benoskee and
was soon sitting comforlably at
,contemplating terrain more rugged
than any II'd ever soared over before. Across the peninsula Inch Beach was
poking like a minatory finger at Macgillicuddy's Reeks south of Dingle
Bay: westwards, the mountains. ran in chaotic rocky folds towards the ~ee
Blasket Islands off the Dingle's tip and Ireland's most westward POIOt.

37oon,

Nearing its northern end I looked straight along tlite 2000ft Conair Pass,
with its three stepped lakes - a finer view of it than I'd' ever had before.
At 3700ft it was eyidentthat I was in smooth primary wave coming offMt
Brandon. There could be no other generator for between Brandon and llite
US coast there was Aothing but Rockall, some sea bed-hoovering Soviet
fishing fleets aAd probably some Poseidon and Polaris su.bmarines. I palled
the prudently stashed oxygen bOllle, fingered the mask, smiled conlently in
2kt up ~ and waited for a Diamond to drop into my lar. Beneath me, Ihe
DGC's K-8 glinted in perfect planform as ilturned to hug tlile lower slopes.
A wave slot remained stable above the beach, and Ihe north. end of Ihe
pass as I climb~d up into lennie-Iand, but as cloud gradually spread across
the peninsular towards the northern shore a certain wariness aboul the
possibilities of cUlllUlus grani/us,impelled me (0 beat along the wave bar,
crosswind and out to sea. I moved some miles OUI over Brandon Bay to look
straight beyond Brandon Point, the only land between me and Wall Street,
Rockall and Ellis Island.
Rapidly forming cloud caused me to break it off as I neared 6000ft in
strengthening 1-2kt lift. I enjoyed some spins and a spiral dive to a beat-up
along the empty beach to lel someone else have a go.
We wenl back next day for a1suDlime, sunny day upon the beach but the
",ind remained about 5kl too light, permitting onl,y some l'ocal scralching on
the lower slopes. But even Ihe non-soarability could not spoil the pleasure
of the late, warm autumnaLd1ay, or (he sense offreedom which only a great,
wide and empty beach can bring. You don't understand depopulation until
you go to the Irish west and even after Sunday lunch our activities never
brought more than 30 people 10 the beach, miles long. From an I 100ft
launch il was fun. 11) fit in a short aerObatlC routine followed b)' a downwind
beat-up and a chandelle to land aft.er about 100 secondS in the air.
Here in Ireland the Parafil + Car = Scope equation makes a lot of sense,
for there are scores of ridge-backed beaches in the west wllich it should be
worth trailing 10, AchillIsland, perhaps, where the hang gliding people are
already entrenched aAd a stack .0fstrands. further north in Donegal. We're
already talking about the possibi,lilies of a spring wave safari on which it
might be possible to leave rackely, mag-dropping tugs behind.
For my fellow Englishmen,1 grant you, the scope could be more limited.
English beaches have a distressing habit of being covered with Mums and
Dads, with :kids, bucRets and spades - and bossy council officials. But
further north? I recall some splendid deserted beaches with mountains
behind in the west of Scotland and lhe Hebrides from my hiking,
rucksack-ca,mping, younger days.
But Hell, forlhe costs of trailing aAdl shipping your glider to the Outer
Hebrides, why AOlcat<;l'1 the Irish boa I instead and try it where we're already
gelling some of Ihe exploration done?
There are a lot 0f Deller Ihings to do wilh a length of rope than to hang
yourself.
'fHE WORLD'S ONLY EXClUSIVEl't
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ACC'DENT

BILL SCULL, Senior Nati
Coach, COl

FIELD I
Meanwhile we continue the sequence started on the cover with
the photographs token by loa Podolski, CFI of the Norfolk GC, of
an intended field landing which went wrong. After the IS-28B2 had
spent th.e night in the water-filled gravel pits, guarded by local
po'lice', it was hoisted out by ,a crone, hung up to drip-dry and was

The increase in field landing accidents may only be due to a
considerable increase in cross-country flying. However the
majority of reported accidents have a message in them for
most pilots and aU instructors; it is only by learning from the
mistakes, of others that we can, perhaps, avoid similar
accidents.
The eventual accident in a field may come about in a
variety of ways. One important division in categorising the
accidents is between the deliberate and the inadvertent
cross·country flight. The "inadvertent" cross-country flight
is the consequence of poor airmanship in the local-soaring
sense. Whilst a pHot not experienced enough to be allowed
to fly across country is broadening his experience. he wilt,
unless restricted to the immediate local area (ie not significandy downwind of the airfield and otherwise with vaSt
margins of height to reach the eircuit), be exposed to some
decision-making situations which are not always clear-cut
The classic case is the one of drtft,ing-downwind-inweak-lift, If the decision to glide back to the airfield is made
whilst there is height to spare all will be well provided the

J

pilot flies at the right speed (a discussion of the right speeds
to fly shou)d be piut of a briefing for local soaring or even
basic training!) However, when it is suspected that Iheighl is
marginal for a rejoining of the circuit at the base-leg corner,
say, a local-soaring pilot is well advised to make an early
decision to land out. Properly briefed he will not be
oblivious to those fields which are most suitable. The risks
are greatest for a pilot who vacillates - a "yes I can get back,
no I can't" sort of chap. The decision to land in a field is
usually taken too late and the contributory factors are,
sequentially, poor selection, poor circuit planning and poor
approach (speed) control. Even if the pilot does make an
early decision to land out the consequences can be serious:
Pilot's statement
"Whilst on (I I~al IDOring Aight when
l:ln outlanding was inevitable at
lOooft, 0 soitoble field was chosen.
Whilst on opproach (I) decided to
side-slip some height off; during
side-slip inl:ldvertently drifted towards
tree on right of approach.
"Action token to ovoid hitting tree
resulted in the glider being stalled."

Comments

So it wasn "

i

0

local soaring flight!

The pilot was not, evidently, competent at side-slipping - should one need
to in 0 Skylark 4?

In fact the glider is thought to hove
spun.

One inter'esting fact was that the pilot had ,4000 launches
'but onty 300hrs and the accident sugg,ests that h()wever
many circuits a pilot may have had it doesn't improve his
ability to approach into a field; indeed the airfield circuits
build-in habits detrimental to field circuit planning, the
pilot often tending to position his cir,cuit relative to the field
ooundaries as if they were the airfield's boundaries.
The consequence of cramping the circuit in the way that
the accident above suggests may mean that it is impossible
to land in the chosen field and a suitable overshoot ,field
becomes essential. I've never been a great supporter of the
philosophy that when you choose a field it is a good idea to
pick one with a good undershoot and overshoot, simply
because of the implicit acceptance of the flying inaccuracies
which might make either necessary; having said that
consider this next accident.
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flying agai,n six days later. However, Joe said the glider will have
on extensive C of A in January os by then it will be possible to
discover if there are signs of corrosion. The pilot escaped
uninjured.

PUot's Itatement

"The f.,1d chosen proved to be, too
smotllO I closed the brokes and mode
lor the boundary lence, cleared it
and lound the next field too rough
and not suitable lor g sole landing.
"By this lime I was very low and just
managed to clear the next lence
when Iwas confronted by 0 lake and
(hod) ha option but to try lor
ploughed ,field on Ihe lor bank.
However I did nol hove sufficient
speed Of height and ,the glider poncoked onto the lake ... "

Comments

Es,ima'ed. leng'h 400yd, Ihe wind
incidenlally was 10-ISkl (and 'he
landing hod 0
900 crosswind
componen').

Her.e·s where 'he overshoo' field
philosophy would hove been relevan'.

This whole sorry sequence sugges's
'hal a' pilot, 'ends la accepl 'he (irsl
field 'ho' he Ihinks is sui'able and
con",nlra'es on ir la such on e"'en' (for
fear of los;ng sigh' of i,) 'ha' he is
oblivious 1o all else.

The CFI's comments on this accident suggest that the
pilot's ambition was a bit ahead of his ability. The pilot's
experience was not great; a Bronze C gained two months
earlier (and not at his own c1u b), ten months since first solo"
PI experience of38hrs and 81 launches.

A contentious question
The question of how much experience a pilot should have
before flying cross-country is a contentious one and can
only be answered when the individual's age, aptitude and
confidence have been considered. This particular pilot had
been advised .against joining the syndica te and was keen to
complete his Silver C.

Accident prevention.
With a view to heightening awareness of risks and
hopefully, by education, to reduce the number of accidents
the field landing briefing card below has been prepared;
copies oflhis in a convenient size Otin x 5tin) will be made
available through CFls shortly.

FIELD LANDING BRIEFING (ARI)
1. 2000ft - If landing appears probable -fly IQ suilable area - preferably flat
and unobstructed - remember you'll caver far more ground if yOU fly down wind.
2. By 1 500ft - Pick an area with ,two or l1\re. potentially suitable fields:
Consider the surrounding terrailll'.
a. Are there hills to create turbu'Ience or lurface wind Iproblems?
b. Are there HT cables, 'IV masts or other large obs'tacles?
c. Does the ground slope visibly? If it does it's too steepl
d. Stay orientated wit" wind ,dire<;tion experienced during the crosscountry - relate to sun position.
3. By 1000-120Oft - Select your fleld considering the following:
a. Surface wind - assess the wind by means of your drift or by smoke.
Always aim to land in a direction which will give you a substantial
headwind camponent.
b. field .engtl\ - Remember ""e apparent site of any field is seen
relative to the 'size of thase surrounding it. "now 'the topography 01 the
country over which you or. ,fl,ying. A good field for a modern glider would
be SOO-6()()yd long with relatively unobstrvcled bouncfaries.
c. Obstructions - obstructions cut fram the usable field length at least
ten times the height at which you dearihem. T'rees and buildings will
create turbulence.
d. Slope - any visible downslope in th. field is unacceptable. A similar
upslope wovld be acceptable though a servicea61e wheelbrake is
desirable. hamine surrounding fields lor s'lope indications.
e. Surface - Look Ior fields in the following order bf priority:
(1) Stubble.
(2) Grass - but beware of strip grazing indicating electric lences - any
shading in grass 5urlcc" almast certainly indicates the presence 01 fencing.
(3) Short crop - the surface should appear more brown than green.
(4) Other cropped fields may present a hazard on landing - remember
half .ipe crops may look like' stubble - consider the seasonl
f. Sto<k -sheep panic, run and sometimes jump up. Cows are curious horses bolt. A solitary cow ,is probably a bulll Try and avoid fields with
stock In them.
4. By 800ft ael - P,osition 'the glider well upwind and well to one side 01 your
fleld - visualise 'the Ieng'th of the downwind leg at your home airfield. Use
preselected ground reference painls 10 maintain orientation when positioning. Be
consdovs of the lendency 10 'cramp your circuit and plan to avoid doing so.
5. Base Leg Position - Plan to be abeam of your touchdown by 4-500ft.
Resist the common .tendency IQ position the lbase leg too close - plan for a half
airbrake approach. Select a safe approach speed. Excessive speed in a modern
glicler will usually resu't in overshooting the 'field. Allow on adequate margin of
heighl over obstructions. Once you are ,certain you can safely clear them ule full
airbrake la ochiev.e early touchdown. Aim for minimum touchdown speed on rough
surfaces. Ground looping is Common when landing in crop. Concentrate on
keeping the wings level and retract flaps il necessary.
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DONCASTER GC REPRIEVED - Sui no security yetI
PETER YOUNG
Ahhough the Secretary of State said "no" to Doncaster CouFlcil's
application to build houses on the gliding site, Doncasler and District GC
has nol yel won any security of tenure there.
The Council announced their ,intention of developing the 300 acre
Doncaster Airport site \0 include housing, commercial development,
public open space, recreation and an hotel in t'he autumn of ·1976. Th. ere
had been 110 opportunity for public debate and the council's "airport
sub<ommittee" had ignored or declined all appeals to co'nsult with airpor't
usen first. In Spring, 1971, a Public Inquiry was held at which various
objectors, including Doncaster GC, gave evidence. TI:te Secretary of Stale
had indicated thal he would consider all aspecls, bUl cenain poinls seemed
to be particularly relevant. They were:
a) The need for Ihe proposed deve'!opments, particularly the.
commercia'! development.
b) The elfeet llf development of this open Iland on adjoining areas
of the town.
c) T4te degree of present use of the airport and lhe availability of
alternative airport facililies.
d) The elfect of the traffic generated by the proposed development on the local road network.
e) The relalionship of Ihis development to the construction of the
Carr Link Road.
fortunately our club Seeretary, architect loe Millward, was well
equipped 10 tackle the specialist task of objecting on planning matters,
although, as an objector, he found it difficult to obtain current statistics
from which to reach oonclusions and had to base much of his evidence on
information from the Doncaster District and South Yorkshire Structure
Plans, from which the proposed development did represent a departure in
various respects.

Vital to show proposed
developments were unnecessary
Whilst adverse mentions repeatedly referred to the valuable 300 acres
airport site, in fact the 300 acres already included the Doncaster Rovers
football ground, a golf clubhouse and 80 acres of newly-tipped ground
and only 150 acres approximately was actually leased and usable for
gliding and flying purp0ses. With this in mind lhe gliding and flying clubs
al Doncaster would have had no objeclions to a proposal for development
lhat retained gliding and flying and also included public open space,
recreational facilities and an hotel, as the site would be ideal for such
purposes. However the Council's proposal was to build 1300 houses on 130
acres and to allocate 21 acr,es for commercial use. It was therefore
necessarY to demonstrate in evidence that there was no need for lhe
housing 'and commercial developments. On the commercial side lhis was
not difficult and lhe Inspector's report afterwards stated that "the
Council's hope lhat large-seale office projects will be attracted in the future
to Doncaster and that meanwhile 21 acres should be ear-marked for this
purpose, amounts to little more than wishful thinking".
It gradually became apparenl thal t,he case would probably rest upon
the "gliding and flying versus housing" issue as we were prepared to
concede that the other elements of the Council's application could be
accommodated along with flying and gliding.
Following loc's evidence and cfOss-examination, the Inspector's Report
stated: "While appreciating that there is a housing need in the ce:!tral
area, I am not convinced that it is so great - or that the supply of potential
building land is so short - as to outweigh lhe benefit resulting from a
continuation of the present use of'the airport."
Dealing with the airport's presen't use, it was the Assessor's opinion that
- "Doncaster and District Gliding Club makes a very significant
contribution 10 the sport of gljding in both a national and a regional
context and is of particular importance in this area where few of the small
number of existing gliding c1l1bs have any security of tenure. The loss or
dispersal of DOGC's resources would be a severe blow to gliding
interests."
Obviously the facts, figur.es, statistic.s and evidence obtained and

collated by loe,logether with that of Bill Scull who drove Lo Yorkshire and
back in one day for the Inquiry, impressed the Inspector.
Most of lhe pr,incipal objectors, the gliding arid flying clubs and their
associated supporters both local llod naliona'l, logelher with local
natura'lists, had tackled the job of "lighting" the Inquiry, somewhat
believing it was alread.y a lost cause and that the Council's scheme would
be steam-rollered through. The Sheffield Telegraph had deplored "the
high-handed and undemocratic way in which some local governors regard
the feelings of the governed. This is not democracy. This is local
'
govemR1ent's version of totalilarianism."
With meagre funds and resources however, the objec'tors got together to
"have a go" facing on aB sides the pessimism and cynicism of everyone
who assllmed that the development was virtllally a fail acc,ompli and that
we were wasting our time and efforts, Once the Inquiry ,had started,
however, our confidence in .the impartiality and perception of the
Inspector and his advisor grew, but It was nevertheless a delightful surprise
to learn in August that the Secretary of State had upheld t'he Inspector's
recommendalion that the Council's .application be refused. One felt that
David had beaten Goliath once more.
Unfortunately that is not the end of the story. For the Council own the
airport site and the cur,renllease expires in May, 1978. As the Council did
not serve a termination notice last May, a further year on the same or
similar terms can probably be assumed. But after that lie prob'!ems.
Following the result of the Inquiry, reported as a complete surprise to
everyone, a Council spokesman said: "We shall not let Ihe maller rest!"
The problem is complex because tI:te Council Ileasesthe flying and gliding
sites to the South Yorkshire Airports Company Ltd in which the gliding
club has a third interest and from whom they hold a sub-lease. But. the
SYAC is primarily concerned with powered flying interests, although in
fact the gliding club was formed in 1959 aL ,ooncasler and the SYAC did
not commence trading until ,.he mid.sixties. Obviously the gliding club
hopes for a new agreement either direclly with the Council or through
SYAC, but as maHers and auitudes stand at the moment the likelihood of
a long-term and reasonable lease is unlikely.
The gliding club would like 10 update its fleet and improve and renew
the buildings and equipment it owns to become the second regional
gliding centre indicaled by the Sports Council. but the insecurity precludes
such plans. Pock,Jington and Ru·/forth are keeping in ItoDch with
Doncaster, as these clubs also have problems.
Based on our experience, any clull facing town planning problems
should gather information in readiness for when lhe crunch comes.
loe's evidence under the heading "Degree of Use" referred to
Command Paper '6200, of August, 1975, "Sports and Recreations",
paragraphs 13, 14,37,45 and 67 and to the Yorkshire and Humberside
Sporls Council Report and the South Yorkshire Structure Plan.
Having included <! list of the occupations of club members loe was then
requested to identify each by age and sex also. His evidence also included
a descript.ion of t:he club, together with its structure, methods of
operations, etc, assets, equipment. instructors, inspectors and so on.
Membership distribution was shown on a local area map and a history of
the club logether with local and Miional statistics showing its growth. The
unfeasability of each and every alternative club and site for the Doncaster
membership had to be demonstrated. Layoul of the airfield and flying
panerns were also shown and it was also necessary to listlhe requirements
of any site possible for ,relocation,. the basic minima being obtained from
the BGA of co~rse. Since throughout the Inquiry more detail was
constantly requested, there was a great deal of homework to be done and
anyone likely to be in the same boa I one day is advised 10 start .now
recording and collating all such information.
During the InqUiry we also needed to appraise the evidence of the
Council and the County Council in order to suggest questions I:or their
cross-examination, by our side, so in addition to late-nightllomework, one
had 10 stay wide-awake during the proceedings!
It is to be hoped that the Inspector's recommendation that there will be
co-operation between the airfield users and the Council will be observed by
all parties. The g.liding club will certainly be ready to consult with the
malO>im~m goodwill.
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BRITISH TEAM SI:LECTED
The four pilots to represent Britain in the 1978
World Championships, to be held at Chateauroux Airfield, France, from July 8-2), are
George Lee, Bernard Fitcbett. Steve White and
John Delafield with Dickie Fealces as Team
Manager.
COMPETITION DIARY, 1978
National Championships Ind Euroglide. The
1978 Nationals will be held al Lasham, Hants,
from May 20-29 and EurQglide will be at
Nympsfield. Glos, from August 20-28. Each
event will have tluce classes: Open, IS Metre
and Standard·. There will be no handicapped
results. Older types of Open Class glider may be
integrated into the 15 Metre or Standard Class
below 109~ and 103% speed index respectively,
but they will not be eligible as Class Champions.
Applications to enter the Nationals or Euroglide
must be received by the BGA by January 31,
1978: Entry forms, which will include details of
entry fees, are obtainable from the BGA.
Regionals. Dates and sites of Regional Competitions are as follows: May 6-14 (not yet
allocated); June 3-11, Eastern Regionals,
Buckminster GC, Saltby, Lines; June 17-25,
Scottish Regionals, Portmoak, Kinross; July 1-9
(not yet allocated); July 15-23 (reserve week,
not yet allocated); July 22-30, Southern
Regionals, Booker, Buclcs and August 5-13,
Northern Regionals, Sutton Bank, Yorks.
Competilion Enterprise, which is unrated, is
again being organised by the Oevon & Somerset
GC at North Hill from Jene 17-25.
Applications should be made direct to the
host club.
" These ore the correct terms for 1978.

DIPLOMA AND RECORDS

750km Diploma. To provide an extra spur to
pilots who have gained their Diamond distance,
the BOA has instituted a UK 750km Diploma
along the lines oflhe FAllnternationallOOOkm
Diploma. To qualify, Bights must start in the
UK and may be a straight distance, zig-zag,
triangle or out-and-return, but must comply
with the nOrmal badge requirements in the FAI
Sporting Code, Section ).
Diplomas will be awarded for each valid
ftight and numbered in chronological sequence.
The first Diploma is awarded retrospectively to
C. Garton for his 80lkm out-and-return on July
22, 1976, the ogly eligible flight submitted to
date.
New Records. The followin! multi-seater motor
glider records have been homologated, all
flown in a Scheibe Tandem Falke: UK lOOkm
goal speed, 76.2km/h, P. T. Ross and K. W.
Winfield, 22.8.76; UK 200km goal speed,
66.3km/h, P. T. Ross and P. Fletcher, 18.7.76,
and British National and UK lookm triangle
speed, )5.,6km/h, 'Po T. Ross and G. H. Daniels,

27.6.n.
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R~b1ishment 01 Height Records. With the
withdrawal of M. Field's British National and
UK gain 1)f height and absolute altitude records
claimed in 1972, the records in these categories
revert to: British National absolute altitude, H.
C. N. Goodhart, IlSOOm (37000ft), 12.5.1955;
British National and UK gain of height, G. J.
Rondel, 8870m (29 100ft), 18.6.60 and UK
absohJle altitUde, G. J. Rondel, 9300m
(J05SOft), 18.6.60.
However, the BOA Competitions Committee
is prepared to waive until December 3 I, 1977,
the normal 14 day rule for record claims and to
consider retrospective claims for these records
for the period since May 1972.
GordonCamp
Chairman, BGA Compelilions Commillee

GOLD MEDAL FOR GEORGE
George Lee, in recognilion of winning the
World Championships, is to be presentc:d with
the Royal Aero Club's Gold Medal for 1976 by
the Club's President, HRH Tile Prince ofWales,
at their annual prizegiving at the Royal Automobile Club on November 30. This is the
Club's prime award.
Our congratulations also to two other glider
pilots, John Large, Hon Treasurer of the BGA
for nearly 11 years until resigning this March,
and Rog,er Barrell, BOA Chairman, who both
receive the FAI Paul Tissandier Diploma, although Roger was nominated by the British
Balloon and Airship Club for his outstanding
contribution to Br,itisb ballooning. He was
particu'larly successful as their Editor, changing
their newsletter into Aeroslal, a bi-monthly
magazine and was an energetic and efficient
administrator, being their Chairman for three
years.
John, respected for his wise C()unsel and g(X>d
judgement, coped ably with all the financial
. irritations introduced by the Oovernment in this
period and played a larg~ part in solving the
many staff and financial problems which arose
when the BGA office moved to Leicester.
Incidentally, Roge~ has followed Chris
Simpson's lead in completing the piamond
badge while being Chairman of the BGA. Chris
was the first Chairman to have achieved this
distinction.
BGA WEEKEND 1978
Plans are forging ahead for the 1978 BGA
Weekend which will be held at Keble College,
Oxford. from March 18-19. Full details will be
announced in the next issue.
PROVISIONAL BGA SPEED INDEX~
FOR 1978

An explanation of the method of calculating the
speed indexes was given in S&:G, December
1974, pp226-271. The indexes for new gliders
are calculated from the best information
available and may be adjusted after experience
and comparisons with well proven gliders.

This list is provisional - the definitive list for
1978 will be published in the BGA Contest
Handbook.
Speed

Indexes

Gliders (*include Ballast)
120 Kestrel 22m"
118 Nimbus 2Om", Kestrel 20m", ASW-I7·,
Jantar 2".
116 KestreI19m·,Jantar I·, ASW-12.
114 Motor Nimbus.
.
112 Calif A-21.
110 Kestrel17m.
108 Diamantl18m,8S-1.
106 Mosquito", PIK 20·, Nimbus ISm",
00-200", Vega·, LS-J.
104 Motor PIK, Janus, Cirrus 18.8m.
102 Cirrus 17.7m, Phoebus 17m, Std Jantar",
ASW-19·, PIK 2oC·.
100 Std Cirrus·, ASW-15·, LS-I·, Cirrus
7S·, SHK, DO-lOO·, Diamant 16.5,
HP-14, Astir CS·, Hornet".
98 Std LibeIJe'".
96 Phoebus ISm·,. Cobra, Motor Cirrus,
KH-1.
94 Dart 17, Foka S, IS-29D, Club Libelle.
92 PiJatus B-4, TOIV3.
90 K-6E, Foh 4, Vasama, SD)I IS.
88 Dart IS, Olympia 419, SF-27M.
86 SkyJark 4, K-18. IS-28B.
84 Skylark 3, K-6cR, Olympia 403, Std
Austria.
82 Pirat, Olympia 4{;), Fauvelle, BG-IJ5.
80 M-lOOs, K-14.
78 Skylark 2, SF-26, K-8, Jaskolka, L-Spatz.
76 Sky, Weihe, Eagle, Blanik, K-13.
74 Mucha Std, Bocian, tlergfalke.
72 K-7, K-2, SFS-) I Milan.
70 Olympia 2, Meise.
68 Tandem Falke, ASK-16, RF-S.
66 Mu-J), Kranlch.
52 Falke.

Notes on the list
1. Ban.st. Gliders marked • indicate that the
glider has the ability to carry jellisonable
ballast. If gliders so marked cannot carry ballast
the speed index should be reduced by two.
Gliders without an asterisk should have the
index increased by two if they ate able to carry
j~ttisonable ballast. Gliders modified to carry an
unusual amoun t of extra ballast will have the
index adjusted in accordance with the ballut
formula given in S&G, December 1974.
. 2. Sp.D. Extra span (from the normal machine) will increase the speed index by 2% per
I.S metres of extra span or part thereof, until the
Handicap Committee award a 6nal figure.
). Other Modifications. Any significant
modification (from the normal machine) must
be notified to the organisers at or before
"booking-in" and will increase the speed index
by 2% until the Handicap C{)mmittee award a
final figure..
4. Gliders not on the list. or any queries. Apply
to the Chairman of the Handicap Sub-committee, clo the BGA office.

S. Wind. For race tasks when gliders complete,
the handicaps are adjusted to take account of
the wind. The formula used is based on an
Equilateral Triangle flown in constant wind
ronditions.
6. Complaints! Comments on the list should
be sent to the BGA for the allention of the
Handicapping Committee. Changes will only be
made on the basis of evidence from polar
curves, tested points from calibrated glides or
formation comparisons with known types.
Figures are required for Min sink and a high
speed point at 70-75kt.
lan Slrachan
Compe/ilions Commillee
BRITISH TEAM FUND RAISING
To add to the T-shirts and stickers already on
sale in clubs to raise money to send the British
Team to the World Champs. there is now an
embroidered badge at £1. This is also being sold
by clubs.
THE FUTURE OF SIGMA
Earlier this year. Operation Sigma Ltd invited
proposals for the further developmen t of the
"Sigma" sailplane on the understanding that
the machine would be given to the most suitable
applicant.
Twelve applications were considered and it
was decided the best proposal was that submitted by Prof David J. Marsden of the University
of Alberta, who is currently spending a sabbatical year at the Cranfield Institute of Technology. He proposes to replace the present flaps
by simple slOlted flaps similar to those used on
his "Gemini" two-seater sailplane. These will
provide only slightly more drag at low speeds
than was forecast for the 0riginal Sigma flaps.
The engineering is simpler and they can also be
used for approach conlIol and partly as ailerons.
He intends to start Ihe modifications at Cranfield and to continue them al the University of
Albena.
David Marsden is a Prof of Mechanical
Engineeringatlhe University of Alberta. He has
designed and built "Gemini", a two-seater
sailplane with full-span slolled flaps. He is an
active competition pilot and the holder of a
number of Canadian National records includingthe 100 and 300km triangle speed records set
with "Gemini". He has published several
papel1 on variable-geometry sailplanes.
Operation Sigma Ltd
Oc/uber /4, /977

A QUESll0N OF COURTESY
After a field landing this summer in Hampshire.
CoIin Brock of Hounslow wrote to the owner
apologising for any inconvenience and was sent
the following leller from Ihe farmer:
"11 was very kind of you to write and I much
appreciate you having done so. Unfortunately
we have not hal1 a very good experience of
airborne landings. having had a hot air balloon
in the lambing pen during lambing, a glider in
the standing corn which my farm staff had to
carry out to the road with no expression of
thanks from the pilot and only recently a young
man from a Devon gliding club turned up. used
my teleohone without offering to pay for the
call. was quite content to be run down to the
main road and back again and departed without

even a word of thanks or an apology for any
inconvenience which he might have caused.
"Your timely lelter has averted. temporarily
at Ieasl. a landing charge on this farm of £10
towards the Parochial Church Council's funds. I
in no way wish to discourage hot air ballooning
or gliding but a little more courtesy and understanding by pilots would be greally appreciated.
If you could pass on this information 10 your
Association, they might be able [0 do something
about il."
As C()!in adds: "Sooner or late, we all come
down in someone's field and it just takes one or
two to get us all a bad name."

A CHRISTMAS TEASER
Dane Rowe of Busswil, Switzerlond, has invented
this word-search pU2Zle for us to solve. There are 40
words related to gliding hidden in !he scramble of
letters.
They are found horizontally, diagonally, from top
to bottom and vice versa, but never round
corners. When you give up, the answers are on page
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GLIDER RADIOS - 25KHz SPACING
The demand for frequency allocations in the
Aeronautical Band (118-136MHz) has increased steadily over the years. Originally there
were 90 channels spaced at 200KHz. First
100KHz and then the present 50KHz spacing
was .introduced, allowing 360 channels. Even
these have become intolerably crowded and
now Europe and the UK are to adopt 25KHz
spacing, creating a further 360 channels. The
first of the new channels was aUocated in January, 1977, for use in upper airspace airways.
The CM has now issued Information Circular
70/1977 which announces Its plan for introduction of all the new channels by January. 1981.
Not all Ihe band will be converted at once and
probably the su'b-band in which we opera te will
be amongst the last to convert.

Effects of the Change
Transmitters
Squeezing more channels into a band of
frequencies is not difficull. Some general user
bands already have spacing at 12.5KHz. But
squeezing up does mean that there is more
chance of stray interference between channels
and the specifjcation of radios must be correspondingly more stringent. This is especially
true of the transmitter. At present a frequency
aocuracy of 50 parts in a million is allowed. That

is, a nominal 130.4MHz signal could be 50 x
130.4 = 6520Hz above or below the nominal
without causing offence. In future the standa-rd
will be 20pts per million (0.002%) for ground
stations and 0.003% for gliders. Frequency accuracy depends oil the quality and age of a
quartz <:rystal and fortunately most types of
crystal used in gliding should already rneet the
new criterion. It is possible that older crystals
could have aged so as to be outside the
frequency limits. This can only be checked with
taboratory-type equipment. Sometimes an adjustment will be possible 10 bring a geriatric
crystal back into line. Otherwise a crystal
transplant would be needed.
Receivers
No specific new criteria will apply 10 glider
receivers but, with the nex,t channel only 25K Hz
away. il follows that receivers Rlay need some
artention too. It will be prudent to check the
frequency at which reception is peaked. This Is
determined by a crystal as it is in the transmiller.
The bandwidth should not be too wide. A
decently wide bandwidth is necessary so Ihat a
receiver which has wandered one way from the
nominal can still hear a transmitter which may
have wandered the other way. Most glider radios
in current use will still be satisfactory in the future
environment but some older sets (ex Shorrock)
may have an exclusively wide bandwidth. With
such sets users may expect to be inconvenienced
by unwanted transmissions in adjacent channels
which could make the wanted transmissions
unreadable.
Timescale As mentioned above full conversion 1025KHz spacing is doe by 1981. The CAA
timescale for glider channels is as follows:
Ground Statlons. New ground stations.
vehicle or static mounted, for which applications are made after January I.
1978, must comply with the new criterion. Slationsalready registered must be
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able to comply by January I, 1980.
Aircraft Stations. New stations must
comply at once. Those already registered
must comply 'by January I, 1981.
CM has indicated that any station for which
the registration is allowed te lapse will probably
be required to comply with the new criterion on
re-registration.
John WilliamsoB
Chairman, BGA Radio Commitlee
BRUNT TROPHY
The Brunt Trophy is awarded annually for the
best gain of height by a student member of a
university gliding club. The flight must have
been made during the period October I, 1976 to
September 30, 1977. Claims should be sent to
Or Anthony Stone, Emmanual College, Cambridge, to reach him by December 30,1977.
TUG ACCIDENTS
At least six tugs have been substantially
damaged (or written-of!) during the last six
months due to operational errors of judgement,
including the operation of aircraft with inoper.
ative brakes etc. Most will be out of action for
several months if, in fact, repairers can be found.
Several will be written-off because they are
under-insured. You can't have much of an
accident these days for £2000! Fairey-Reed
propellers cannot be repaired by any organisation in the UK at the present time. Alternative
(wooden) propellers will have to be fitted, from
Germany (Hoffman) and France (Evra) because
there is no source of UK manufacturer and
spares are becoming short and at exorbitant
prices.
Engines. "Shock load" inspections will cost in
excess of £1000 and any defects discovered
(other than those attributed to the accident). will
be outside insurance cover, ie out of the owner or
club's own pocket.
There are no cheap tugs on the market.
Typically secondhand PA 18 Super Cubs are
worth £10000 and a good Chipmunk £7500.
There is a shortage of tugs in the clubs now and
with the present accident rate there is going to be
an acute shortage.
Conclusions. Everyone should take drastic
steps to improve the quality of tbeir tug operations in order to avoid avoidable accidents.
Review your insurance cover and prepare
contingency plans for the repair of your airframe. engine and propeller.
R. B. Stratton
BGA Chief Technical Officer.

BRIANWEARE

Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 BOO
PHONE: HONITON 2940
MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all types
of gliders,
Motor
Gliders,
Canopies, for most Ex Stock
Trailers.
PFA. BGA. CAA work undertaken.
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S&G PRICE INCREASE
After holding the priceofS&G for two ye,us. we
regret it will be increased to 65p per copy from
the February-March 1978 issue. The annual
subscription. whi
. cludes postage. will be
£4.

Will all owners of competition numbers please
note that they are due for renewal on January I.
978. and the fee for a funher year is £2.
LAJ'\1
preciation by
The following ore extracts
Prof R. S. Scorer. The obituary by Dr A. E. Slater was
printed in the lost issue, p222.

Last June Professor Frank Ludlam died at the
age of 57 after nearly 20 years of progressive
multiple sclerosis. Not until February did he
give up being head of the Atmospheric Physics
Department at Imperial College (which is what
the former Meteorology Department had
become).
Ludlam was a very good observer and knew
well how in such a complicated thing as the
environment we can see almost whatever our
theories tell us to look for.
On leaving school shortly before the war he
joined the Meteorological Office rather than
seek a place at a university because there were
n? undergraduate courses which 'would help
him to pursue his chosen interest in clouds.
During the war he became an observer and then
a forecaster with t'he RAF.
. After the war his work on ice clouds gained
hlI~ a Leverhulme research feltowship al Impenal College where he and I joined forces.
With prompting from Frank Irving, aided by
Lorne Welch, encourage<l by Philip Wills,
Fran~ Foster and Nick Goodhart we began to
p~ovlde.a sort of Met service at gliding meetings.
Sir Davld Brunt, who was then President of the
BGA and our head of department, thoroughly
approved and Sir Graham Sullon patronisingly
referred to us as "enthusiasts".
Although we s.ueceeded in persuading Or
Stagg that the Met Office should take on the
forecasting responsibility and he arranged for
"Wally" Wallington to provide what was needed, Frank Ludlam was always interested in
everything reported by glider pilots because
they had been inside the medium he wanted to
understand. He always consoled himself when
disagreeing, for example, with Paul MacCready
who said that thermats were sausage shaped, ie
elongated vertically, by noting that there were
plenty of successful pilots who took a different
view. Certainly his contribution to understanding how thermals and convection clouds work
was greater than anyone else's and he was a
world leader of thought on hail formation.
But his mind engaged itse,lr in almost every
aspect of meteorology and Ilis influence expanded far beyond his written words because he
had thought so widely and entered into so much
fruitful discussion.
He was utterly unconventional - becoming a
professor even though he had no bachelor's
degree. Yet his success owes much to a source of
strength that is almost platitudinous in its
conventionality: he had a devoted wife whose
courage. loye. admiration and support enabled

him to be for the rest of us what he was. Her
efforts as much as his made it possible for him to
carry on and complete his great book about
clouds. We owe it to them ooth tha'! it should see
publication in due course and I am sure that
anyone in British aviation meteorology will see
the influence of gliding in it. Certainly those of
us who work in the field are very aware of his
enormous influence on our thinking. We
remember him above all as a friend.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No Name
Club
Oxford
79 M. Randlc
London
80 R. Q. Barrel!

1977
28.8
16.6

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No
Name
t/145 M. Randl.

Club
Oxford

1977
28.8

Club

1977
15.1
22.7
10.8
23.8
10.8
10.8
10.8
14.5
28.8
23.8
10.8
28.8
28.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
30.7
3.9
3.9
28.8
3.9
3.9
9.9

DIAMOND GOAL
No
Name
J. Whi.tlc
B. W. Lues'
W. R.Mayo
R. J. Richic
O. R. Whitficld
J. D. Holland
R.J. William.

21821
21828
21829
21830
21831
21832
21833
21834
21835
21836
21837
21838
21839
2/840
21841
21842
21843
21844
21845
21846
21847
21848
21849
21850

London
Coventry

Avro
KC51rel
Surre)' & Hanls

Cobwold
tmperial College

Carol WhilWOrlh

Fcnlands

{/. P. Hawkin.

Oxford

H. Walker
A. Quiltcr

Tham".. Valley

F. F. O. Wailer
1'. M. Braganza
T. G. Wilson
J. E.lowe
F. Hcmmin!S

J. P. Garringc
K. H. L10yd
J. A. Fox
O. Hodsman
J'.M.Scan
H. w. BL'hop
M. J. Lawrcy

D. E. Darker
21851 B. D. CUrli.
21852 G. D. Morri,

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No
Name
31295 E. Slephenson
31296 S. Sampson
31297 P. A. DIacklin
31298 R. Q. Barren
31299 B. D. Jack,on
3/300 R. C. S.oddarl.
3/301 G. 8. Vcnlrcss
3/302 D. Ha.ch
3/303 R.A.Cole
COLD CCOMPLETE
No Name
620 S. C. E. Spink
621 M. Wood
622 P, J. Richic
623 F. F. G. Wailer
624 A_ E. JoJlt.."S
625 F. Hcmmin!1
626 J. A. Fo.
627 J.M.SroI!
628 H. w. Bishop
629 8. D. CurtiJ
630 L. M. Peters
631 It Q. Barrell
632 D. Hatch
GOWCHEIGHT
Name

J. P. H. Gre,ham
A. Slocks
J. Sharples
E. S.ephcnson
s. Sampson
A. P. Hallon
R. Q. Barrel!
P. £.lIa'e.
L. J. Cramp.on
G. B. 'Vcnlress

O..Halch

Doncaslcf
Biccsler
Bicc.'ilfr

COlswold
Thames Valley
Shr~hirc

Thames Valley
Colswold
Chilterns
Bristol & Glos
Cambridge Univ
Hamblctons
Bicestcr

8ris.olll< Olas
Bris.ol 11< Olos
Bristol 8£ Glcs

Club
Harnblctons
Hamblcton~

Derbv & Lanes
Lond·on

Derby 11< Lane'
Yorkshire:
Yorkshire

Derby & lanes
Clcvclands

1977
11.9
11.9
11.9
16.6
11.9
11.9
11.9
11.9
11.9

Derby & lan"

1977
31.5
28.5
23.8
28.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
10.8
16.6
11.9

Club

1977

Club
Yorhhire
Phoeni:t
Keslrel

BK.:esler
Shrop!'hire
Shropshire

Chinern.5.
Cambridge Univ
Hamblttons
Bristol de Olas

Dristol 11< Olas
London

EnSI SlLS!e:\

Derbv & Lanes
Doncaster
Hamblclons
Hamblclon'S
Yorkshire
London
Hamblelons
Surrey &. Hanl:>

Yorhhirt'

Derby & Lane'

3.8

11.9
11.9
11.9
11.9
18.9
16.6
11.9
1.10
11.9
11.9

row C DISnNOE
Club
London

I. Whin I.
S. C E. Spink

York.o:;hirc
Phoenix
Coven If)'
Avro
IKestrcl

M. Wood
B. W.lucas
W. R. Mayo
P.I. Richi.
I. D.HoIland
R.I.William.
Carol Whi,wonh
G. P. Hawkin.
H. Walker
A.Quill.,
F. F. G. Wall.r
T M. BraganlJl
A. E. lones
TG. Wilson
1. E. Low.

Cotswold
Imperial ('olleg~
FClllands

10

O,ford
Donl:a',Slcf
Thames Valley
Bit:cstcr
Aicestc:r

n13mcs Valley

28.8
23.8
10.8
28.8
28.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
39

COl.iSowold
Chihcrns
IlriSlol & Glo.

30.7

Shrop~hire

COlswoM
Valle"
Shropshire .

Thamc.~

F. Hemmings
.1. P.Gomngc
K. H. Lloyd
I.A. Fo'
D. Hodvnan
1.M.ScoIl
H. W. Bi.hop
M. J. Lawrcy
D. E. Barl<cr
B. D.Cuni.
L. M. Pecen
G.D.Morris

1977
15.7
31.5
28.5
2l.7
10.8
23.8
10.8
10.8

Camhridgc Univ
J:(ambh:lons
Dice.liter

Bristol
Bristol
Brislol
Bristol

& G10.
& GI~
& Gles
& G10s

19
3.9
39
3.9
28.8
39
3.9
10.8
9.9

SILVEIC
No
Nam.
4833 J. K. Saundcrs

Club

48J4

r. M. Bunn

Banncrdown

A. limb
R. A. Langford
T. V. Armstrong

Ponsnloulh
bsc, & SlIOolk
Yorkshire

S. Savage
I. Benzi.
S. Sampson
J, Osbornc
S. H. NOrlh
A. A. Green

Lasham
Eagle
Hambletom
Coventry
Ke.lrcl '
West Wales

4835
4836
4837
4838
4839
4840
4841
4842
4143
4844

Bic~slcr

Kalherint Woodlhorpc Buckminstcr

4I4S M. J. Harris

BiccSlcr
Four C'ounties

4846 G. P. Stingemore
4841 A. J. Blrdgcll
4S4S 1. F. R. lone.
41!49 L G. C.IIo..
48j()
48S\
48S2
4853
48S4

Borders
Hamblelons
London
Lakcs
Thame.' Valley
SW Di.trie, .
Dcrb)' & I.anes
Surrey & Harm
Derby & Lanes
Bri.wl & Glo.,

P. D. Craven

C. J. hans

Beverley Cook
K. D. Richard.on
J. A. Griffilhs
48SS W. Sevem
4856 D. Hod,man

1977
30.7
30.7
29.7
29.7
3.8
6.7

4857
4858
4859
4860
4861
4862
4863
4864
4865
4866
4867
4868
4869
4870
4871
4872
4813
4874
4875
4876
4877
4878
4879
4880
4881
4882
4883
4884
4885
4886
4887
4888
4889
48QO
4891
4892
4893
4894
489S

27.7
78

4896
4897
4898
4899
4900
4901
4902
4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908

30.7
30.7
118
12.8
10.8
,14.7

4910
4911
4912
4913
4914

16,7

68
30.7
31.7

18
11.8
15.7
15.7
6.8

68

4909

F. R. Bodiam
P. Taneell
J. Fisher
P. Mulhern
D. H. Gardner
J. Swallow
T. Roland
P. R. DolJloney
H. F. Monks
K. R. Mayer
C. S. Whitwell
D. Tai'
A RoberlS
1. P. H. Gresham
M. J. Bailey
M. P. Day
D. R. Snowden
R. N. Wilson
C. A. E. Taylor
R. Grubb
A. Clark.
I. H. B. S. Hicks
J. Bridgell
T. P. Granl
C. R. Barnell
J. L 1. Smilh
W. A. L. Mitehell
A J. Beard
D. E. Wale",
R. H. Gr.y
R. A. Burgess
K. R. Taylor
A. Roberts
A. Calverd
J. Walker
P. J Holloway
B. W. Maek
l P.ull
R. V. Olendcr
G. C. John",n
E. W. A. Smith
C. H. Grillith.
P. G. Wills
M. R. C. Bean
K. N. Smith
M. D. Allan
W. A. Brierly
A. i. MaeDonald
'Po A. C. Whealeroft
J. Tarrant
E. Ripley
1. it Watehorn
1. Charlell·G reen
G.Hill
A. W. W<S1
M. R. Foux
J. R. DUllon
M. W. Crane

Esse' & Su ffolk
625 GS
SGU
Keslrel
£aSI Sussex
Essex
Airways
Dorset
('olswold
Kent
643GS
SGU
Buckminster
Easl Sussex
Essex & Suffolk
Norfolk
Trent Vallc\'
Trcnl Valley'
Surrey & Hants
Essex & Suffolk
Humber
Shropshire
Doncaslcr
Ba'h & Wil"
Essex & Suffolk
Portsmouth
Heron
Co'swold
SGU
Surrey & Hanls
Covenlry

Hum~r
Derby & Lanes
Lashi;m

Sou,h York.
Southdown
Fcnland
Banncrdown

Hamblelons
Surrc\" & Hants

11.8
30.7
11.8
13.8
118
10.8
1.8
30.7
30.7

25.8
22.8
27.8
28.8
288
28.8
28.8
28.8
28.8
28.8
28.8
238
23.8
288
18
23.8
25.8
28.8
28.8
21.8
28.8
28.7
39
28.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
288
3.9

4915
4916

4917
4918
4919
4920
492\
4922
4923
4924
4925
4926
4927
4928
4929
4930
4931
4932
4933
4934
4935
4936
4937
4938

A. P. Walsh

Norfolk
Ncweasllc
P. Spencer
RSRE
W. P. Schofield
Trenl V.llev
J. S. Singleton
Donea"cr .
B. Edmonson
Thames Valle)'
A. Ligh'foo'
·HamblelOn'
G. J. Busby
Thames Vallev
C. Milner
Wold.·
S. G. Hunl
Ai",,""
M. Diamond
AirwJy50
P. England
Kent
H. Drillon
OQIlCaSler
I. Smilh
Phoenix
M. J. C Haszakiewicz Poli.h AFA
R. Kibbitson
Wolds
Clare Harri.
h'ex & Suffolk
H. H. JohnSlon
Surrev & Hants
N. S. M. COX
BriSl~1 & GI""
I. Grimw.de
Aquila
J. SI CI.re·Buller
Cranr,eld
M. R. Brown
O,ford
P. Christmas
Doncaslc:r'
J. L. William.
Ouse

7.9
3.9
9.9
3.9
39
23.8
11.9
9.9
3.9
9.9
9.9
3.7

A. Spellman

3.9
10.7

13.9
3.9
4.9
3.9
9.9
238
28.H
3.9

19
3.9

19
3.9
28.8
28.8
3.9
3.9
27.8
29
3.9
3.9
39
3.9
6.8
15.5
28.8
28.8
9.9
3.9
28.8
11.9

London
Midland
Shropshire

Norfolk
Two Rivers
Midland
Midland
Esse' & Suffolk
Anglia
Norfolk
Blackpool
E"",,,one
EaM Midlands
Buckmins1cr
Surrey & Hant~
Thames Valley
Stratford
HamblC:lons

1978 NATIONALS/EUROGLIDE PROVISIONAL ENTRY LIST
This list is compiled from the results of 011 1977 Briti.h competitions, ptvsAngers and Irlahnweide. according to 0 procedure agreed by the BOA Competition and Badges
(Flying) Committee. 11 is not neces.orily in order of pilol's ability and will be used only fo determine priority.of entry in the 1978 Nationals ond Euroglide Competitions if
thesesl10uld be over·subscribed. At the time of going to press detailed results were mar ovoilQble lor Shobdon Regianals. Accordingly we hove not been able to print names
of pilots gaining their position from that cQmpetition. The list will be fro,en on January 31, 1978. Meanwhile any pilot who believes his position to be grossly in errar is
aPed to contoct Tony 8urton via the BOA.

A. J. Burton
BOA Competition and Badges Commit/ee
I STONE. A. J.

2 WIllS, J
3 WIflTE, S. A.
4 f1TOiEIT,B.

5 wmS,M.D.
6 DELAflELD, J
7 IlOlUNGS, C. C
I lEE. 0 G.
AlDOUS, R. F.
10 HOOD, L S.
11 W1LUAMSON, I. S.
12 SPRl!Q(LEY, B. T.
I) 5HEARD, P. G.
14 DAYlS. A. I.
tS IURTON, G. E.
16 GAlTON.C.
17 SHEPHERD, E. R.
It LYSAXOWSKI, E. R.
WATT.D.
2t CArTEI,M.
21 CADFf.J
n HACIETT, N. G.
n ClAWSHAW.G.
IlOWN.H.

,

"

,.

25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
3~

3'
i6
37
38
39
40
.1
<l
43

44
45
46

"

48

sPomswQOD. J. D.
COlE,D.
JONE5, R.
SEDMAN, S. J
JEFFRIES, J. R.
GlOSSOP, J D. I.
GAUNT, N.
HANFREY, A. w.
WAllON, A. I.
MACfAOYEN. f. E.
COWOEROY. R, I.
TANNEI, L E. N.
SHOBDON(I)
WALLER. C. J. N.
SHARMAN.I.
MURDOCH, I. H.
DIXON,R.
LUSTED, E.
GOUGH, A. W.
COOK, P. G.
RANDLE, M.
FQOT, R. A.
HOY, S.!.
CAMP. G. w. G.

49 TAYLOR, J. R.
50 GREAVES, C. M.
51 BURTON.A. I.
52 FOflREST. R. C.
53 PiLCHER. R. ~.
54 MEIKLfJOHN. N.
55 ROWLAND, C. D.
56 LUCK, v.
57 HAY. A.
58 D08S0N, B.
59 COOKBURN. D.
60 SANDFORll. R. A.
61 TORODE, H. A.
PIGGOl'T, A. D.
6~
63 BIRD. M.
64 OIME. H.
65 GAUNT, T. R.
66 POZERIKIS, P.
67 MAnEAN. A. S.
68 CAMP8Ell, D. R.
69 SH08DONi21
70 PHUtPS. D. M.
7l WHElJER,J.
72 HART. J.

,.

73

75
76
77

78
79
80
BI
82
83
84
85
86
87
B8
B9
90
9\

92
93
94
95
96

HEAMES, C.
PARRY, N.
1lO8ERTSON. D. J
BRADBIJRY, 1. A. M.
GIB80NS, J.
'W'lDlE, lANE
COlE. P. G.
R08ERTS. O. G.
WOODfORD. I.
ST AFFORD-ALUN, 'Po R.
PURDIE, P. G. H.
JOINT,1. A.
RANDALI, M.
lILBURN, D. w.
8IACKMORE. R. H. T
KENWORTHY. A. J.
HOGGE. P.
fINDON.A.
MAINWARING. A. J.
MClUCKIE, R.
JAME5, P. w.
TULL, V. F. G.
WElSH, J. H.
TAYLOR, N

97
98'
99
100
'\01
102
103
104
105
106
107
lOB
109
110

SHOBDON 131
WALLER." J.
LlDBURY, D. P. G.
COlllNS. P·.
HOWLEIT,J.
MILlER, A. 5.
HANFRIY, A. w.
WAliT.D.

ZEAILEY, 1. S.
WEBe.N. I.
ROUSE, J. E.
PARKER, S. J. C.
8URNS,ANNE
HERRINGSHAW. G.
III ST PIERRE. A. H. G.
112 8LEAKEN, L
113 8LACKlIN. P. A.
114 VANN, E. J. C.
liS BRINDlE, G. F.
116 ALDRIOCE. K. R.
117 ElllS. C. A. P.
118 OOELL,I.H.
119 HARllEY, K.
t 20 SEARS, P. l.

12i WARMINGE8. A. H.
122 STREEt, C.
123 FORSEY,l.
12. I'OBJAY. M. A.
125 GAMPBHL, O. R.
126 8ROWNlOW, J
127 SHOBDON (4)
128 HAIlilINGTON. T.
129 WISHART, R.
130 DOCHERTY, T. P.
131 MORTlMER. R.
132 BROWN, H. F.
133 JARVIS, R.
t34 DAVIES, F.
135 WEBSTER,J.
136 REOSHAW. P. R.
137 CARL TON, M. R.
138 JACKSON, R.
139 HOYE,I.
140 OAY, C. G.
141 HOGG,A
142 FOX, J. A.
143 COlE, R.

i44 BENOiST. B.
145 THROSSEll. M.
\46 POPE. M. H. 8
147 BECK, I.
14B WATSON. T.
149 SHOBDON (51
150 SMITH. D.
151 GOREl Y. I. O.
152 PARKER, I. D.
153 AUSTlN_ O. C.
154 BUTlE·R. D. J.
1IS HEAMES. C.
156 D08SON ..R.
157 HYNES. ~
158 GARDINER, D.
159 WQOD.R.A
160 SMOKER,!.
161 IYNDON. R. J.
162 HULME. A. I.
163 DEAN, M. I.
164 GARROO. M. P.
165 SHOBDON 161
166 PENNYCUICK. C. J.
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OVERSEAS
NEWS

Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater. 7 Highworth
Avenue. Cambridge, CB4 280. England.

FIRST AEROTOW

DANISH FINANCE

This year saw the 50th anniversary of the first
aeroplane tow of a glider. On Ma,rch I. 1927, it
was made by Gottlob Espenlaub at Kassel
airfield. towed by Gerhard Fieseler in a IOOhp
LVG aeroplane, according to F1ugsport. But the
first report in Flight was that on March 16
Espenlaub cast off from tow at 5000ft.
But reports of flights subsequent to the first
are rather confusing, and Ari Ceelen of Eindhoven. editor of P/aneur. has helped to sort
them out. Raab. of the aircraft firm Raab
Katzenstein. wanted to demonstrate the new
technique at an air display at Easter. but on his
first attempt to tow Espenlaub the glider's
rudder broke at 4 or Srn heigh t and the glider
cast off. Raab. says Ceelen, "was furious".
Later. on Marc!} 23. Raab flew Ihe glider, tow.ed
by his partne,r Katzenste,in. on "Ihefitst circuit
of the airfield" a't Kassel. Another
contemporary account, I forget where. stated
that Espenlaub got int-o trouble through irying
to swerve nearer to a press· photographer in an
late April, during
accompanying aeroplane.
a cycle tour, I reached Kassel airfield just in
time to see Espenlaub's glider being dismantled. It was a biplane of rather short span.
A.E.S.

It is interesting to hear how clubs from abroad
finance their gliding and Carl Ulrich has given
details of the Silkeborg Club in Denmark.
After training. and this costs £100. including
three solo flighs. the member pays a basic
subscription of about £84 and aspires 10 join the
ladder. With the permission of the instructors.
the pilot starts on the bottom rung. being

I"

BGA

PORTABLE R/ls ON 130.1 & 130.4MHz
HP1 AM 3CH BANTAMS
@ £ 120
All sets ore sold with 12 months guarantee, ore
completel'y overhauled to meel H.O. & NATS
specs, resprayed and supplied with new 'leather
carryi ng case.

A few sets COA be supplied with I"echorgeoble
bolle"es. ondchorger If reqUired.
P.O.A.
Service charges for RJTs on glider frequencies
,or'e on requesL

Contoct:
MR. COLE

AEROSPORT ElE<lRONICS
40 MIDSUMMER MEADOW, INKBERRQW
WOKS
TEl. INKBERROW(0386) 792933 alter 6 p.m.

allowed to fly the K-8 for which he is charged
about £11 a year. This entitles him 10 do all the
tlying he wants. depending on his luck in the
drijw.
As he works up the Iladder. K-6CR. K-6E 10
Sld Libelle. so he pays £ 17 for each step with a
maximum charge of £145. Ifcontentto fly any
of the single-seaters. his chances of a glider are
four times as many as those at the botlom of the
ladder.
Private-owners pay the basic subscription.
which includes all the winch launches they
want. plus a charge for hangarage.
• These charges were worked out at 1200Kr to £ I 00.

AEROTOW NOISE
An expert in acoustics and "insonorisation",
Pierre Bonnet, writing in A viasport, suggests
some possible methods of reducing the noise
nuisance 10 residents around gliding cenlres
caused by repeatedaerotows at low altitude.
especially al weekends when they tend to be al
home. He gives ell.ampl'es of how to diminish
noise.
Increasing the number of propeller blades
from two to four reduced noise from 69 to 63
decibels (db). but six blades increased the noise
and eight blades gave 67c1.b; however, another
experiment gave a continuous reduction of
decibels from two through four and six 10 e,ight
blades. Increasing prop diameter or reducing
rpm also gave reduced decibels. Halving the
power decreased noise by 6db.
The most striking diagram shows the difference between a tractor and a pusher tug flying
over at 150m: the tractor gave 83db overhead
but only 54db at 900m before or after passing
Qver; the pusher gave only 72db overhead, but
still 68db at 900m away.

MAIL ORDER ITEMS FROM THE B.G.A. SHOP

Christmas Shopping for the Armchair Pilot
BEGINNING GLIDING

Piggott

DELTA PAPA

Piggott

MET. FOR GLIDER PILOTS

Wallington

ON BEING A BIRD

Wills

PILOTS WEATHER

Welch

UNDERSTANDING GLIDING

Piggott

£6.50
£5.05
£8.99
£4.99
£5.45
£8.15

BDii'iT"St:i°GLlDING ASS(~~";'~O;;~~
,It
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'
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SALES DEPT' I fREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

Telephone (0533) 51051

OR ASK US TO SEND YOU OUR COMPLETE SALES LIST
........"

6\1

~

~....,..

""'I'

lj

!

~

Anglo-Polish
SAILPLANES LTD
.~

Congratulations to
Steve White on
winning the National
Championships in a
Jantar 2.

....

~\
\

"

PIRAT 15M
Club machine 1:33
glide angle.
Supplied fully
instrumented and set
of dust covers.
Immediate delivery.

,

~

OGAR

Two-seater Training Motor Glider Limbach Pusher engine 68
HP Glide angle 1:27 supplied with full set of instruments.

British certification now complete.

BOCIAN lE

Demonstrator at Booker NOW

JANTAR 2

Two-seater Trainer 1:26 glide angle.

20.5 metre. 2nd and 3rd, World Championships,
Finland. 48: 1 Glide Angle.

Supplied fully instrumented
and set of dust covers

Early delivery.

PZL

INSTRUMENTS STOCKED

Trade enquiries invited
For instrument repairs
send direct to:

GLIDER INSTRUMENTS,
5 Glendevon Road,
Woodley, Reading, Berks
Telephone: Reading 696491

Telephone: High Wy,combe (0494) 40911
24 hour answering service

STD JANTAR
Standard Class version of the well proved JANTAR ,; supplied fully
instrumented and complete set of dust covers; with full technical
documentation. 40: 1 Glide Angle.

0 .. telephone 01-606 7:$92 lofftee houn)
Or Maidenhead '(0628) 39690 levenlnls)

Company now under
new manage...n!
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SOARAMERICA
At last! From all over the U.S., the best
from SOARING over the years: the
great record/badge: flights from the
finest sites {plus some 'fun' failures).
All 'from some of soaring's best known
names. Illustrated with maps, threeviews, photos-20 chapters, 210
pages.

SOARSIERRA
For every serious pilot, the experts'
word on the Sierra Nevada-the
world's finest soaring territory. Ship/
equipment preparation and pilotage;
route/site selection; flight physiology
and survival data, plus great Sierra
stories. Illustrated with super mountain
photos, weather charts.

SIERRASIERRA-8 new nOVel by John Joss
1100 straight-line miles and 60,000 feet, in one
flight in a pressurized supership-a double world
reoord attempt! At last, here is a soaring novel
that makes i,t all I'ive-authentic in every detail.
From the nerve-wrack!ing dawn launch, near
SeattJe, ful'ly ballasted, to the m:deal of a twelvemile-high Sierra wave dimb. It all comes to a
climax in a final glide into ~uma, in the dark, that
you'll never forget. 220 pages, illustrated with
detailed maps and three-views.

1-------------I

SOARSIERRA:

I

WINNING ON THE WIND:

SOARAMERICA:

ADVANCED SOARING,

o hardcover only (£4.50)

o paperback (£3.00)
o paperback (£2.50)

o paperback (£2.50)

o paperback (£2.50)

I
I

Name .........................................•.....•..

I

Address

Total

ADVANCED SOARING
Personal instruction for you from the
world's experts on every tough problem
from first solo to triple diamonds
and beyond. Lavishly illustrated with
cockpit layouts, three-views, annotated
sectionals and maps, weather charts,
polars, barographs. 10,000 in print.

.........................•................... , ..

I

I
I The Soaring Press

Please add 25p posloge/packing per arder. Sorry, no C.O.D. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

IL

The one soaring book that stands the
test of time. 'Must' reading for every
pilot from expert to beginner, and a
classic for everyone who wants to
know how soaring developed from
WWllto today. "No beller book"
(Herold); "THE book on competitive
soaring" (Piggott). 5,000 sold.

Check items desired:

SIERRASIERRA:•

I
I

I

WINNING On The Wlnd-Mattat

British Gliding Association
Vaughan Way, Leicester
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Book Reviews
New Soaring Pilot (third edition, revised and enlarged) by Ann and Lorne
Welch and Frank Irving. Published by lohn Murray at £7.50. Available
from the BOA at £7.99 including p&p.
M) 20-year-old copy of W & I's original version of Soaring Pilot is just
starting to smell musty. In this early edition the Soaring Progress chapter
ends with a mention of the new generation of low-drag sailplanes - exemplified by the Skylark 2 - and you won't find glass-fibre in the index.
Ann, Lorne and frank have just begot'len a grandson - after Soaring
Pilot came New Soaring Pilot in 1968 and now they have re-issued the
book in a revised and enlarged edition. NSP mark 11 includes up-to-date
photographs and nearly 100 diagrams and tables. The Skylark 2 does get a
mention but Mr Irving's Std Libelle is used as the basis for most of the
calculations.
The huge advances in the art of soaring in the 20 years between these
editions have been primarily due to better gliders, a beller understanding
of how to use all kinds of soaring conditions and notl'east to the pathfinders
who showed us whal was possible: Wills, Goodharl. Grosse, Moffat,
Striedieck - and most recently Chris Garton - have all encouraged us to
raise our sights.
NSPconcentrateson the gliders. It tells the new soaring pilot all he needs
10 know and Ihen some about glider design, flight testing and the theory of
glider performance. These chapters by Frank Irving are, to someone who
left School Cert mathematics behind in the 19505, formidable. Is the
English language really not up to the job of explaining the concepts the
author has in mind? Frank's very high standards are possibly more suited
to Imperial College than to most gliding clubs I know. When he does tr), an
explanation without any formulae he is obviously unhappy, eg on p354:
~The above is, to say the least, lacking In mathematical rigour ..." lust a
little less rigour. with more maths relegated to Appendices, would have
encouraged this reviewer to have skipped fewer of these pages.
Eve'! if you have to admit defeat in the theory chapters there is still
plenty left for you to read by Ann and Lorne W,elch: thermal soaring,
cross-country flying inclUding landing out, competition flying and making
the best use of the weather are examples. NSP touches on mosltopics likely
to interest those in search of current knowledge on soaring malleI'S, but in
the space available some subjects necessarily have to be treated superficially: mountain flying is a case in point. And surely the authors could
have illustrated points in their text with flights made more recently than in
1947 and 1956? But there are some very useful nuggets of information.
Their description of how to back a glider trailer is masterly; if that had been
in the fillt edition my various crews would have found all those early
relrieves far less exciting.
New Soaring Pilot is not a book to lift your gliding spirit; for the wonder,
the beauty and the excitement you still cannot beat Wills. Nevertheless
Messrs and Mrs W & I have made a good job of up-dating their manual.
Thestylc is cool, the coverage comprehensive with the emphasis distinctly
Il:Chnological: it remains essential reading for the thinking and ambitious
pderpilol.
ROGER BARRETT

27 pages longer than the last, includes a great amount of up-to-date
material, so much of the old stuff must have been discarded: for instance.
the Index contains eight references to cumulus compared with two in each
of the previous editions, and 37to thermals compared with five previously.
"Forecasting" includes two new sections for Championships and task-scttin~. Lee waves are evidently still difficult to forecast in detail and no really
definite "do it yourself' prediction rules are offered. but there is also a
very valuable section emphasising' some of the risks of wave-soaring and
how to avoid them.
The book only arrived as we were about 10 go to press, so further
discussion of its fascinating contents must be foregone ..
A. E. SLATER
The Flier's World by lames Gilbert. Published by Michael Joseph at
£10.50.
A friend suggested to lames Gilbert, editor of Pilot and author of The
Flier's World, that he should take a cassette recorder and stereo earphones
with him when gliding. "I tried it, but found the music disconcerting," he
writes. "The whisper of air over the canopy is music enough."
A chapter is devoted to "silent wings" in Ihis super-glossy coffee table
book and although Mr Gilbert is foremost a power-pilot and came later to
gliding, he projects the feel and mood of the sport with an obvious
empathy. It is also a good piece of journalism giving all the basic facts
without the indulgence of the sentimental cliches so often used when
describing glid ing.
Of course the book will have a wider appeal. It is a competent survey of
the world of flying, starting from the earliest days and is packed with colour
photographs. many taken by the author. Definitely a book to leave around
and dip into whenever the sky clouds over.
GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

NEW REVISED EDITION (THIRD)

[Pill~\!lillU~ [p~[rnU

~Umill~~~

by S. E. T. TAYLOR and H. A. PARMAR
"This book is directed to the student pilot who is hoping to get
l'Iis PPl, and it contains more or less everything he will be
required to know. It is 0 mine of information and is presented
in 0 most readable way." Sailplane & Gliding,

Licbl Aircraft Inspection by 1. E. Heywood. Pu blished by T. & A. Poyser at

Cantenls; Mops and charts; 2 Direction and speed; 3 The
navigation computer; .. A spot of navigation; 5 Magnetism
and compasses; 6 Meteorology; 7 Aerad charts; 8 Aviation
low; 9 Principles of flight; 10 The power plant; l' Aircraft
loading; 12 Playing it safe; 13 Ge"ing the PPllrom sCfatch.

£4.

J92 pages, £4.00 net (pos/oge 32p extra)

The UK is bankrupt for useful books on the more practical aspects of
anything to do with general aviation engineering, the Americans
dominating this scene. Mr Heywood's book. is, therefore, very welcome.
It is concise, systematic, well indexed and is unusual in that it includes
Iigluaireran together with light helicopters; a logical thing to do! There is a
chapter devoted to agricultural aircraft.
Whereas this book is aimed at enlightening the private pilot, it will also
fulfil a useful role <is an ab-initio text-book for engineering students.
R. B. STRATTON

[~rnmu ill~rnrnrnillGU
m~]~[p~rnu~rn~

by J. E. HEYWOOD

Explains clearly, with the aid of over 80 photographs adjacent
Ihe text, how to carry out regular inspections and preventative maintenance,
136 pages, £4.00 net (postage 32p extra)
10

Meteorology for Glider Pilots by C. E. Wallington. Published by lohn
Mumy. London, at £8.50. Available from the BGA, £8.99 incl. p&p.
This is the third edition of "Wally's" famous book. the first having been
published in 1961 and the second in 1966; this one is subtitled "Interna\ional Edition~ and, surc enough, includes weather charts of the Southern
Hemisphere, where Wally now lives and works. This edition, though only

T. & A. D. POYSER llO.
281 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 1AJ
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ARE GLIDING COURSES GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY?
Dear Editor,
As an active gliding enllilusiasl for the last ten years I am alarmed at the
poor reports that I hear from people taking holiday courses. Most
candidates for these courses appear t~ be people with lillle or no gliding
expenence. They take a course to euher obtain some intensive glider
training before going on to join a gliding club or to have an adventure type
holiday.
These peopl.e seem to come away from courses feeling that they have
not had anything lIke value for money. Common complaints are: flying
delayed due to defective launch equipment, having to wait till the end of a
soarable day before gelling a couple of quick wire launch circuits, no
resident course instructor available, instructors who are not constructive
about their students progress. instructors taking extended lunch breaks,
cold impersonal and unfriendly reception when booking in and worst of
all, if they should summon up the courage to complain, being told with a
shrug of the shoulders, "that's gliding".
That may well be acceptable as gliding in normal club life. but it seems
to me that people who pay as much for a one week gliding course as it costs
for a whole year's gliding in some clubs, expect and should get a
professional, efficient service.
I well remember going on a gliding holiday myself when I first thought
of taking up gliding. It really was a farce. For on the first day we found that
there was no resident course instructor and the only person on the airfield
apart from the course members was the cook. We had to 'phone up and
plead with the CFlto come and give us some flying and by the Wednesday
all the launch vehicles were U/S. That course so put me off, it was another
year before I actually went ahead and joined a gliding club.
The point I am trying to make is, that people who pay good money to go
on a. gliding cours~ and don't get a professional service, end up looking on
gliding clubs as bemg money grabbing profiteers and, furthermore, cannot
be expected to act as ambassadors for the gliding movement.
What these people want is lots of gliding. If we cannot guarantee them
that, are gliding holiday courses really worth it?
M. WELLS

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR SKill AND EXPERIENCE
Dear Editor,
The article "Flying the Mosquito" by Derek PiggOll in the August issue
of S&G (pI59) was of great interest and most informative. I have always
admired Derek and regard all his publications as the "Bibles of the
Soaring World"; more so' since my wife and J had the pleasure of dining
With him at Lasham a few years ago .
. ' mw,1 however challenge one statement in his article; namely his
dISagreement that one should possess a high degree of skilll and expedence
to be safe in a modem glass-fibre sailplane.
In my opinion, Ihe ease of operation of a Sailplane of this Iype ,is one
reason why the ,inexperiellced glider pilot can be so easily lulled into a
false sense of security. I had the same initialthoughls when I first 'flew Std
Libelle and Hornet sailplanes. Under normal co'ndilions they are
admittedly very easy to fly.
However, Ihe problem arises when during moments or carelessness,
forgetfulness, ilia lien lion. or j,ust plain stupidity, the controls are
mishandled and the pilot "loses it"; then, due to the aerodynamic
,peJfection, the speed builds up rapidly without the normal accompanying
noise ,factor and this is where and when the inexperienced lype subsequently exhibits his lack pf skill and experience, often with disastrous
results.
There is no substitute for skill and experience in i'he world of Il'ying.
Ontario
MAX HARRIS

(Chainnan oflhe SafelY Commillee. Soaring Association a[Canada)
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SOARANOLOGIST BIRD
Dear Editor.
Last week J found out how to stop the domestic hen going broody: (see
"The Soaranologist Bird", S&G April. p59). Keep. its reproductive end
cold and prevent it from silling down comfortably. Remembering the
draughty Elsans of my early gliding days and the need to sit on wing tips
during all daylight hours. and with only beercrates for comfort in the
evenings. I am not surprised that soaranologist hens don't breed easily. Is
there any evidence 10 show that where more mod. cons. and armchairs are
provided in gliding clubs the breeding rates are higher? It is certainly
noticeable that more chicks abound in clubs where there are centrally
heated loos (eJ( Lasham).
May I remind your correspondent that for soaranologist hens the mating
procedure involves a wing-clipping process: unlike most bird species, it is
not one season required for chick rearing activities but up to 18. No
unaccompanied expeditions can be made by the young in their first five
years, and they can only be let out from under-wing in controlled
conditions for the next ten years at least. No wonder the soaranologist hen
is a rare bird!
Camberley, Surrey.
ANN PROCTER

A Christmas Teaser: The following words

were hidden in the puzzle; Aileron,
Airfield, Angle, Borogram, Call Sign, Canopy, Climb, Cloud, Club, Cross-country,
Diamond, Flap', Glass-fibre, Glide Angle, Glider, Gold, Instruments, Knot, land,
laps, Low, Occlusion, Photo, Pilot, Radio, Rope, Sink, Soaring, Solo, Sun, Tax,
Thermal', Tow, Trail'er, iTrainer, Water, Winch, Wind, Wing and Yow,

SOUTHDOWN
AERO SERVICES LTD.
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether
your sailplane is made of wood,
metal or glass-fibre.

Big stock of aircraft ply! instruments,
aerotow rope, etc., etc
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Call in, write

Of

phone-

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES UMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, 'HAMPSH'IRE.
Telephone: Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

Stockists for all
PZL Instruments and Equipment
Stockists for G.Q. Parachutes

SOAR AHEAD ·WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability Fully A,erobatic
Now with Improved Airbrakes

2,000 Blaniks manufactured and production continuing
Get with it -join the 'BLANIK' set and progress in the 70's

Distributor for U.K. a"d Eire:
Peter Clifford Aviation limited. Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tel. Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252
Cables: Cliffair, Oxford
Sola Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol limited. Washington ova 11. Prague 1. Czechoslovakia

Your best panel choices
Cross country flying often involves flying
around or through airspace with various
restri«tions.ln these areas, first-class
communication and navigation are essential
for flight safety.
To satisfy all your communication and
navigation requirements, 'Edo-Alre manufactures a range of reliable and economically
priced av/onle equipment, suitable for
installat'ion ing1liders and Ught aircraft.
For further information on the complete
range of Edo-Ai:re avionic equipment, please
contact Eagle Aircraft Services.

PRT -551 Portable .
Corn Transceiver

PrIces subject to change without notfce
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produced an enc,ouraging spate of Silver legs.
Hilary Hendt:rson's Jubilee Cup, presented by
her to the pilot completing all three Silver legs in
the Jubilee year, was finally snapped up by
Hugh Joyce with a Silver duration flight on
August 28. On September 3, when a number of
Cambridge pilots criss cross-countried, John
Scou, whose previous altempt at Gold distance
and Diamond goal was rejected beca use of poor
TP photographs, set off again and got everything just right!
S.N.L.
Concorde 0', which hos become port of the Imperiol Wor Museum's exhibition, orriving ot Duxford in September
B. H. Bryce·Smilh
with thp Cambridge University GC's T-:l' in the foreground.

CLUB NEWS
Cgpy and photographs for tbe February-March issue should be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281 Queen
Edith's Way, Cambridge CBI4NH, tei Cambridge 47725,.10 arrive not tater than December 2 and for
the April-May issue 10 arrive not later than February 14.
October 14, /977
' G I L L l A N BR¥CE-SMITH

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

An unusual cloud st.reel enabled Bob Gordon to
cross the Fylde and .reach Blackpool for a 60km
round trip. West winds normally suppress
thermals for several miles inland. Roy Greason
found another blue wave in an east wind on
September 18, after a struggle in tiny thermals
and broken hill lift. We watched him overhead
while he climbed to over 12000fl, where he
broke off because he had no oxygen though still
climbing at 2kts.
An allempt to hill soar the east face in 10
knots from 050" showed that the beat was too
short and narrow to sustain even the SD-3 on its
own. Thus the limits to our hill soaring are 0600
to 330" on the home slopes,justthree quarters of
the circle, with a north facing ridge three miles
away. Initial training is much more efficient
than in the old short circuit days, now that we
can give relaxed flights while the pupils develop
co-ordination. The landing and circuit tuition
then follows much more easily, leading to first
solos after about 40 flights.
We are watching how the field stands up to
rain, hoping that our efforts to level and drain it
will enab'le us to fly through the winter. While
filling double wheels to a tractor to reduce its
footprint pressure we found that the tyres had

JSW Calculators
! All models in stock for Christmas!

£2.~O

state sailplane type,
knots or kph

and DOLPHIN accessories
for 1978.
Details from:

JSW SOARING
12 Warren Ri~e, Frimley, Surrey
fel. C<Jmberley 6·3236
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been filled with water by a :previous owner for
the opposite effect.
A third field landing accident in ,two years has
led us to thif1k that our regular use of heights
down to 700ft, with reliable hill lift behind us,
has suppressed our instincts to pick fietds when
below 2000fl. We intend to watch this when we
leave home.
Our fleet is now up to 18 plus a T-21 under
repair. Paul Gibson has imported a Scheibe
SF-26, the one with a steel tube fuselage and
three-piece wing.
K.E.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIR£
At the time of writing the club is a mass of
activity with everybody feltling gliders and
trailers for the annual trek to Shobdon in search
of wave.
With the end of the thermal season upon us,
we have had some very interesting Saturday
night lectures in the clubhouse. They have
included a wave lalk by Tom Bradbury and a
lalk on motor glider operation by Bill Scull, at
the club for a full rating test on three of our
assistant instructors. We have sever.al more talks
for the future including "Birds I have known their anatomy and performance" by Colin
Pennycuick.
At long last we are planning to ge~a new toilet
and shower block built, hopefully in time for
next summer when we will be the venue for
Euroglide. The success of the project, masterminded by Dave Wales, will depend one
hundred per cent on the help we ge~ from
members - we can't afford professional labour
so aU you Nympsfieldites,.we need your help!
Overall, the club has seen a very encouraging
influx of new members to swell our two-seater
list almost to capacity.

RAR.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

Lt has been our worst year since somewhere
before 1970with hours and launches well down,
largely due (0 the a.ppalling weather. However,
late August and early Sepvember of this year

COTSWOLD
Our late summer task week couldn't have been
worse - Tim MacFadyen set the distance record
with an out landing 4km away. However,
September kicked off well with three Diamond
goals being collected by Trevor Wilson
(K-6CR), Richard Furley (Pilatus) and Ken
Lloyd (Std Jan lar). Larry Bleaken flew the first
SOOkm flight from Aston Down to make the day
complete.
The club held a successful open day on
Saturday, Augus!. ~7. It wasn't the best of
weather but we achieved 180 launches, stuting
at 8arn and finishing al dusk.
We will soon be giving the club gliders Cs of
A and have ,film sl.ows and lecturers lined up for
Friday evenings during the winter.
P.G.
COVENTRY
The dinner-dance to celebrate the Club's Silver
Jubilee was a gra,nd success. Unfortunately our
President, Doe Gregg, was unable to altend as
he was in hospital following a major operation.
Laurie WallS; one of out 0lher founder
members sto'le the show with his recollections of
our eady days when ground slides, .hops and
solo flights 'Were achieved w.ith only singlesealers available. His brief but humorous accounl of the first 25 years ,gave us newer
members something to think about.
Most of the syndicate gliders are laid up or
being laken to wave sites. It hasn't been a good
year but plans are being made for 1978. The
CH is out buying new gliders, the tugmaster is
looking for an extra tug and the Treasurer is
holding his head in dismay!

eT.
DERBY & LANCS
Fantastic wave came to Camp Hill on September I1 and out site record was broken with a
climb by Peter Blacklin (Std Libelle) (0 23400ft
above the club and 24800fl asl. This gives him
his second Diamond. Don Hatch (Dart 17R) a·t
23400ft asl and Brian Jackson (Da.rt 17R) at
20400ft asl also gained Diamond height.
Peter Grey (K-6E) and Andrew Stocks (Oly
463) achieved Gold heights, Andrew reaching
16900fl asl and on the same day Bill Ellrington
oomp[eted a 300km triangle.
Ursula Whittingllam, Dave Martin, Chris
Brook, Ray lones, Dave Wilde and Ashley
Birkbeck have .gone solo. We have two ,new
gliders on the site, a K-6E and a Pilatlls B-4.

C.D.R.

OBITUARY

Alfred Andel'SQn Verity
Alfred Verity died on October 8 after only a
very short illness. Known to his friends as Alf,
he began flying with lhe Royal Flying Corp
towards the end of the First World War. He
lOOk up gliding in the mid-thirties and, with his
brother Charles, was well known at Cam,p' Hill.
With the late C. A. Kaye, he was very much
involved in the building of what were, at the
time, some very modern winches. He and
Charles shared the first Tutor buih by their
friend the late Fred Sling~by. Later this was
replaced by a Kite I and shared with C. A.
Kaye.
During the last war Alf, with C. F. Faulkner,
ltarted and operated for many years the lwo
ATe gliding schools at WoodfoFd. They both
helped build Lancasters on the night shift and
Iaught cadets to fly at t~e weekends. After the
war he was involved with the beginning of the
AvroOC.
In 1949 the Kite was sold to the club at
Camphill. It was in an immaculate condition,
havinll been kept under cover at Wood ford in its
own trailer, except for the occasional illicit
airing during the war. The syndicate then took
delivery of one of Ihe first Olympias built by
EUiotls of Newbury and constructed an allmetal trailer for it, designed on an aircraft type
fuselage pattern. They flew this until retiring
from gliding in lhe early ,19505. Both the glider
and trailer are believed to be still operational.
The gliding world has lost one of its few
remaining pre-war members. His bro.ther
Charles is still living in Sheffield and his son is a
ftying member of the Kent Club.

AR.V.

Youngsters have made their mark this season
with Jeremy Mills going solo iA February on his
16th birthday, gaining a full Bronze, crosscountry clearance and-a wave flight 10 10500fi
by. the end of tbe season. He and Ro'berl
Fleteher gained Whitbread awards and
Rober:t's achievements include going from
newly-solo to Silver C ·in one season with several
good cross'{;ountry flights also to his <:redi!.
Manin White and Paul Wheat have also done.
particularly well. Sally DUdley was one of
several 10 have flights in excess of 9000ft with
our Chairman, Frank Thompson, out-soaring
everyone to gain his Gold height.
Several new syndicates have been formed, the
latest arrival being the Astir. High spot of
October was the weekend visit of Bill Scull and
Brian Spreckley with the BGA Falke, timed to
coincide with our annual dinner-dance.
P.Y.
DORSET
The August task week produced wind, rain and,
consequently, some commendable attempts at
300km triangles. Claims were also made by
Messrs D. Rickman and B. McCa~n for their
Silver distance.
Work is progressing well on the new twodrum winch and its specification is such that,
with the right conditions, it may putlhe tugs out
of business!
.
Wednesday flying has now ceased and in its
place grea'ter emphasis is being given to lectures
with films. and Ihe inevitable social high-life. At
the moment we. are waiting for the date of the
Christmas dinner-dance lObe oonfirmed.
From November I the club telephone
number will be changed IQ Blandford 52028.
B.Mc.C.

DEVON 11 SOMERSET
Bronze C badges continue to appear atthe.club,
with Louise Norton, Gordon Peters, Doug
WalSOn, Simon Minson and John Browo all
passing within the past couple of months. .!John
Collinsand Michael Crompton have soloed and
Chris Miller has comp'leted his duration during
his first night in his newly arrived syndicate
Pilatus B-4.
A lot of new aircraft have appeared on the
site, totalling a 8-4, a Pirat, an Astir, a DG~IOO,
a Pik lOB and the latest, a Pik 20D. Bernard
Reeves has completed his instructors' course
and we welcome this addition to the club's
"elite".
The club's AG M will be held on December 10
iD the clubhouse and a repeal of the dinner and
disco held earlier this year is planned for early
November. Finally, a thank you to "Auntie"
Kitty Cooper who has started serving Sunday
lunches again in the clubhouse.
M.G.P.

DONCASTER AND DISTRICT

At the time of writing the first October fog has

dosed our airfield, so our mem bers are busily
laking to the clubhouse and workshops for various winter activitiel. We have had one of the
best seasons of soaring and cross-country flying
upon which to reflect during the ground-bound
days of winter.

DUNKESWELL
We are happy to announce the binh of a new
"baby" -the club newsletter, under the talented
and unliring editorship of our Canadian friend,
Oavid Bowsber (aided by his staff of thousands!). The first issue last month was packed
with an admirable mixture of news, cartoons,
funnies, profiles and reports. We aU hope it will
be a regular event and wish lDavid- 10ls of
contribuiors and assistants.
Together with the newsletter came an extremeiy weloome appendix on safety procedures
for launc!1ing, observ,ing, signalling and' towear

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs, Overhauls and Calibration. Approved for PZL repairs
and Barograph Calibration.
M. G. Hutchinson,
5 Glendevon Road,
Woodley,
Reading, Berks.
Telephone 0734696491

(9am-7pm!

driving, which was ,the result of much thought,
experience and midnight-oil burning by our
three stalwarls, Pave Bindon and Mike and
Barby Fairc'lough, who put in so much ha·rd
work and though I to ensure the safe and enjoyable ftying of us all.
We were lucky enough to have a visit from a
Motor Falke during the past few weeks and
some of our members had a trip.
Congratulations 10 Roger Edwards, who
usually fl.ies with the Albatross Club but whom
we borrow from time to time and Peter
Clements who are just back from instru<;lors'
courses and Tony Easterlowe, Dick Froggatt
and Marie Jewell who have gone solo. Marie, at
16, is our youngest lady solo pilot.
A.C.P.
EAST SUSSEX
This being the end of our third summer's flying
at the club, we have to report (modestly?) that
although conditions for thermalling have been
worse than average, our general achievements
have been very good. This year we've had the
highest number of first solos since the club
began and also a record number of Bronze and
Silver badges. In early October Margaret
Schofield became our first female pilot trained
by the club to go solo.
The next social event is a firework display in
the field.
D.E.C.
ENSTONE
On Sunday, September 18, two of our
members, Jean Newman and Doug Blore, were
tragically killed during a training. flight at
Enstone.
Jean joined the club about a year ago and
was a very active /lying and social member.
Doug was one of our founder members and
senior instructors and, had been our CFI during
1976. TIley will bolh be greatly missed by all of
us and our sympathy is extended to their
families.
M.W.
ESSEX
Tbis has been a poor season but the weather
relented enough to allow David Al"pleby and
Fred Sage to complete 300km tFiangles in
September.
George Withrington has been our Instructor
for the summer oourses which have proved so
popular that the season was extended to the end
of September. Kath MacElarney has been a
most efficient and helpful course secretary. Our
thanks to them both.
The Aboyne ell;pedition is currently underway and we ar·e delighted to ,report several good
wave flighis including a Silver C for Terry Clark
and Gold heights fOf Bill Medcalf and David
Appleby.
S,P.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
More Silver C legs were achieved this season
lhan ever before in the club's history with
members taking full advantage of the limited
number of really good soaring days.
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Cliff Barnell (K-6E), Mike Bailey (K--6E)
and Bob Green (K-6CR) gained their five
hours. Silver Cs have been completed by Angus
McDonald, Roy Grubb, who claimed the distance and duration in one flight, Simon Barnes
and lan "Spud" Hodge. We are very proud of
Claire Harris, our first lady Silver C, who has
done all her training at Whatfield and flew
86km in the K-6CR for Silver distance.
Jane Paros has gone solo and the longest
flight of the season was by E. Hibbard (SHK)
who covered 347km. There was fierce competition for the club lOOkm triangle, Bob Bousefield
achieving the fastest time in his Std Libelle.
We welcome Bill Horne from Booker, who
joins the instructors. His help is much needed.
The clubhouse is being erected, we now have
water on the site and we are widening and
improving the entrance to the field.
c.C.S.
HIGHLAND
In spite of the weather, we have had an unusually high proportion of soaring days at
Dallachy this summer.
Our congratulations go to John MacFarlane
for Silver distance in the K-6CR, thus completing his Silver C, to Mike Rodda on achieving Silver height and to Mike Flaherty, who
went solo in the Bocian on a Saturday and in a
Cessna on the Sunday!
The syndicate Astir arrived in August and is
described as '.'magic" by all who fly il. Especial
thanks are due to Bob Maclean of the SG U who
nobly towed it all the way from Germany and
'to Jeff Howlell who has been performing electronic miracles behind the instrument panel.
four of our keenest younger members have
left us this autumn 10 go 10 college or university; aFld, whilst we hope to see Mike Foreman,
Colin Haddow aAd Alasdair Macphai'l during
their holidays, we have unfortunately lost Mike
Rodda for good. We wish hinl good soaring in
those wide southern thermals!
R.E.T.
LAKES
Peter Jackson has retired as CFI after two years
hard work. Our thanks to him for his help and
encouragement. Ron Hawkes has (temporarily)
taken over the post. We have lost some valued
members and instructors, among them lan
Ronald (to the Herefordshire Club, lucky people) and Peter and Jill Gillell who have moved
to the north-east coast for ten months.

Peter Craven has joined the select band of
only five or six people who have made all their
Silver flights from Walney, with an up-wind
cross-country to Clapham, Yorkshire. Congratulations to Neil Houghton who made his first
solo flights two days after his 16th birthday, to
gain his A, Band C certificates.
The day of our 21st AGM was the best
thermal soaring day over the Island that anyone
could remember, most' of our gliders being
airborne-a. 3-5000fl. Our winter wave started to
appear on September 18 and we are looking
forward to a good winter season.
E.GA
LONDON
To have six contest days at the Nationals at
Dunstable was something of a triumph in this
year of downpour, 1977. Nevertheless, the laller
part of the season came to life when on August
10 Malcolm Humphries and Gordon James (a
visitor from Norfolk) took K -18s rou nd a
360km triangle, accompanied by CFI John
Jeffries and Adrian Coombes in the K-13.
There is no doubt that the Dunstable High
Performance Soaring Courses, of which these
flights were a part, are an established and
increasingly popular institution.
After the appearllnce of graffiti on the scoreboard at the Nationals "Booker Rules OK"
celebrating wins by Steve White, Chris Rollings
and Rocky Stone, there was some small revenge
when John Jeffries won the Booker Regionals'
Sport Class in July, giving rise to a graffitum
(graffito?) by an unknown hand "Dunstable
rules OK". (JJ also won the Inter-services Sport
Class.)
Altogether, this year has not been one of
great fortune for our local pilots in lhe big
contests. Our established pundits (not as many
of them as we would like) will t'ry 10 put 1977
behind them and gird up their loins (ie tighten
up the parachute straps) for ,1978. Our stock of
Nationals-level pundits sbould increase as the
Soaring Courses bring on the new breed of
ultra-keen young pilots. Dunstable rules the
1980s OK?
Following_ the success of a wave expedition

to Shobdon in March, similar expeditions,
taking a club tug and glider, are planned for the
end of October and November an,d early
March. We have a Super Cub from Germany as
a popular addition to the towing fleel.
We are now into the season of mulled wine.
bonfires, baked potatoes, seasonal parties, Cs of
A and learned debates aboul soaring lechniques. Last year a long and passionate argument raged at one such Dunstab'le brains
trust about what to do ilt c!OIH!IJase if the
MacCready ring was set to five knots and the
lift increased to ten. The writer of these notes
said it was as daft as discussing what we would
do if we won the football pools. No doubt such
dreaming keeps hope warm throughout the
winter gloom. This time we trust the discussions
will take a more practical line: .. It's drizzling,
you're doing a marginal'final glide in a 25kt
crosswind on the upwind side of the Luton
zone, then you gel half a knot up. .... Try
keeping warm on that juicy prospect. Come to
think of it, we'd prefer the ten-knots-at-cloudbase daydream after all.
M.B.
MIDLAND
In September Ernie Ainscough stood down as
CFI, a position he had held since 1968. A
generation of Mynd pilots appreciate Emie's
interest and encouragement -- in many cases
from ab-inilio, through badges, to instruc!ing in their turn. Nine years is rea'lly a stint
beyond the normal call of dUly and we wish
Ernie many happy hours in what wi'll from now
on be his "own" flying.
Bob Scarborough takes over as CFI. He
proposes a new approach to instruction which
proinises to be interesting. In future a small
gaggle of ab-initio pilots (what is the colfective noun for an assembly ofP2s - a dutch? a
n'lurmuration? flock? shoal? muster?) become
the responsibility of a pair of instructors. The
system has potential rewards for pupils through
continuity and for instructors, who should get
the satisfaction of more closely observing their
pupils' progress.
W.J.T.

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey

PIGGOTTS

(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD

SUPPLIERS TO THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY
Windcones- manufactured in Min
of Defence Hypalon. also Nylon and
Cambfic.
All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Drogues made from 'easy to clean'
PVC Nylon.
Write for further details to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel. 027763262
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45 MINS, FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilol's Licence
Silver C conversion from

£200

Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Flying Instructor Courses
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Borclaycards a nd Access accepted
CFI Derek Johnson

YATELY 873747 (Management) 872152 (Operotions)

NORFOLK
Hundreds of visitOrs from far and wide have
been flocking to Tibenham each Sunday for the
past few weeks. Ourshofl runway is now the site
for an open market. Despite our original mislivings, the presence oflarge numbers of people
has made little difference to our activities apart
from having to observe the rules concerning
minimum heights above crowds.
Toadd to our summer problems, we had both
Condors out of action at the same time with
moo in the crankcases. The incredible efforts
of a few members financed, fetched and filled
one new engine in record time, so quickly in fact,
that many people were not even aware of the
disaster.
Following oomplaints from an airfield neighbour, our local MP decided to find oUI for
himself by wisiting us and let it be known, via
the press, that our flying operation did not
ecnstitute undue disturbance.
While SQme have been going. up, some have
been going down, with the result tha tthey struck
water at 150ft, thus providing the clubhouse
with a much needed service. Further excavatiOljS are in progress to install underground fuel
storage.
Manin Day deserves a mention - having
soloed on his 16th, he has now completed Silver
C before his 17th birthday.

The IS-28 is still having "adventures", the
latest epic being an "il'l-depth-investigation"
mID water-filled gravel-pits.
C.E.H.

NORTHUMBRIA
Although summer brought disappointingly few
thermats, the shorter flights meant a greater
opportunity to practise take-offs and landings
wbich may acoount for the encouraging increase
in the number who went solo.
We are pleased the Sports Council are going
ID help us with a substantial grant towards our
DeW clubhouse projecl. We now need a Herculean effort from members who will be asked to
use their various skills and expert knowledge
wherever possible.
In addition, we have 10 repair and partially
replace the perimeter fence, a requisite for our
Iwe renewal from the National CoallBoard. We

are also planning a full winter programme to
oombine essential fund raising with social
activities.
R.R.H.

Hants report). The expedition winch is being
refurbished for a Highland trip atlhe end of the
year, Ben Nevis being mooted as a possible
venue
R.H.

OUSE
SOUTHDOWN
We managed to move from Rulforth to RAF
Church Fenton without too much trouble over
one weekend and are now well established on
the site.
Wilf Coulsey, our CFI for many years, is
retiring and Peter Ramsden is taking over. We
would like to thank Wilf for all his hard work
and wish him a leisurely retirement.
J.G.
OXFORD
OnAugust28MikeRandle(KestreI79!)becamethe
79th British pilot to claim all three Diamonds
with the first 500km triangle to be flown from
our site. Meanwhile, Phil Hawkins started on the
Gold and Diamond trail with 300km on the
same d;!y. An impromptu barbecue sort of
happened that evening 10 ceJeb-rate, using the
leftovers from the "proper" barbecue of the
previous day.
The followin.g week Tom lamb flew his first
300km in a Skylark 4, chasing Phil Hawkins
(Astir) who was presumably tryin.g to prove that
his earlier flight wasn't a fluke. 'anis McGill
(K~6E) also completed the same task.
Apan from these two days Ithe pickings have
been meagre. Richard Cowderoy won at Booker
in his P·hoebus and our pilots have also competed al Lasham, Nympsfield and Sunon Bank.
Joachim Schneibel got lost on the way 10
Lasham and landed at ThruxtoIl- good enough
for Silver distance, though. Completed Silver
badges indude Terry Green, Martin Brown;
first solos by Mike Williams, Peter Darnborough, Martin Nickolls and Clive Smith.
After such a rotten season there are vague
mutterings about a wave expedition in the
winter.
P.H.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
The AGM produced a resounding vote of
oonfidence in the Board with all the directors
being re-elected. Sadly Alistair Murray had to
resign because of moving to Liverpool and
Jimmy Hempseed through business pressures.
Jimmy's efforts as Secretary over the YFars are
more than appreciated.
The Lasham gang are here again and wave
has obligingly appeared for them (see Surrey &

The weather has been so bad that none of the
five club oourses were at all successful. Nevertheless Chris Barkwell and Brian Bateson completed 300km and Peter Holloway gained his
Silver distance on Septem ber 3.
Bad weather has meant slow progress on the
ground vehicle hangar. The club is also being
equipped with a new launch control van and
consideration is being given to updating our
fleet.
.
A party is being given on November 12 for
those farmers who have had club gliders landing
in their fields.
Winter approaching means an.opportunity to
oontinue using the ridge -180km triangles on
average. This must surely be the longest available ridge in the oountry?
B.A.B.
SURREY & HANTS
One ray of brightness this season came ,in a
scattering of really good days over August and
September. Twice in August and again twice 'in
September lhe redoubtahle Alan Purnell succeeded in doing 500km. We are as certain as can
be that nothing near 500km has ever been flown
in September before (see also Cotswold).
Your scribe spent three weeks in the USA and
18000ft cIoudbases starting at IO.30brs in northern Nevada did linle to take gliding offbis mind!
Portmoak '77 started with a real burst of
excitement. wilh guess who reaching 25000m A.
D. Purnell, of course. Paul Thompson and Bill
Dean climbed to 23000/\ or so and Tony Clutterbuck gained his Diamond height with
20000fi. Since then a familiar rainy south-easterly has persisted.
Plans for next year are under way with 630
litre oxygen bottles being fined' as standard in
the expedition part of the flect. The Astir is being
oonsidered as a repl'acement for B-4 No 397,
which came toan untimely end ina field during
the summer, and the first Vega we have on order
should be with us soon. It has "linga'd longa"
than we would have wished but it will be a
weloome a-ddition to the high-performance end
of th~ fleet. The Kestrel 'trailer is to be modified
with an all-metal body attached to the original
base.
As a departing geslUre to the Portmoak
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SCHLEICHERS

Introducing the

<ID

Are pleased to announce its latest range of
gliders to match the requirement of
discerning club and competition pilots.

E873

ITn

LOW·PROFILE PARACHUTE

IRVlN
ASW-19

ASW-20

A high performance 15 metre GRP sailplane built to
CIVY Standard Class (no flap) specifkation with the
serious competition pilot in mind. Excellent circling
performance with a flat polar throughout the speed
range to get you into the forefront of speed flying.

Also ovoilable,
THE IRVIN EB62 &

•
•
•
•

All-up weight 6.7 kg (14,87Ib)
IRVIN lightweight 1.24 canopy
3-pin side opening pack
3-point quickly adjustable harness
intergral with pack
• Full packing and servicing instructions
.
supplied with parachute
• Suitable 10. Aircraft, Gliders & Helicopters

An entirely new flapped GRP sailplane designed to
the new CIVV Open 15 metre racing class with a
performance comparable to many current Open Class
machines. Max. glide 1:43 with flap settings
automatically co-ordinated with airspeed to give
optimum glide performance. Outstanding glide path
control.

I

Height losses of less than 80m (260ft) between ripcord
pulled and full canopy inflation were recorded during
still-air drop lests of the EB73

For Full defeilli wrile 10:

Service Manager, trvin Great Britain limited, letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU.

ASK-21

Tel, 6262 Telex 82198

An entirely new gloss-fibre high performance tandem
two-seater. Specifically designed to meet the exacting demands o.f direct haining for the modern
generation of glass-fibre single-seaters.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPER DE-LUXE RADIO CONTROLLED SAILPLANE
KITS CAPABLE OF GIVING THE AVERAGE SPORTS FLIER TOP
COMPETITION PERFORMANCE.

Also in current production the well-known ever popular

ASK·13

Two-seater training sailplane with excellent soaring
potential.

The Five Metre "LS-1c" seen here is just one of the many Super Scole
Sailplanes available,
We now hove 0 full range of completely ~nished scale sailplanes ready for
covering and ~nishing only, or semi-~nished Kits with an Epoxy ,Gloss fuselage,
Foam wings and Stab with Air-brakes already installed (you hove to skin the
foam cores with t~eBols0
.
.
sheeting provided).
lhe following ore 011
avoilable now in t and
scale, "LS~lc" - "JANTAR·
l' - "ASW-17" "JANUS" - "MOSQUITO"
- "GLASFLUGEL-604" "SB-10" - "SALTO" "KESTREL" - "DG-200' "DG-100".

t

ASW-17

Super high performance Open Class sailplane for
those who want only the best.

_
-

Write for brochures to: THE MANAGER

LONDON SAILPLANES LTD.
Dunstable Downs, Dunstable, Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 63419
Agents for Alexander Schleicher, Segelflugzeubau,

All enquiries:

11 CARLTON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON, HANTS.

TEL: 31-420
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AVAILABLE FROM JANUARY '78:
All Glass Machines t scale
"ASW-20" - "ASTIR-CS" "STD. JANTAR" - "DG_ .....". 200" - "SB-1 0", -\- scale
"SALTO-H10l" - "SB-9'
(7 metres 33!!).

expedition an afternoon of wave flying occurred
on the day of the briefing we arranged for new
members - 6000ft and 120km triangles could be
ftown. all in about 4/8 stratocumulus type
Ienticulars.

c.L.

ULSTER
Asuceession ofautumn weekends were spent on
safari al our potential new site at Bellarena - a
superb, optimum field about a mile out from the
foot of the 1260ft Binevenagh ridge. We will
spend the winter pursuing all possible assistance
towards our becoming either the owners or
long-term tenants of this site, ~hich could not
be more ideal if yOIl sal down to design it from
scratch. Meanwhile, the hospitable owner has
invited us 10 return for tfte whole season {rorn
the early spring; we have local storage for
trailered gliders and hangarage for the tug at
nearby Eglin ton.
The Queen's University Skylark 3B, writttn-<Jff during the summer, has been replaced
by a Skylark 3F. Our two-man Pik 200 syndicate have just departed for Finland - a
rour-ferry, 1500-mile drive to Eiri Avion 10 pick
up their purchase at Ihe factory door.

R.R.R.
WFSfWALES
Our second flying week was not as good as our
fil'Sl one; but in spite of inclement weather we
still managed to set up new club records and
several Silver distances were allempted.
Sandra Evans went solo and gained her C
certificate with a 16 minute flight in wave
conditions al 7.30pm. Ken Douglas and B. Jose
Managham also went solo with Jose obtaining
his two Bronze legs. Graham Moss still holds the
clubTecord for local soaring this year in the K-7
and T-21 and Clifford Davies flew Ihe first
l20km triangle the club has had for several
years. Tony Green visiied the Bath & Wilts
ftying wed and obtained his Silver C.
I.W,G.

COOK

George Lee handing over a cheque 10 Pauf Shearman-Earp of ,the Tyne-Wear GC at Sundlnland Airport. George
had iust received the cheque on behalf of the club from Mr Bill Saunders (ceMre), Principal Regional Officer of Ihe
Sporfs Council. the presentation took place during the Club's Introduction to Gliding weekend which, despite thick
fog, otfrocled over 600 visitors to the airfield,

WOLDS
Quite a few pilots enjoyed the bette~ weather in
early September and on one beautiful Saturday
Tony Acey, Bob Kirbitson and Colin Milner
completed their Silver Cs with duration flights;
Heather Preston and John Mackenzie gained
Silver heights; Barry Gardner claimed Silver
height and distance in one flight and there were
several Bronze legs.
Byron O'Neill gained his Silver distance and
height this summer and Pete Norrison and Mike
Wandby flew Silver distances. Bronze Cs were
completed by Grant Johnson. Malcolm Gibson
and Beroie Svenson.
Wave finally reached the Wolds in September
when Bob Kirbitson and Byron O'Neill climbed
to IOOOOft and 9000ft respectively.
Our summer evening visit programme was

TOTAL POINTER MOVEMENT
INCREASED FROM 90' TO 240'

FITS A 580101 DIAMETER HOLE

CHARACTERISTI~ COOK VARIO FAST

RESPONSE AND DAMPING RETAINED
METER CONVERSION ON OLD
TYPE COOK VAHIOMETERS

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road. Matlock.
De,lIyshi,e Telephone Matlock 3269
or Darley Dale 2652

YORKSHIRE
After a not-too-successful gliding season things
suddenly improved and we had three weekends
of fantastic wave from the Pennines. Two of
them were in a west wind, which sent pilots up
to 2()()(X)ft and over, picking up Diamonds on
the way, and the third was northerly, in which
Fred Knipe, flying a Kestrel. amazed everyone
by reaching 16500ft, which is a club best for
such conditions.
Hilda, our Secretary for the last eight years,
left at !pe end of September and we welcome
Joan Hirst as her replacement.
G.B

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU

ELECTRIC VARIOMETER
NEW INDICATOR UNIT
GIVES MUCH CLEARER
INDICATION & LESS
MAGNETIC INTERfERENCE

again a success with mem bers bringing parties
for air experience flights and the flying weeks
organised by several instructors in July and
August were well attended.
A.J.B.

MAIN UK AGENTS FOR TOST AND SCHEIBE

~ Now offer

ex-stock

~

THE DANUM ELECTRIC VARIOMETER & AUDIO £85
THE DANUM AUTOMATIC INVERTER £35
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES FOR DG 100 SERIES AS MARKETED BY AUSTIN
AVIATION
AIRCRAFT PLY & SPRUCE AVAILABLE EX STOCK
TOST & OTTFUR REPAIRS AND TESTING SERVICE BY RETURN POST

CURRENT STOCK Ka6

T21 & BERGFALKE 2 (2 SEATERS)

DONCASTER AIRFIELD, S. YORKSHIRE
Telephone: 0302 57695 and 61713
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Service
News
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
The poor weather of August and September has
curtailed achievements, but despite this we have
achieved one A and B, five Bronze legs and
three Silver legs. Further, Frank Walker, Martin
Lawrie and Terry Braganza gained Diamond
goals - our congratulations to them all.
We have a new Astir 77 whicb is popular, but
not so popular as the Caproni Calif A-21 F. The
CFI is the only instructor insured to fly the
aircraft and he has a never ending stream of
customers. (Instructors beware, you carry out
your annual check ride in a glider you have
never flown before!)
The roof of the airfield bus has finally given in
and we are giving it a new roof and a face lifl. A
stand-in caravan is coping very well with the
large demands for hot food and drink.
C.M.T.

CLEVELANDS/HAMBLETONS
(RAF Dishforth)
After a mediocre summer we were rewarded on
Sunday, Stlptember I I, with a record day for
certificates. From early morning it was obvious
it was going to be a good wave day and in the
end there were five Diamond heights, five Gold
heights, fOlir Silver heights, ,three d\lrations,
three Silver Cs completed, two Bronze legs and
a tota'l of more than IOO() cross-collntry
kilometres, all flights ending back on the site.
Some performances worthy of nole were Dick
Coles' Diamond height, Ihis being only his
second flight from the site and J. TurnbuWs
Diamond height because he found the tow very
rough, pulled off in the Swallow at 800ft and
(hen climbed .to 20000fl. Tony Sims, who had
been working on the tug the night before,
arrived' at 16.15, was aiFborne at 16.45 and. wenl
to Diamond height. Billy Bishop, who gained
his Gold distance and Diamond goal the week
before, missed Diamond height by IOOOft when
he ran out of oxygen, as did severa'l others. Steve
Sampson and Eric Stevenson were the other two
,to get Diamond height. The furthest distance
flown was by Terry Potter with a wave flight of
330km.
A very happy time was had in the bar that
night and I think th~ happiest of all was our new
CFI, Roger Crouch. Welcome Roger, long may
you reign.
JAS.

\

[HUTES
THE ASH 360-P
is an economical and versatile
equipment partictllorly well suited for
rescue vehicle, low power base
station applications and ballooning
activities.
-Fully self contained.
-Full 360 channel capability.
-Rechargeable sealed
battery incorporated
-Builtin loudspeaker.

For full details on this and other
Aviation products, contact:
AVIONIC SYSTEMS (HEATHROW) LTD.
VISCOUNT WAY
lONDON AIRPORT
HOUNSLOW, MIDDX
Tel: 01·7591261/2
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Model No. 150 and Unlimited
Model 250 Available in red,
blue or black.
Substantial
NoW at
savingS!

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Congratulations to Gary Moon, Cam Anderson,
Keith Cocking, Chris Cole and Dave Kent on
going solo; also to Pete Schneider, Mark Burch,
John Hull and Keith Johnson on completing
their Bronze Cs.
Our thanks to Dick Cole for all his hard work
as CFI and welcome to hi.s replacement, Richard Meyer.
On the aircraft side, the PilaluS has been
replaced by an Astir CS and the club hard core
have bought a Tutor for the real pundits. The
new bar is near completion, thanks 10 Norman
Temple's hard work, and we now have draught
beer. If you are passing, drop in and see us.

NJ.Ii.
FENLAND (RAFGSA)
Pat Rowney, CFI, has been posted after a year
of hard work and his place is taken by Ben
Benoisl. Mal Wells has completed his Silver C
and Andrew ElIiott, who has just joined the
RAF, his Silver distance. Bev Lawlon, Phil
Morgan, Belen 'Hickling and lan Hazel have
completed their Bronze Cs alld Sue Quinn and
Derek Jones have gone solo.
We have purchased a bus and work is well in
hand converting it inlo a mobile control and
"restaurant". We have a club expedition to
Aboyne during the lasl two weeks of October.
J.D.B.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerslon)
A number of 300km altempts !lnve been made.
many of which were doomed by the weather.
Steve Hymers landed short of Diamond goal
bUI covered 30Ikm to claim Gold distance. The
following weekend he flew the Astir round the
milk run ofMoreton-ln-lhc-Marsh and Cosford
to claim Diamond goal. Ben Beniston landed
just short of a 300km allempt in the Skylark 3
and Lindy flew the K-18 to Willern for Silver
distance. Chy-Chinn only jusl failed a brave
SOOkm altempt. covering 460km.
Expcdilion time IS upon us WIth a Irlp
planned in October 10 Millfield in Northumberland. a promising wave site. Parties are also
in the pipe-line 10 fill winter nighls.
I.Mc.
GREYLAG (Benbecula. Outer Hebrides)
Sea breezes and runway resurfacing have
somewhat curtailed operations bUI flying still
continues. We now havc a second K -4 which
will make a considerable difference to our
launch rale as il is more suilable for lhe
pn:vailing conditions up here Ihan the Prefect.
The MK 10 Jaguar lowcar continues to give
failhful servicc and we have regularly achieved
1400ft launches from the main runway.
We regret having to say farewell 10 two
founder members. Brig G. R. Rigby. President
and Dougie Braid. Enginecring Officer. Their
enthusiasm was an inspiration. We welcome
Brig A. A. Fielder as our new President. Peter
GmQn. Engineering Officer. and Mike Clulow,
Treasurer dcsignate.
W.H.M.
HUMBER (RAF Lindhohne)
Well. September turned out 10 be a beller
monlh than July and August put together. We
achieved thrce Bronze legs, John Cooper's
second and Bruce Chalmers. who recently went
solo. did both of his. Trina Jennings and Stan
Cooper. John's father. wenl solo, Trina missed
going solo on her 16th birthday Ihrough bad
weather. Kdth Taylor an "Brit" Brillon COol'
pleted their Silver Cs wilh distance flights: Brian
Lumby and Ray Ravenscroft gained Silver
heights. the laller first havillg gone solo many
moons ago as his Gliding Cerlificale is stamped
"British Empire" instead of United Kingdom,
and a duration by Keith Sleigh gave him his
Silver C.
Tom Bames. CFI. has just been granted a
BGA inspector's ticket and we are hoping
anOlher Full Cat Inslructor will join us in the
near future.
K.M.G.
KESTREL (RAF Odiham)

The last fcw weeks of the summer produced a
fresh crop of badge qualifying flights. Keith
Alien became our latest solo pilot whilst Bronze
Rights have been made by "Jackie" Pobjoy.
Nigel Corner. Trevor Cole and Andy Ginever.
Andy has also completed his five hours as has
Simon Davis. Simon als0 flew 51 kms bUI lost
out because of lhe I % rule.

Neil Brown. who only staned gliding this
season, has completed his Silver and P;I\l1
Mulhem is also sporting his shiny new badge.
Peter Rlchie has completed his Oold with a
300km triangle.
Two more inslructors join the fOster. Wendy
Uphill and Peter Jenkins having completed the
:Bicester·course. Al the lime of writing severul
members are at Aboyne looking for Diamonds,
we wish them luck.
P.W.A.
PHOENIX (RAF Briiggen)
We had two very successful open days al
Phoeni~ as a rewlt of a blal.e of publicity on Ihe
radio and in the Services' »ress and warmly
welcomc all our new mcmbers. It is good to see a
high percentage of lady members and also to see
our Canadian friends (from AFCENT in the
Netherlands). Jan and Rick Paradie - who last
tlew with us some 14 years ago! Wc also welcome Mike Oreaves as OUI' Army rcpresentative. but are sad to say goodbye to Bob "Rodney" Farthing - thanks, Bob, for being our bar
member this year.
There have been three aerobatic displays at
Bruggen for Squadron and StatioD open days
and we were also represented ;It Rheindahlen's
fete - we lent a Club Libelle for static display.
We had the use of Eagle GCs Molor Falke
f0r a weekend; 14hrs of field landings amused
the local residents and wore out the eardrums of
our SLMO Instructors - thanks Bill and Geotf.
Since those practices we have had several 50km
attempts. although Pete Fincham was the only
one to actually gain Silver distance. Malcolm
Oulds has completed his Bronze and his
younger brother. Richard. has a second Bronze
leg. Roger Davies. Dave Hourston and Chris
Jacobs have gone solo.
Phoeni~ looks forward to the proposed Venne beck ridge soaring e~pedition this monlh. Ihe
Hallowe'en party and. of course. the festive
season. by which time the winter training
programme for our new members will be well
under way.
M.T.

HUMBERSIDE AVIATION
(0302-771005)
WOODSIDE ROAD, WROOT
10 miles east of Dancester

(See July's S & G (p.

r, 7) for detail. 0/ exciting
offer•. )

C. of A.·s ond Insurance repairs lor gliders and
motor gliders. Air/rames built 10 your
specifications and 10 your colour sche,:"es.
Cockpits customised 10 your personol needs for
inflight comfor"

o
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T.M.6. GLIDER RADiO
ACTUAL SIZE XlY," LONG
UP T06 CHANNELS. NORMAL( Y
SUPPLIED WITH 130. TAND 130.4

PRICE £172
LONDON SAILPLANES LTD
Telephone DunSlsble 62068

Founded In 1866. the world', oIdeS>! oeronouhcol .ecMlty is
open to all who me enooged In, or IUv Inlerfttad in, a~,ahon.
Th.re ore btanches arownd the cownt,y. 1p8Ciolist groups,
Iectvnn and three'",ogazines to keep yov up-to-dote.

Further informOIlOfl from:

The Secretary
Royal Aetonautlcal Society
4 Hamilton Place, London W1V OBQ

STORCOMM
Our new TR 7603 glider radio is now
available.
"Full 2 watt transmitter with speech
processing to punch your message through
"Usual sensitive receiver now has high
quolity cryslal filter for single channel
selectivity
.•Audio output now 2 wa"s lor comfortable
listening
"Twacunil, construclion in rugged diecost
coses

Gloss ships to vintage types welcomed.
il'roilers for hire ond sal'e, or mode to your
specification. Gliders bought and said.
Wonted: Glider wrecks, surplus wings, tailplanes, wheels, instruments, parachutes, elc.
If yOll or your dub 'con't afford it' - come to

OUR SENIOR INSPECTOR for sympathetic

Send for detailed information la:

George Storey
H.T. Communkatlons
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW 16 7TA

solutions to your financial problems.
Ground sets also available
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Advertisements, with reml"ance. should
be sent to Cheilion Pre•• Ltd•• 8/10 Parkway, London, NWI 'el 01·2671285. Rate
20p a word. Minimum t3.00. &ox numbers
80p ex..-a. Replies to box numbers should
be sent to the same add're.s. The Closing
date for classified advertisements for the
February.March Issue is January 6.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OLYMPiA 463. Speedwclllroiler, 3 channel radio, oxygen, [4000 ono.

Tel Cli'he,"" 24910.
BADGES, cull links, tie eti~ and other presentation items to your own
design, in any materiol. Morkovits, Cobbold Mews, W12. Tel 01-7043

1131.
SKYLARK 3A. Keevil JTrowbridge) bo$ed. t Share. Excel/enl condition.
Full panel, radio, oorogroph. Good trailer. Needhom: Whjrchurch
IBri~to11837786, evenin9~.

C08RA 15. Full panel, ins'rument~ and trailer. May be seen 0'

Di.hforlh, £550Oono. Tel Scorbo'ough 583661 (doy)

0<

862773

(evening), and os.k for Richard Brisboume.
15-2882 two-seater performance glidttr. Max LID 34: I. Flop~,
powerful air brakes, full oo~ic instrumentation front and rear seats,
radio, opproximately 1 year's C of A. Price £6500 plus VAT. Contact
the Manager, London Gliding Club, Dun~loble Downs, Beds. Tel 0582

63419.
lIBELlE 2018. Full ponel, PZL, Electric Vario, Audio, TIS, Harilan, Air
Moss, Oxygen, 8arogroph, Porochute, ?ye Bantam, high poWttr
ground set, well fitted Speedwell Trailer. A real kilometre eater _
best Aight achieved 606km triangle. 2 x ! shores availoble 01 lhe best
gJiding ~ite (Booker) £3000 each. Phone Lourie Beer. Amerihom 4819
(day~ Great Mlssenden 3384 (evenings).
18m CIRRUS, immaculate, full ponel. oxygen, radio, trailer. £76000no.

TeI 0302·710142 or 0226-83471.

i~~~.2tel~~es:~ljj3;22~fev~nrn~~. April
THAMES VAllEY GLIDING CLUB has for sole
instruments, £4500. Phone Stoincs 5..084.

78, with Brullswid,
0

Pilotus 8·4 wilh

TRAILER I Srn x 463, wolklhrough, SUII vlnloge, needs refurbIShing.
Good tyres. chessis, seen MGC. £175ono. Edwards,leomiNter 25.45.
SKYLARK ", built 1963, eMcellent condition, new C of A, full ponel ond
excellent Landsman melal trailer. Price £470Oona. Tel High Wycambe

(0494) 29263.
(ITABRIA 150hp tug 1973. 1900hrs since new, new C of A, spore
engine cnd propeller. Superb condition, oerobotic. Price £97000no.

11 i. und_ood th.t the Briti8h Glicjl"ill A..ocietion
cannot ec:cept raponeiblity for claim. mllde by
- . . . -.. in "Selplane & Gilding".

Tel H;gh Wycombe (0494129263.
11(,-8, good condition, licensod un,,1 5/78. fully mstrumented with
trailer, OM 7·400. K·68R, 5177 complete overhaul, fully instrumenfed,
wilh radio and trailer, OM 10·800. K-6E, 1968 model, excellent
condition, instrumented with hailer and cover, OM 15·000. Flugverein
Gvelersloh E.Y., 0·4830 Guetersloh 1, Postfach 2427, Tel

05241/14465.

FOR SALE
SUPER Pllt~T. 2 yeo" old. with trailer. Inslruments os supplied. but with
8runswic:~ TIE and Dolphin, USOO. Tel 01·351.4275 (daytime I,

PHOESUS 17e. 80~ 01 Booke" one-fifth shore, immoculole
condition, full panel, including A/H and audio vorio, P01o<:hule, fully
equipped trailer, rigging oick, £lS00. Tel 0.494 33300, E:d 209,
evenings 06285 26644.
K-7. Complere with instruments cnd open Iroiler. On yiew 01 Usk.
fuselage recently fe<overoo. C of A until May 78. (3950 ()(
reasonable offer, no VAT. Tel8fidgend 3567.

K·6CR. £3500. K·8, £3200. L.Spa'z 55, £1500. Tel Donco"er 103021
55157 or Oonca'fer 55861.
OLV .463. Nose hook, wheal fairing mod. full ponel, rodio, good

trailer, ovtf.. in exceptional condition, £3950. lel Tiptree (06211
815491.
SKYLARK 3F. trailer, porochute, barograph, radio, full ponel. £4000.

COMPtElE New Sfandord Class steel f olumlnlum IrOller; built for
Yego, hence fOf sole. £8500no. Phone 04545 2966, evening'S.

evenin

1505, exl 258 (olfoce).

26123", Warwick 48333.
S1<YLARK 2. lull ponel. I,oile,. C 01 A Jon 78. £2850. Tel 051·546
4192.
CANOPIED T-2l8, £1600. Conlad Mr D. Godfrey, Fritwell 594, aher

7 p.m.
ASTIR CS. Immoculore, year C of A. Basic Hull or complete outfit.
Available immediately. Tel Cirence~ler 4835.

THE UA'DING NAME IN

TOWING
BRACKETS
Ovel 0 m.lhon mode
NollonWldc Slacklsl\ and SI-lcc,oll\l Fillers lo-o~ ,n Yellow
Pages for you' local WiIIcr S~c,oh\1 or wr,le tOt dCIO,I$

C. P. WlTnR L1M,nD
CHunl 43 . TILlPHONE 0244 4 T T 66
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8LANIK with minor domoge lnot aCCIdent) all necessary ports to carry
out repair. Some instruments. Ideal for small dub wanting high
performonce two-sealer. £2500 including VAT. Apply W. 8. Swoles.
Thirsk 22339.
SKYLARK 2. BaSIC Instruments, no trailer. new C of A. Price- £2200.
Phone Oooc.aste-r 23 J 21.
SWAllOW. with trailer. Bolk ewcellent condition. C of A July 78. PZL
and TS. Dart Canopy. £2000. A. Mocdonuld, 17 leyside, Rayne,
Brointree, Essex. Brointree 219~8 (evf!.nifl9~1.
SKYLARK 3. in excellent condition, instruments, audio, 8runswlck T/E,
trailt1', new C of A. Contact R. Bridgcs, Tel Banbury B11203 (evening~l.
SKYLARK 4, trailer. full instruments including horizon and oxygen.
Good cockpit loading. £4500. Tel 0924 476585, even'ngs.
SCHEMPP·HIRTH STANDARD AUSTRIA ·S·. In ~uperb condition, glide
ratio 1:3" complete wit'" ~r(liler, £36500no. Poghom 4396.
SWALLOW in excellent condilion wilh Skylark canopy and
ontibolance loilplane mod. £ 1600. Open trailer available if required.
Seen at Hus. Bas. or canloct R. Oo... idiCln. 31 Lime Grove, Staple ford,
Notlif\ghom. 0602 392199 day, 392340 evenings.
M lOOS, good condition, eosiest rigging, ~uperb brakes. Instruments,
parachule and truiJer. C of A 10 Sept 78. £40000no. DoncOliler
58170, evenings.
K·6E, fully feuled, full pone I. Horizon. PZl and 8011 Audio, oxygen,
radio. porachufe, trailer. Will haggle on ofFen oyer £5500. Ring
02602 3525, evenings.
OLYMPIA 460 for sole. £3500. extensive rebuild, new fabric. Dort
canopy, new C of A. Very nice moctline. R. A. Reece, Tel Worcester

353372.
K-6CR. Superb <andition. full ponel. complete equipment including
ground/air radios and parachute, ~ound ttoiler. £4800. Derek Abbey,

o",by 810617.
115ElLE Syndicate forming bosed Husbond~ Bosworlh/Lang Man'on.
Two shares avoiloble. Tel Coventry 504149.
T·31 two-secter, basic instruments, New C of A. £80Oono. View
Lincolnshire GC Ring 0949-37267.
PIK 708. Trailor and instruments, coupled flops/ailerons. View Wesl
Midlands. Tel8erks"well 33162.

EON BABY, complele wilh kailer and instruments. New C of A.
Available immediately. Ideo/first syndicate machine. View lincolnlhire

SKYLARK 2, very good condition, new canopy, full panel including
turn and slip, resprayed in February. Competition No. 35. Trailer, C
of A unlil OCl 78. £2750. Conlacl F. D. Kennedy. hi GJynde (079159)
221 evenings. or write to "Apple Trees", Fide. Lewes, East Sussex.

Gc. £100Oono. Ring 0949·37267.

IS29D and trailer. BaSM: panel, C of A Mar 78. Tellingfleld B32758.

L·SPATZ (Scheibe's K-81 with instruments and light wooden Iroil~r. All
in very goad condilion. C of A July 78. £22000no. Brislol 696096,
evenings.

FOR SALE: Olympia 463, £3000. and Swallow £1500, both with basic
inslrumonts and trailer. Conloct: Secretory, Eagle Gliding Club. WOl
A.O. Harkim. 4 Djv HQ and Signal Regf, BfPO 15.

FOI<A ~, 400hrs, oriAinol owner, alCygen, radio, closed trailer. Unused
2 years. best offer secures. rei 0279·23422 evenings- Box No.
538.

se

GLIDER TOWHOOK assembly removed from Ausfer £ t 20. Wrlgh,~,
21 North Crou Skeet, Gosport. Honts.
BREGULT 905 SA "lovvtWe". immaculate condition, all mondofary
modificalions incorporafed, superlative Aying qualities with cuslom
buil' troiler, £3500. Hoylinglslond 4673.

TRAILERS
Joe & Terry Linee
Competitive Prices Send for Quotations.
Higher Bockhampton, Dorchester, Dorset.
Phone: Dorchester 2307

SKYLARK 04 No 23B, ~ummer hose Shobdon. In~trument~, parachule,
fitted Iroiler, eo~y 2 man rigging. 12 monlh~' C of A, ~uperb condition.
VIeW Woodford, £"900. F,onci~, 061-456 4083 (home), 061-973
COBRA 15. I :38 LID. Superb condition, low heur~, inslruments,
parachute, borogroph, excellent automatic trailer. reI. Redditch

BlANIK Based 01 Bickmorsh. '/18Ih shore for $Ole, tl00. (root,
le<ln1in91on Spa 34622.

PYE CAMBRIDGE 6 channel, Boot Moun'ing, 130'4, 129-9, J30·1
includi
mo netic oerial, £120. Byfleld 60399.

Forfeit, Comberley 63311. Ex. 230 (working hours only).

equipped ine Q)cygen, radio, elc. Phone Winchester 712662 (weekday

SiO UBElLE Camp No. 468. Approx 2S0hrs. C of A until Jon 1978.
Instruments include altimeter, AS!, 8urton ADC. Vorio, compass.
Oxygen and parachute. Easy load trailer. very good condition.
Contact R. A Boddy, York 704922.

0

A SKYLARK .. wilh instruments, porochute, Banfam radio. Murphy
ground-set, Winter barograph and toilored trailer. C of A De<: 78.
U500. C. Hodden, Fo~rWll')d,. TuUow Rood, Carlow, Eire.

SOUTHERN SAilPLANES hove ~n appointed Agents for the ROBiN
OR ~OO/'80 HP towiA9 aircraft. Ring Lombourn (0488)71774, if you
ore contemplating a new tug.
DART '7R. t share. based at loshom, excellent coodi.ion. Fully

DART 17R. good condition, full panel (in- Horizon). Iow line Irol1er, C
01 A 10 May 78. £5500. 0476 68893.

HORVIC RACING ENGINES LTD.
~ycoming,

and VW

Continentol,

ba~ed engine

Gip~y, Cirru~, Renoult
repairs ond overhauls

Weslgate Hangar, The Airfield
Little SIaughlon, Bedford MICU 2BN
'Tel:Co'lmworln 1023 <J621 700
PORlAB~E VHF MONITOR RECEIVERS, crystal
<onlrolled on 130.1, 130.4 ond 128.6mhz, £60.
8ch air·band scanners £200. Send lOp PO for
detail~, not ~tomps" RADIO COMMUNICA·
TIONS LTD., St $ampsons, Guernsey, Cl. Tel
104811 47278 91100m, 6/7pm Monday~ to
Fridays.

INTERGLlDE
We will manufocture to ~pecificolion ony
wing, fuselage, or tail plene section for eny
wooden, wood cnd melol, or glas~-flbre
glider. Wilh shipping, we Ihink we could still
be cheoper than anyone in the UK or Europe.
WriTe for qUole,
INTERGlIDE, 15 Clorens Street,
Bey~weter, Bloemfontein 9301,
Rep. of S. Africa.

FOR SALE

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING GLIDING CENTRE
G.e.v.

STD UlfllE. bol!ou, 011 extras, eOSlest rig, based Thrvxlon and/or
La~ or simiar in area, ; ihore available now, ()(" offefs for lotaL
TtlOl-57911\3.evenin $.
STO C1R1US (MiI 2). This immoculote competition olrcraft deserves 0
ben.- drNer. le ready for Ihe coming season with this complete outfit
lo,* houtl, year', C of A. Tel Bob Mcludie - Honington ILines) .486

BENALLA
• Full Time Training by 4 Staff Instructors.
• Cross Country Dual Training, lon'uary and February.
• Open and Standard Class Sailplanes for exclusive hire.

c..«IO~L rtenings.

PlIAT. No "0;1.,. £32000no piu. VAT. Tel Sullon ITh;"kI237 (OB456).

• On site Accommodat'ion.
• Accessible to Internal Transport.
• Close to International Air Terminals.

SlTUAnONS VACANT
TUG PU..OT/tAI PfRSON. InstruclOf roling an advontage but nol
.uentU. Required lex 1978 Seoson April/Se:pfember indusi\lc. Apply
CF I., Yorhhrre Gliding Club. Sulton Bank, Thirsi, Vorlts.

MODERN flEET
Open
Standard
Dual
Tugs

COVRSE INSTrUCTOR required by Oefby & lones GildIng Club. May
10 ~ 1978. Full Category ciScnhol. Molor Glider Rating
preferred. Apply 10 Mr R. A Hare, Course Organiser, 116 Chorley

lood. ShoIIIo!d 510 3Rt.

'1 Cou~ Instructors ore
ftquired by InIlpen GUding Club for 1978 Seoson 01 Tnruxlon. Senior
b\):iructOJ. fun category ideolly with PPl and tugging experience.
h\lltol'lf Instructor, Full ()( oss",lonl rating. A full lime lug pilol will
ChO b. can$idened. Some lugging experience is desirable but would
hOln. a slHlobl. applicant. Apply in wriling with full details a(
quahfl(Vlions and experience 10: Ray Hunt, 17 Scve,no~e Close,
TAehw-sl, R«Jdj~, Berlc.s.

GLIDING INSTItUCTORSITUG PiLOTS.

1 Kestrel 19m
3 Hornet, 1 Libelle, 3 Super Arrow
5 Brosov IS-28B, Falke Motor Glider
3 Piper Pawnee

Further details:

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA
PO SOX 46, BENALLA 3672
Telephones: Benalla 057.621058 Melbourne 03.2321098

GLIDING
Fjy~

holiday courses for beginners and
early sola pilots. May to September.
Beautiful Peak District. tuition and full boord
inclusive
Apply Steward, Derby & Lanes Gliding Club,
Canphill Farm, Great Hucklow, Buxton,
Derbyshire. Tel Tideswell 871270

WANTED
15 h\EIKf glou outfit wlfn _tol ,,"oiler, con~ldef 11 metre Kewd. Salmon, 13
F-reydon Way. CcNw. Ckc-"~

WANTED - Either Tutor or r·]I. FuUest details to Peter Champion,
32 lodiesmile Rood, Potchom, Sussex

TUITION

LEARN TO FLY
IN SUNNY KENYA

Contact Kenya'. Specialists in Full
Time a.sidentiel COurses

The Nakuru Aero Club, PO Box 848,
Ncauru, Kenya, Ea.t AFt-ica

'------

FLY FRIENDLY
FLY THE

NORTHERNS
Details from /he Secretory:
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd.
Sutton Bank
Thirsk
Yorks. Y07 2EY
Tel. Sutton (08456) 237

"SOARING" - official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited by Douglas Lamont.
Address: Box 66071, Los Angeles, California 90066
USA. Subscriptions. $13.00 outside USA; apply to
your post office for a lorm.

MISCELLANEOUS
NEED TO HIRE 15 metre far Worlds, or ex{honge Kestrel ond cor for
July, ex rienced 'lots only. Filmal, Box 8046, Ottawa. Canada.

Why not combine 0 holiday in Africa with
learning to Ay

We operate 365 days a year from
_ two unrestrkted aerodromes and
offer residential courses for the
Prlvat. Pilot's Licenc., Night Rating,
Instrument
Flying,
Aerobatics,
Gftding, Multl.Engine and Assistant
Instructor". Ratlnls

PU BLlCATIONS

ACCOMMODATION
COTIAGE cxcommodOlion to renl, 3 miles (rom Sc.altish Gliding
Union, Portmoak. Details phone 031-225 776., evenings.

Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR PICTORIAL eoch
month for the world air view in pictures and leatures.
Reports and photos of aircralt and sailplanes, military
aviation news, spotters' notebook, ete. Price 50p from
your newsagent. For free specimen copy send 20p in
stamps to Oept S.G., Seymour Press Ltd. 334 Brixton
Road, London S.W.9.

Four miles Shobdon
Secluded country house, 5 acres grounds, easy
parking for caravans and trailers. Self·catering
Aatlets. B&B. E. meols
Details: Mrs Weir
"Lynhales", Lyonshall 277
Hereford HR5 3LN

COME ro ",rA'N'S lEADING rRAlNING
CENrRE IOR A HANG GIlDING HOI.IDA Y
Two, Four or Seven Ocy Beginners' Courses
Colour Brochure from:
Oept SG, Welsh Hong Gliding 'Centre
Crickhowell, nr. Abergavenny, '5. Wal'es
Te'Iephone (0873) 81,0019

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, publication of the
Gliding Federotion of Austrolia. A comple'e coverage
of Australian soaring and exclusive features of
internotional interest. Subscription £3.50 or $10 U.S.
to Box 1650, G.P.O. Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" Official Gliding
Magazine of the N.Z. Gliding Association. Printed
October and' Alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi, Private 8og, Tauranga, New Zealand. £4.00
sterling fo< yea,s subscription '(inclusive 01 postage).

BOOKS
HANG GLIDING

Bob Mockay
This very successful basic guide now in THIRD
large edition, ",me price, SOp. Revised and
with new material included.
From your bookseller, or 57p post free from
Thornhill Press, 46 Westgate St, Gloucester.

SLOPE SOARING with 0 radio control model sailplane
is 0 fascinating pastime and a typical phase 01
aeromodelling. Reod about this and other aero·
modelling subjects in Aeromodeller and Radio (ontrol
Models and E/ectronia. the wo<ld's leading magazines
published monthly price 20p each. Model & Allied
Publications Ltd., 13·35 Bridge Street, Heme! Hemp.
stead. Herts.
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Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at their
unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 delY. per week

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

CLUB EXPEDITIONS
Spring, Summer and Autumn seasons.

ENQUIRE NOW for details of party
rates and accommodation to:
A. J. MIDDLETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dinnet (033 985) 339

Cleveland
Sailplanes
Repairs
C of A's
Glassfibre work
ALL WORK TO HIGH STANDARD
WORKS: Melmerby 358
HOME: Melmerby 297

--=- -

-0-:"-

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By l. GLOVER senior inspector

'-- - ---;~I~-·
Ct~)

Husbands BoswOrlh Airfield. Near Rugby

Tel, Husbands Bosworth 880375
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April to Odober - Normally weekends only
in winter, bul weekday flying is possible by
prior permission of the Manager, Tel. 045-

386 342
For details write to,

The Secretary
Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Stonehouse
Glos. GL 10 3TX

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124
Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May - B.G.A. fully-rated instructors
- fine soaring - lovely coastal
airfield - ideal for a different family
holiday.

Details with pleasure from:
The'Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

GLIDING COURSES
ATSHOBDON
Aerotow and motor-glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advanced
Combined power / gliding
All details from:
Herefordshire Gliding Club,

Shobdon Airfield,
Leominster, Hfds. HR6 9NR.
Tel: Kingsland 369
(24 hour Ansafone on 496)

LEARN TO FLY AT THE
YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY COURSES
Commencing April 10 to September 25.
Details Irom:

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd.
Sutton Bonk, Thirsk
Yorks. Y07 2EY

Tel. Sulton (08456) 237

A Spring holiday

COME SOARING
IN FREE AI,R AT
THE SOUTH'S NEW
GLIDING CENTRE

SOARING IN KENT!
BOOK NOW
for special early seoson discount.
A week's gliding 011 inclusive of accommodotion, instruction ond VAT for £78 (peok season
£92 per week).

Full membership details Iram

Isobel Whittinghorn
Anker Farm
Vernham Dean, Hants
Tel: tinkenholt 228

Kent Gliding Club
CHAllOCK, ASHFORD, KENT
For details:

INK PEN

GLIDING CLUB
THRUXTON, HANTS

Write or ring Chollock (023 374) 274

,IT'S THE ONtY PLACE TO GO.I
* For the novice or pundit

*

*

*

ab-initio to advanced training

circuits to cross country

aerQtow Or auto launch

WHEREJS THIS - LASHAMI
Delek Piggott, our C.F./., leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:

Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

--v-lONDON GliDING ClUB

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the Ml). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds througlloul
the year. Res,ident insTru<;lors,
catering every day (weekends oll,ly
in winter), licensed bar, accommodaTion and other facilili'es. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership deTails TO the
Manager, orring,0582 63419.

When Westerlies Blow
we

* BUNGEY *
- where? -

LONG MYND
of course!

Ridge Thermal Wave
No wond,r you have to book!
Midland Gliding Club Limited

Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 15 6AD
phone 061 9733086 (9am-9pm)

WYCOMBE
AIRWAYS
GLIDING
FLYING
SCHOOL
CLUB
THAMES VALLEY
GLIDING CLUB
Aero tows and a modern training flee!
ensure trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern Club-house, Bar and
Canteen. Accommodation available. Our
instructors can cater for all your flying
requirements.
FOR DETAILS APPL Y TO.
THE SECRETARY ISG.l, WYCOMBE
GLIDING SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW, BUCKS.
Tel. High Wvcombe 29263

YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB i
I
I

WAVE FLYING
THERMAL SOARING
GOOD FACILITIES
all at Sutton Bank
Details from rheSECRETARY

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK
THIRSK
YORKSHIRE
Telephone SUTTON 237

j

